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Abstract
Understanding the nature of suspended particles is crucial to explaining water clarity issues
in many estuaries, including the Chesapeake Bay and its tidal tributaries. Typical near surface
estuarine particles are not individual sediment grains, but rather are clusters of inorganic and
organic components known as flocs. Because of their fragile nature, flocs are challenging to
observe in-situ, so their influence on the optical properties of the system are not well-known.
This dissertation used a combination of state-of-the-art optical instrumentation, including laser
scattering and transmissometry, a high-definition particle imaging camera system (PICS), and
irradiance meters, along with supporting laboratory analysis techniques to investigate the
surface waters of the York River estuary. This work characterized estuarine floc properties while
simultaneously identifying relationships between estuarine light attenuation, absorption, and
scattering due to flocs as well as other water column constituents.
The relative organic fraction of suspended solids was found to be an important control on
the fractal nature of estuarine flocs, including primary particle size and density, as well as bulk
floc properties. A new approach is presented here that simultaneously solves for multiple floc
fractal characteristics (e.g., fractal dimension, primary particle size, and primary particle density)
and identifies whether simple fractal models are appropriate to describe individual suspensions.
Results indicate that suspensions in the York River estuary with lower organic fraction and
higher total suspended solids (TSS) are dominated by larger flocs composed of smaller, denser
primary particles. In contrast, suspensions with higher organic fraction and lower TSS are
composed of smaller flocs with larger, less dense primary particles. Paradoxically, the organicrich flocs containing larger, lower density primary particles are, in terms of solids content,
actually denser overall. This is because the larger, organic-rich primary particles take up more
space within the flocs, leaving less room for water.
Diffuse light attenuation, scattering, and absorption were related to the nature of the flocs
in the York estuary, as well as to other water column constituents. It was found that as TSS
increases, larger, lower density flocs containing less organic matter and more water increasingly
dominate. This causes scattering to increase more quickly than TSS. In contrast, absorption
increased more slowly than TSS. This is because the organics more prevalent at low TSS absorb
more light per mass than the inorganic solids that dominate suspensions with higher TSS. Under
most conditions, total scattering was dominated by inorganic particles. However, the combined
effects of other components (the water itself, colored dissolved organic matter, phytoplankton,
plus non-algal organic solids) typically dominated both absorption and attenuation. The
importance of phytoplankton and organic solids relative to inorganic solids from land runoff
have important ramifications for water clarity management, specifically suggesting revaluation
of strategies solely focused on reducing inorganic sediment input.
Even with an advanced video-settling column (e.g. PICS), there are issues resolving smaller
flocs and sampling very low TSS. A major challenge in processing particle images is correctly
identifying and sizing particles of varying composition and size, while correctly separating infocus particles from out-of-focus particles. A new automated analysis approach was created that
efficiently resolves particles, while rejecting out-of-focus objects, and was implemented into the
automated processing algorithm for the PICS. Field- and laboratory-based experiments were
conducted to evaluate video-based size, settling velocity, and density estimates, and it was
found that all three parameters were adequately measured with the PICS.
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Influence of suspended particle size and composition on particle image processing,
estuarine floc fractal properties, and resulting estuarine light attenuation

Chapter 1: Introduction and Background
Degradation of water clarity associated with suspended particles is a key water quality
management issue and threat to coastal systems worldwide. The quantity and quality of
underwater light drives primary productivity, governs the growth and survival of essential
habitats, and controls the visual appearance of the water, influencing property values and
tourism via aesthetic appeal. The Chesapeake Bay and its tidal tributaries are among the many
coastal systems where poor water clarity is a major concern (US EPA 2003, 2008). Declines in
water clarity have contributed to significant decreases in abundance of submerged aquatic
vegetation (SAV), which has resulted in a loss of essential habitat for many marine and
freshwater species within the Bay (Moore et al., 1997; Daur et al., 2000; Kemp et al., 2005;
Moore, 2009; Reay, 2009; Waycott et al., 2009). Additionally, it is estimated that the economic
benefit of a cleaner Chesapeake Bay is over $20 billion dollars per year (Philips and
McGee,2016).
In the Chesapeake Bay, suspended solids are the dominant cause of poor water clarity
(Gallegos and Moore, 2000), and despite costly efforts, water clarity has been unresponsive to
management practices that focus on the reduction of sediment loads from the watershed.
Water clarity management criteria for the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries was implemented
to protect the water’s living resources, particularly SAV (Gallegos, 2001; Cerco et al., 2004;
Tango and Batiuk, 2013; Wang et al., 2013; Cerco and Noel, 2017). The EPA has identified
sediment as one of the three main components of the “pollution diet” to be regulated in the Bay
watershed as part of the allowable Total Maximum Daily Load entering the Bay and its tidal
tributaries (US EPA, 2010). However, even with long-term decreases in sediment input to the
Chesapeake Bay, water clarity has continued to deteriorate, especially in the southern Bay
2

(Williams et al., 2010; Gallegos et al., 2011; Cerco and Noel, 2013). Analysis of long-term
monitoring data indicates that suspended solids in the upper water column degrade water
clarity, but recent sediment input from the watershed is not highly correlated with total
suspended solids (Wang et al., 2013). Here it is proposed that the apparent disconnect between
water clarity and sediment input to the Bay is related to the dynamic nature of locally
suspended estuarine particles, as well as the interaction between suspended organic particles
and inorganic solids via the structure of the particles.
Understanding the nature of near surface estuarine particles is crucial to explaining water
clarity issues in the Chesapeake Bay (Gallegos et al. 2011). Suspended particles influence light
attenuation through absorption and scattering. Absorption directly removes light, while
scattering reduces the vertical penetration of light by changing its pathway. The rate of
absorption and degree of scattering depend directly on particle size, composition, and density
(Bowers et al., 2011); and indirectly on particle settling rate, which controls how long and how
high in the water column particles stay in suspension. These properties are difficult to constrain
in estuaries dominated by cohesive sediments (e.g. muds) because suspended particles are not
simply single solid grains, but agglomerates of inorganic and organic particles and water, known
as flocs (Edelvang and Austen, 1997; Sanford et al., 2005; Friedrichs, 2009; Cartwright et al.,
2011). Floc size, composition, density, and settling rate are different from those of their
constituent particles. Because of their fragile nature, flocs are difficult to observe and often
require in situ sampling with advanced instrumentation to quantify their properties
(Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004).
Although significant progress has been made in advancing theoretical and conceptual
models for characterizing floc properties, our understanding of the nature of flocs in estuarine
3

surface waters is not well understood, and their influence on optical properties is still uncertain,
due in large part to lack of simultaneous observations of each. An attractive way to represent
the variation in floc density and settling velocity as a function of floc size is through fractal
relationships. Kranenburg (1994) used the fractal approach to establish mathematical
relationships between floc size, settling velocity and density using a dimensionless parameter,
defined as the fractal dimension. Particles in low concentration in estuarine surface waters tend
to contain a relatively large fraction of organic matter, so fractal models inferred from the
analysis of mainly inorganic flocs may not be appropriate to describe suspensions of these more
organic-rich flocs (Winterwerp and van Kesteren, 2004; Braithwaite et al., 2010; Hill et al., 2011).
Diverse mathematical models have been developed to evaluate floc dynamics in coastal
systems, and many of them depend on underlying fractal formulations (e.g. Winterwerp, 1998;
Vernay et al., 2011; Soulsby et al., 2013). However, even though sediment transport models
sometimes account for particle flocculation, the models used may not be appropriate for near
surface flocs, because the fractal nature of surface flocs in dynamic coastal environments is still
poorly understood. This is in large part due to the challenges associated with collecting in-situ
surface observations of floc properties, challenges that include the motion of observing
platforms, lower particle concentrations, smaller particles, lower settling velocities, and lower
contrast in optical imaging.
The main objectives of this dissertation were to use a combination of state-of-the-art
optical instrumentation with sophisticated transmissometers, irradiance meters, and laboratory
analysis techniques to (1) investigate the fractal nature of suspended flocs of varying organic
content suspended in estuarine surface waters and (2) determine relationships between
estuarine light attenuation, absorption and scattering, and estuarine surface flocs along with
4

other water column constituents. While addressing these objectives, it was found that the
existing video-based methodology for characterizing near surface flocs could be improved, so
the fourth chapter focuses on improving and validating imagine analysis techniques for
characterizing floc properties.
Chapters 2 and 3 focus on addressing the first two objectives by analyzing in situ
observations of suspended particle characteristics, water quality parameters, and resultant
optical properties along the York River estuary, Virginia, a major tidal tributary of the lower
Chesapeake Bay, that experiences water quality issues related to poor water clarity (Reay,
2009). The York exhibits strong gradients in stratification, physical mixing, total suspended
solids, chlorophyll and nutrient concentrations, water clarity, and particle properties along its
main axis (Moore et al., 1997; Schaffner et al., 2001; Friedrichs, 2009; Lake and Brush, 2015),
providing a parameter space that overlaps many other estuarine environments, both in the
Chesapeake region and globally. The entire system stretches only ~50 km (a fraction of the
Chesapeake’s main stem which is 320 km), so it is feasible to collect samples along the entire
estuary on the same day.
In Chapter 2, observations of particle properties were collected in surface waters along
the York River estuary in fall 2014, 2015, and 2016 using a profiling system equipped with a
Laser In-Situ Scattering and Transmissometer (LISST-100X), a high-definition Particle Imaging
Camera System (PICS) incorporating a video settling tube, and a high-speed pump sampler.
Particle size distributions were measured using the LISST-100X and PICS. PICS videos were
further analyzed to determine well-constrained estimates of individual floc size and excess
density. Water samples collected by the high-speed pump were analyzed for total suspended
solids, and bulk apparent density was estimated by dividing the measured mass concentration
5

by total volume observed with the LISST-100X and PICS. A new in-situ method was developed to
simultaneously solve for floc fractal dimension, primary particle size, and primary particle
density by (i) fitting a simple fractal model to observations of effective floc density as a function
of floc diameter from by the PICS and (ii) ensuring the integrated particle size distribution (LISST
and PICS) was consistent with measurements of bulk apparent density. Using this approach, the
fractal nature of suspended flocs of varying organic content suspended in estuarine surface
waters was investigated.
A combination of optical instrumentation with transmissometers, irradiance meters, and
laboratory analysis techniques are described in Chapter 3 and were used to investigate the
relationship between estuarine light attenuation and water column suspended properties along
with other water column constituents. Observations of suspended particle characteristics,
commonly measured water quality parameters (total suspended solids, total organic solids,
chlorophyll a concentration, and absorbance of colored dissolved organic matter) and optical
properties (diffuse light attenuation (Kd), scattering, and, via model inversion, absorption) were
collected on 20 cruises from 2014-2016 at various stations along the York River estuary. These
were used to develop a simple model for Kd, and the influences of water quality parameters and
particle properties on scattering, absorption, and Kd were investigated.
Chapter 4 focuses on improving and validating techniques for characterizing floc
properties using advanced video-settling columns. Characterizing the size, settling velocity and
density of flocs is challenging and greatly benefits from combining in situ observations collected
with video-settling columns with image analysis routines (Van Leuseen and Cornelisse, 1993;
Fennessy et al. 1994; Sternberg et al., 1996; Mikkelsen et al., 2004; Smith and Friedrichs, 2011;
Smith and Friedrichs, 2015). Unlike other popular instruments (e.g. LISST-100X, Malvern
6

MasterSizer, Coulter Counter, classic Owen Tubes), video-based systems collect observations
with minimal disruption (Dyer et al., 1996). However, there are still issues with circulation within
the settling column (Van Kessel, 2003; Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004; Fountain et al.,
2012; Jacobs et al., 2016), with achieving adequate particle resolution with image analysis
methods (Keyvani and Strom, 2013; Lintern and Sills, 2006), and with the limited validation of
density estimates derived from measured size and settling velocity. This chapter introduces a
new automated algorithm that efficiently identifies and sizes both large and small particles,
while rejecting out-of-focus objects. The algorithm was implemented into the PICS processing
algorithm, which combines particle tracking and particle image velocimetry to measure settling
velocity while accounting for background fluid velocity (Smith and Friedrichs, 2011; 2014). The
accuracy of the approach was assessed with a series of laboratory experiments, using
manufactured particles (both spherical and irregularly shaped) that cover a range of densities
and sizes and with natural mud aggregates of roughly known densities and size range.
Finally, Chapter 5 briefly summarizes the results from this dissertation and offers insights
on approaches moving forward for improved observations and management. Together this
dissertation advances our understanding of the fractal nature of near-surface estuarine flocs
and the influence of floc characteristics on optical properties. Techniques for characterizing floc
properties were also extensively evaluated for improved efforts in future applications.
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Chapter 2: The importance of organic content to fractal floc properties in estuarine
surface waters: Insights from video, LISST, and pump sampling in the York River,
Chesapeake Bay
The properties of particles in surface waters are especially important to the fate of incident
light, and the abundance of small organic particles has specifically been associated with the
degradation of water clarity in the Chesapeake Bay region. To better understand the nature of
suspended flocs of varying organic content in estuarine surface waters, LISST-100X, video
settling, and pump sampling were combined in field experiments in the York River estuary,
Virginia, USA, in fall 2014, 2015, and 2016. A new in-situ method was developed to
simultaneously solve for floc fractal dimension (F), primary particle size (dp), and primary particle
density (ρp) by (i) fitting a simple fractal model to observations of effective floc density (Δρ) as a
function of floc diameter (df), and (ii) ensuring the integrated particle size distribution was
consistent with measurements of bulk apparent density (ρa). When fractal fits were statistically
justified, application of the above methods showed the bulk fraction of organic matter (forg) to
be well correlated to multiple floc properties. As forg increased, dp and ρa also increased, while
ρp, total suspended solids (TSS), and median floc size by volume (d50v) decreased. Notably, for df
< 150 μm (which included > 95% of particle dry mass), F was not significantly related to either
forg or TSS. When pooling multiple samples, a marked decrease in F was seen at the transition to
macroflocs (at df~ 150 μm), and most strongly for high forg cases. This suggested that settling
velocities ≥ ~ 1 mm/s may produce turbulent stresses that tend to tear macroflocs apart. This
study also found that when fractal theory held, ρp had a near 1:1 correlation with the bulk dry
density of filtered TSS, suggesting that primary particles are tightly bound aggregates of
combined mineral and organic components. Since F can be directly measured by video settling
tubes, and ρp can be constrained by filtering water samples, dp remains the least wellconstrained fractal floc parameter. The combination of a video settling tube, LISST-100X, and
pump sampling can be used to gain new insights into the fractal nature estuarine flocs. Given
that this study found systematic trends in dp and ρp, but not in F, future studies would be
advised not to assume dp and ρp to be constants while freely varying F.

1. Introduction
The properties of particles in surface waters are especially important to the fate of
incident light, with direct ramifications for primary production, habitat and water quality, and
optical remote sensing. In estuaries, suspended particles are typically the dominant control on
light availability and water clarity (Kirk, 1994; Bowers et al., 2011). The rate of absorption and
scattering of light depends directly on particle size, composition, and density (Bowers et al.,
2011) and indirectly on particle settling rate, which controls how long and how high in the water
column particles remain in suspension (Friedrichs et al., 2008). For the main stem of the
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Chesapeake Bay, Gallegos et al. (2011) showed via optical modeling that the systematic
decrease in water clarity as measured by Secchi depth since the 1980s was likely due to an
increase in the abundance of small, organic-rich suspended particles in the estuarine surface
waters.

Typical near surface estuarine particles are not single solid particles, but clusters of
inorganic and organic particles and water, called flocs. Due to the fragile nature of flocs, in-situ
sampling is required to accurately characterize optically important characteristics, including floc
size (df), floc density (ρf), and floc settling velocity (ws). When possible, an attractive way to
represent the variation of ρf and ws as a function of df is through fractal relationships.
Kranenburg (1994) used the fractal approach to establish a mathematical relationship to relate
df, ρf and ws to the diameter (dp) and density (ρp) of the fractal primary particles using a
dimensionless parameter, defined as the fractal dimension (F). The parameters dp and ρp are
difficult to measure for natural suspensions (Fettweis, 2008). Fortunately, if a video imaging
system equipped with a settling column is available, F can be derived by fitting a power law
function to observed df and ws or (via empirical settling laws) to df and ρf, simplified as ws~dfF-1
and ρf ~ df3-F (Dyer and Manning, 1999; Sanford et al., 2005; Smith and Friedrichs, 2015).
The fractal nature of flocs in estuarine surface waters is not well understood, in large part
due to the challenges associated with collecting in-situ observations of floc properties of surface
suspensions. Relative to near-bed in-situ observations, these challenges include the motion of
observing platforms, lower particle concentrations, smaller particles, lower settling velocities,
and lower contrast in optical imaging. Video settling systems and particle imaging cameras
generally have limited size resolution, most requiring particles to be at least 3 pixels or larger for
accurate tracking for df and ws (Milligan and Hill, 1998; Mikkelsen et al., 2004; Sanford et al.,
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2005; Smith et al., 2011). In addition, video settling systems generally require a stable platform
to ensure estimates of ws are not influenced by background fluid velocity, although Smith and
Friedrichs (2011, 2015) have developed an automated method for reducing the background fluid
effect. Otherwise, the time required to allow turbulence to completely dissipate and/or transfer
water samples to a ship or shore-based laboratory may cause the flocs to evolve away from insitu conditions (Dyer et al., 1996). Particles in low concentration surface waters in estuarine and
coastal environments also tend to contain a relatively large fraction of organic matter, so fractal
models inferred from the analysis of mainly inorganic flocs may not be appropriate in such cases
(Winterwerp and van Kesteren, 2004; Braithwaite et al., 2010; Hill et al., 2011). Furthermore,
the density of the primary building blocks of organic-rich flocs may be significantly less than the
commonly assumed inorganic value of ~2300-2600 kg/m3 (Khelifa and Hill, 2006; Fettweis,
2008).

Diverse mathematical models have been developed to evaluate floc dynamics in coastal
systems, and many of them depend on underlying fractal formulations. These models range in
complexity from a basic power-law function relating settling velocity or density to size
(Kranenburg, 1994; Winterwerp, 1998; Khelifa and Hill, 2006), to simple single population
models that investigate change in floc diameter over time (Winterwerp, 2002; Son and Hsu,
2011), to slightly more complex two-class population models that can resolve bimodal
flocculation (Lee et al., 2014), to the most sophisticated multi-class models (Maggi et al., 2007;
Verney et al., 2011). The different models vary in complexity and ability, but all of the above
models assume a fractal approach and require input of F, dp, and ρp. It is common to set ρp near
that of quartz or clay and dp as 1, 4, or 10 μm (Winterwerp et al., 1998; Manning and Dyer, 1999;
Sanford et al., 2005; Son and Hsu, 2011; Verney et al., 2011; Hurley et al., 2016). These
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parameters also can be treated as adjustable fitting parameters (Lee et al., 2014). F is either
assumed to be constant (Winterwerp et al., 1998; Son and Hsu, 2011; Verney et al., 2011) or
vary with size (Maggi, 2013; Son and Hsu; 2011). Son and Hsu (2011) compared simulations that
used a constant F to simulations using size-varying F, and found the size varying F better
captured essential features of cohesive sediment transport in the Ems/Dollar estuary. Verney et
al. (2011) also compared F assumptions, as well as the influence of dp, and found that small
variability in F did not have nearly as significant of an effect on the results as did changes in the
dp. The importance of dp and ρp is also suggested in Khelifa and Hill, 2006 and Fettweis, 2008.
Both note that the main uncertainties in fractal approximations of floc pf and ws are associated
with the characterization of dp and ρp.
Theoretically, a fractal model, such as Kranenburg’s (1994) floc density relationship, along
with observations of total suspended solids (TSS) and the integration of an observed particle size
distribution (PSD), can be used to constrain relationships between F, dp and ρp (Ganju et al.,
2007; Braithwaite et al., 2010; Bowers, et al., 2017; Chapalain et al., 2018). Typically, values for
dp and ρp are assumed, and a best-fit solution for F is obtained for a given PSD. If multiple PSDs
are fit at once, then a best-fit value for dp, ρp and F can be solved for simultaneously which
together minimize error across all the PSDs (Braithwaite et al., 2010). Braithwaite et al. (2010)
used the above approach to define a representative dp and ρp for the Tamar Estuary, 1787 kg/m3
and 3.9 μm, and then used those values to estimate F throughout the system. They concluded
that the relationship is fairly robust and useful to predict dp and ρp from PSDs and TSS. Bowers et
al. (2017) and Chapalain et al. (2018) assumed a constant ρp and dp and estimated F. Though
these applications have shown how useful these relationships are to quantify fractal and
primary particle characteristics, the approach is still somewhat constrained. The work in this
present study demonstrates a new method to characterize ρp, dp, and F simultaneously for a
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single PSD by including observations from a video settling tube. Observations from the video
settling tube allow for well-constrained estimates of F, and independent measurements of ρp
through analysis of collected water samples provide validation of the fractal assumption. These
improvements allow us to gain new insight into the fractal nature of small, organic-rich flocs in
estuarine surface waters.
In the sections that follow, we first outline the theoretical relationship between floc
excess density (Δρ) and apparent density (ρa) and how the relationship can be used with fractal
approximations to determine dp and ρp (Section 2). Next a description of specific
instrumentation and analysis methods is provided (Section 3). In the results section (Section 4),
both bulk floc characteristics and fractal properties are described with special attention to
trends correlated to floc organic content (Section 4). The discussion (Section 5) focuses on how
the results impact our previous understanding of fractal floc properties and their relationship to
environmental conditions. Finally, the paper ends with conclusions and recommended future
work (Section 6). A list of symbols used in this paper is shown in Table 1.

2. Theoretical Background
2.1.

Definitions of and relationships among Δρ, ρa, and primary particle density
(ρp)
Excess density (Δρ) and apparent density (ρa) are two related definitions of particle

density that are each commonly utilized when characterizing floc properties. Excess density,
which is a floc’s in situ or wet density minus the density of water, appears in particle settling
relationships that balance a particle’s effective submerged weight against frictional drag as a
particle settles. Video settling tubes are often used to estimate Δρ through direct measurements
of particle size and settling velocity (e.g., Van Leuseen and Cornelisse, 1993; Fennessy et al.,
1994; Hill et al., 1998; Manning and Dyer, 1999; Mikkelsen et al., 2004; Smith and Friedrichs,
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2011; Smith and Friedrichs, 2015). In contrast, apparent density (ρa) is a floc’s dry mass divided
by its wet volume. Typically, measurements of dry mass concentration determined by filtration,
combined with estimates of total wet floc volume, provide bulk estimates of ρa (e.g., Mikkelsen
and Perjrup, 2001; Bowers et al., 2009; Braithwaite et al., 2010; Bowers et al., 2011; Hurley and
Hill, 2016). If one assumes flocs are aggregates composed of interstitial water combined with
primary particles of uniform density (which contain no water), then it is relatively
straightforward to derive a quantitative relationship between Δρ and ρa.
The quantitative relationship between Δρ and ρa follows from the definition of each, reexpressed in terms of the masses and volumes of the component particles and interstitial water
(Mikkeslen and Perjup, 2001; Fettweis, 2008; Hurley et al., 2016). A floc’s wet density (ρf) can be
described as the wet mass of the floc (Mf) divided by the volume of the floc (Vf), where Mf is the
sum of the mass of the primary particles (Mp) and water (Mw) within the floc, and Vf is the sum
of the volume of the primary particles (Vp) and water (Vw). Using these definitions and some
algebra, it follows that
∆𝜌 = 𝜌! − 𝜌! =

!! !!!
!! !!!

−

!!
!!

=

!! !! !!! !!
!! !!! !!

Eqn. 2a.

where ρw = Mw/Vw is the density of water. A floc’s apparent density (ρa) is simply Mp/Vf, which
can be expanded as
𝜌! =

!!

Eqn. 2b.

!! !!!

Dividing Eqn. 2a by 2b then yields
!!
!!

=

!! !! !!! !!
!! !!
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Eqn. 2c
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where ρp = Mp/Vp is the primary particle density. From Eqn. 2c, it is evident that the ratio of
excess density to apparent density is a function of primary particle density. For a given floc
population, this ratio will remain constant across all floc sizes and floc densities if the density of
the primary particles is uniform within that population.
Based on the relationships outlined above, it follows that concurrent, independent
measurements of ρa and Δρ can together be used to estimate the primary particle density (ρp)
for a given floc population. If independent observations of Δρ and ρa confirm a stable ratio
between Δρ and ρa across a range of floc sizes, then that stable ratio of Δρ to ρa can be used to
directly estimate ρp via Eqn. 2c. This method for estimating ρp does not require any assumptions
regarding the fractal nature of the flocculation process. Nor does it assume that the primary
particles are of a single size. It only assumes that the densities of the primary particles are
uniform within a given floc. Unfortunately, obtaining independent in situ measurements of both
ρa and Δρ for individual flocs is quite difficult. Advances in video settling tubes have made it
easier to obtain measurements of Δρ for individual flocs, but often the best that can be done to
obtain a second independent measurement of ρa is to measure a bulk or average value.

2.2.

Use of fractal relationship between Δρ and ρa to estimate ρp and dp
The constant ratio between Δρ and ρa derived above also means that for flocs that do

conform to classical fractal relations, the same fractal dimension will describe the dependence
of both Δρ and ρa on floc size. Self-similar fractal theory was originally applied to Δρ by
Kranenburg (1994), yielding

Δ𝜌 = 𝜌! − 𝜌! = 𝜌! − 𝜌!

!!

!!!

Eqn. 2d

!!
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where dp and df are the primary particle and floc diameters, and F is the floc fractal dimension.
In deriving Eqn. 2d, Kranenburg (1994) assumed that primary particles in a given fractal floc
population are of a single size, dp, as well as a single density, ρp, and yield a specific excess
density (Δρ) for a corresponding floc size (df). Using Eqn. 2c to eliminate Δρ in Eqn. 2d
immediately yields

𝜌! = 𝜌!

!!

!!!

Eqn. 2e

!!

i.e., the same self-similar fractal relation in terms of apparent density. The above results are
consistent with the approach of other authors who have previously assumed that either Δρ (Hill
et al., 1998; Dyer and Manning, 1999; Fettweis, 2008; Hill et al., 2011) or ρa (Mikkelsen and
Perjup, 2001; Braithwaite et al., 2010; Hill et al., 2013; Bowers et al., 2017) individually obeys a
fractal relation, with F representing the flocs’ characteristic fractal dimension in either case.
Assuming the above fractal model holds, then knowledge of bulk ρa along with
observations of Δρ as a function df can be used to determine F, ρp, and dp. The various relations
to be combined (which are expanded upon in Section 3.2.2) are as follows: With volume
concentration (VC) known over all size class bins (i) of the particle size distribution from a LISST100X and/or particle camera, then total suspended solids (TSSF) in terms of mass concentration
can be predicted from summing ρa multiplied by VC for each size class bin (i):
𝑇𝑆𝑆! =

!!
!!
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!! !!!
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!

Eqn. 2f.

where ρa is given by Eqn. 2e (Babin et al., 2003; Ganju et al., 2007; Braithwaite et al., 2010). In
Eqn. 2f, Vs represents the total volume of sample, and subscript F is used to denote TSS
estimated from ρa and VC. TSSF is matched to TSS determined from filtered water samples. In
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addition, observations of Δρ vs. df from a video settling tube are fit to Eqn. 2d. Finally, Eqn. 2c is
used to relate Δρ to ρa as a function of ρp. An iterative solution to all of these equations
simultaneously and uniquely solves for ρp and dp using observations of PSDs, F, and TSS.

3. Field, Lab, and Data Analysis Methods
3.1.

In-situ sampling, instrumentation, and pump sampling
Observations of particle properties were collected in surface waters of the York River

estuary (Figure 1) using the VIMS Coastal Hydrodynamics & Sediment Dynamics (CHSD) water
column profiler (Figure 2). The York is a partially-mixed, microtidal estuary, and spans 50 km
from West Point to Gloucester Point (Friedrichs, 2009). The York is an ideal site to observe flocs
having a wide range of characteristics. It exhibits persistent spatial patterns in stratification,
physical mixing, suspended sediment and organic matter concentrations along its main axis
(Moore et al., 1997; Schaffner et al., 2001; Friedrichs, 2009). The middle to upper York oscillates
between partially- and well-mixed conditions, and compared to the Lower York, tends to have
more intense tidal currents, a greater range of salinities, and higher suspended sediment
concentrations (Friedrichs, 2009). A primary estuarine turbidity maximum occurs upstream near
West Point, and the middle York seasonally experiences the intermittent presence of a
secondary turbidity maximum (Moore et al., 1997; Friedrichs et al., 2008). In the lower York the
estuary deepens and as a result, the water column is generally more stratified, turbulence is
weaker, and suspended sediment concentrations are lower (Schaffner et al., 2001).
Instruments and sampling gear mounted on the CHSD profiler included the following: a
Sequoia Scientific Laser In-Situ Scattering and Transmissometry instrument Type C (LISST-100X),
a high-definition particle imaging camera system (PICS), a YSI6600 conductivity, temperature
and depth probe (CTD), a SonTek Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter for current speed, and a high21

speed pump sampler with an intake hose at roughly the same height as the LISST-100X. The
LISST-100X was mounted on the profiling frame with its sampling window close enough to the
PICS to assume the two instruments were sampling near-surface floc populations with similar
statistical properties. At each sampling station, the profiler was deployed off of the 9-meter
VIMS R/V Ellis Olsson, lowered to a depth of 1-3 meters below the surface, and kept there while
the suite of instruments sampled for 2-5 minutes.
Water samples collected by the CHSD profiler’s high-speed pump were analyzed for TSS
and organic content via standard gravimetric analysis combined with loss on ignition (LOI)
(USEPA, 1983 Methods No. 160). Pumped samples were placed in 500 mL dark plastic bottles,
stored in an ice chest on deck, and filtered immediately upon returning to VIMS (no less than 8
hours later). Vacuum filtering was employed utilizing pre-weighed, 0.7 μm, 47-mm diameter
glass fiber filters. After filtration, filters were rinsed with deionized water to remove salt and
were then oven-dried at 103-105°C for at least 24 hours. Filters were re-weighed and re-dried
repeatedly until consecutive weights agreed to within 0.5 mg. The filters were then placed in a
540°C oven for at least an hour, allowed to cool, and re-weighed to determine relative organic
content via LOI.
Observations were collected on ten cruises between September and December over the
course of three years, 2014-2016. Samples were collected in the fall and early winter to avoid
phytoplankton blooms, which are most likely to occur during spring and summer in this system
(Sin et al., 1999; Reay, 2009). An aim of this study was to examine properties of flocculated
particles near the water surface using observations that had not been significantly confounded
by high the presence of relatively large algal cells. Four of the cruises surveyed six stations along
the York, spaced between the estuary mouth and roughly 20 km downstream of the main
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estuarine turbidity maximum (ETM). Each station was sampled once on the same day. For the
other six cruises, the vessel was anchored at one station, and samples were collected once an
hour for half of a tidal cycle (~6 hours), bracketing either a flood or ebb tide. One anchor station
was completed in the lower York and the others were done in the middle York, in the general
location of the CHSD long-term observing station at the York’s secondary turbidity maximum
(Friedrichs et al., 2008; Cartwright et al., 2009). Together, 65 independent samples (each
including PICS, LISST, and pump samples) were collected, with samples either distributed several
km apart along-estuary, or spaced at least an hour apart in time if at a tidal anchor station.

3.2.

Determining floc size (df), settling velocity (ws), and excess density (Δρ) using
the PICS
The PICS video camera system (Figure 2) was developed to collect in-situ measurements

of particle diameter and settling velocity, which are then combined to estimate particle excess
density (Smith and Friedrichs, 2011; 2015). The PICS unit utilized here consists of a meter-long
settling column with a 5-cm inner diameter, a 1.4 mega-pixel digital video camera, and 1 mm
thick, 635 nm laser light sheet (which is significantly thinner than the camera’s ~3 mm focal
depth). The thin laser sheet optimizes the sharpness of the camera’s focus, but it limits the
largest size of fully resolved flocs to ~ 1 mm. (Larger flocs, if present will be seen, but they will
not be entirely contained within the thickness of the laser sheet.) At each end of the settling
column are two pneumatically controlled ball valves used to open and close the settling column.
The valves are kept open as the profiler is lowered to the desired sampling depth. The two ball
valves are then closed, and water motion within the tube is allowed to dissipate for ~15-30
seconds. A 30-second video is then captured at 8 frames per second. The imaged region within
the settling column is approximately 14 mm x 10 mm x 1 mm with a resolution of 1360 x 1024
pixels, i.e., 1 pixel = 10 x 10 μm (Smith and Friedrichs, 2015).
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The automated image processing routines developed by Smith and Friedrichs (2015)
combine particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) with automated particle image velocimetry (PIV) to
identify and track particles between successive image frames, estimate background fluid
velocity, and measure floc size (df) and settling velocity (ws). First, raw greyscale images were
converted to binary images using a single, globally applied, site-specific greyscale threshold,
which was prescribed through manual inspection of hundreds of representative images
sequences (c.f., Smith and Friedrichs, 2015). In this case the threshold was 13 on a scale of 0 to
255. Once images were converted into binary format, PTV analysis was applied to match
particles in time across adjacent frames and determine particle size. In order to reliably track
particles, image processing requires particles to appear in an area of at least 3 x 3 pixels or
greater (Milligan and Hill, 1998; Mikkelsen et al., 2004; Sanford et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2011).
The PICS minimum resolvable size for PTV is thus 30 μm. For a frame-to-frame particle match to
be accepted by the PICS, a correlated particle must change in estimated cross-sectional area by
no more than 25%, and the ratio of its minor-to-major dimensions must change by no more than
15% (Smith and Friedrichs, 2015). In addition to improving the quality of ws estimates, these
stringent matching criteria also help ensure the size and shape of accepted particles (averaged
over at least 5 frames) have been accurately determined. While PTV tracks larger particles, PIV
assesses the motion of smaller particles (≤ 2 pixels in diameter) via spatial cross-correlation
between frames to estimate background fluid velocity. The frame-averaged PIV velocity is then
subtracted from each PTV velocity to produce an averaged estimated of ws for each tracked
particle. For suspended mass concentrations of flocs on the order of 10 mg/L or more during a
typical 30 second video, 1000 or more distinct particles ≥ 30 μm in size are typically assigned
individual ws values.
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Finally, concurrent measurements of ws and df are used to estimate excess density (Δρ)
for each tracked particle by rearranging Soulsby’s (1997) empirically derived expression for
settling velocity:

∆𝜌 = 𝜌! − 𝜌! =
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Eqn. 3a

where g is gravitational acceleration, υ is kinematic viscosity, and K1 and K2 are empirical
constants (K1=10.36, K2=1.049). Water properties (ρw, υ and temperature) used in Eqn. 3a were
determined from measurements of conductivity, temperature and pressure collected with a
YSI6000 Sonde CTD.

3.3.

Determinining Particle Size Distributions (PSDs) with the LISST-100X
A Sequoia Scientific LISST-100X Type C instrument was deployed to provide an additional

independent measurement of particle size and to better account for smaller flocs in suspension.
Although the LISST-100X cannot track and measure individual particles, it can be used to resolve
reliable PSDs in-situ for a range of particle sizes, shapes, and compositions (e.g., Agrawal and
Pottsmith, 2000; Fugate and Friedrichs, 2003; Agrawal et al., 2008; Andrews et al., 2010; Bowers
et al., 2011; Cartwright et al., 2011; Hill et al., 2011; Fettweis and Baeye, 2015). The LISST-100X
emits a collimated beam of light (670 nm) through an in-situ sample and measures the intensity
of that light that is scattered onto 32 concentric ring detectors. The pattern of scattered light is
numerically inverted using an instrument-specific calibration matrix to estimate particle volume
concentrations for 32 logarithmically spaced size classes (Agrawal and Pottsmith, 2000). The
LISST-100X Type C, which was used in this study, measures the size distribution of volume
concentration from 2.5 to 500 μm. At each station, the LISST-100X sampled for bursts of 2 to 5
minutes, coincident in time with the collection of PICS data and of water samples. LISST-100X
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PSDs were collected at 1 Hz, and the mean PSD over the duration of the burst was used in
subsequent analysis. Sequoia Scientific’s random shape scattering property kernel matrix was
used to invert the data collected in this study.
When using the LISST-100X series of instruments, it is important to be aware of its
tendency to produce “rising tails” in estimated volume concentration at the lower-most and
upper-most ends of its PSD range, since rising tails can lead to misrepresentation of the actual
size distribution. Rising tails at larger particle sizes are relatively common in LISST-100X output
and can be due either to the presence of large particles that are outside of the instrument’s
resolvable size range, increased sensitivity of larger particles to refractive index effects, and/or
the greater uncertainties inherent in resolving very small scattering angles (Agrawal and
Pottsmith, 2000). Observations from the PICS can be used in place of rising tails at upper end of
the LISST’s range (see description of PSD merging in Section 3.2.1.). At the lower end of its
range, the presence of particles smaller than 2.5 μm may increase the volume of particles
estimated in the smallest size classes by the LISST-100X Type C (Andrews et al., 2010). Excess
ambient light, which impinges on the outer rings, can also increase the apparent particle volume
assigned to the smallest size classes (Reynolds et al., 2010; Andrews et al., 2010), as can the
presence of irregularly shaped particles, which scatter at wider angles than spheres (Agrawal et
al., 2008). However, the relatively turbid water of the York River estuary implied that ambient
light contamination was probably not a significant issue (optical transmission < 0.9 for all
samples), and inversion with Sequoia’s random shape matrix was performed in an effort to
alleviate concerns associated with irregularly shaped particles.
In September 2019, a LISST-100X Type B was deployed approximately 2 meters below the
surface at the CHSD long-term observing station, which provided an opportunity to further
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consider the possible effects of smaller, out of range particles on LISST-100X Type C response.
The smallest bin of the Type B is centered at 1.25 μm, compared to 2.5 μm for the Type C.
Twelve sampling stations during this study were visited where both the LISST Type C and the
LISST Type B were used to obtain samples for overlapping time periods. Overall, the average
PSDs from the two instruments agreed quite well for diameters between ~ 4 and 175 μm (Figure
3A). The Type B showed a strong decrease in volume concentrations for size bins between 1.25
and 4 μm. In contrast, the average Type C PSD showed a less intense decrease over its two
smallest size bins. Recognizing that the vertical axis in Figure 3A is logarithmic, this difference
represents a negligible portion of the overall particle volume distribution observed by either
instrument. Both results suggest that the Type-C is not under-sampling or otherwise missing a
significant concentration of very small particles.

3.4.

Merging LISST-100X and PICS particle size distributions (PSDs)
Output from the PICS was used to provide a relative measure of particle volume

distribution as a function of floc size, but not as an absolute measure of total volume
concentration. Overall, the PICS is less consistent than the LISST-100X in its measurement of
total particle concentration. The total volume of particles measured by the PICS is dependent on
the background speed of the water in its settling column and also on the overall fraction of
particles which pass its criteria for reliable size and shape at a given station (Smith and
Friedrichs, 2011, 2015). Therefore, for each PICS sample, the absolute volume measured by the
PICS was scaled by matching PICS and LISST-100X volume concentrations across their
overlapping bins. Despite analogous challenges, others have successfully merged LISST-100X and
camera-based observations of floc size and volume concentration in similar coastal and
estuarine environments in order to expand the observed particle size range and overall quality
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of floc-dominated PSDs toward higher floc sizes (Mikkelsen et al., 2005, 2006; Hill et al., 2011).
In this study, PICS and LISST-100X PSDs were merged following a scaling methodology
similar to that introduced by Mikkelsen et al. (2005). Particle volumes measured by the PICS as
function of particle size (VPICSi) were binned into 23 logarithmically spaced size bins from 30-1000
μm, chosen to match and extend the bin sizes used by the LISST-100X. The standard output for
the LISST-100X is in units of particle volume per sampling volume (μL/L) and is based on the
manufacturer’s provided, instrument-specific volume calibration constant (Agrawal and
Pottsmith, 2000). The LISST-100X was chosen as the reference instrument, and VPICSi (in mm3 per
bin) was multiplied by a scaling factor (α) to estimate the equivalent PICS volume concentration
in each bin, VCPICSi in μL/L. The parameter α was determined for each sample by calculating the
average ratio of LISST-100X volume concentration to PICS volume over a set range of n overlap
bins i:i+n:
𝛼=
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Eqn. 3b.
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The range of the overlap bins (i:i+n) was determined individually for each sample as
follows. Multiple overlap regions were evaluated over the range of optical agreement (~70-300
μm) identified in previous analysis comparing the LISST-100X and PICS (Smith and Friedrichs,
2011). Cumulative volume statistics, d25v, d50v and d75v, where dn indicates that size dn is larger
than n percent of the distribution’s volume, were calculated using the volume distribution
(Mikkelsen et al., 2005). Only the size classes within the overlap range were assessed and
compared. The overlap range with the strongest agreement between the two instruments was
used to calculate α. The volume in all 23 of the PICS bins was multiplied by α to calculate the
volume concentration (VCPICS) in units of μL/L. Finally, the PICS and LISST-100X distributions were
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merged (Figure 3B). For bin size classes with lower limits of i = 2 μm to the lower value of
overlap region, VCi was assumed equal to VCLISSTi; and for i = upper value of overlap region to
1000 μm, VCi was assumed equal to VCPICSi. Within the overlap region, VCi was set equal to the
average of VCLISSTi and VCPICSi.

3.5.

Determination of fractal floc properties from observations of Δρ, PSDs and TSS
Primary particle density (ρp) and size (dp) were determined by combining video-derived

fractal properties, merged particle size distributions (PSDs), and pump sampling. The steps in
this calculation, as illustrated in Figure 4, were as follows. (1) Values of ws observed by the PICS
were converted to Δρ using Eqn. 3a. Then, through rearranging Eqn. 2d:
log(Δρ) = log[(ρp – ρw) dp3-F] – (3-F) log(df)

Eqn. 3c

fractal dimension, F, was determined from the slope of the log-log best-fit of Δρ vs. df as
observed by the PICS. (2) Next, a range of possible ρp 1:3000 kg/m3 was considered. For each of
these possible ρp values, Eqn. 2g was used to determine ρp as a function of df over the range of
bins contained in the PSD. (See Section 3.1.2 for determination of PSDs.) Note that in log-log
space, ρa always appears offset and parallel to Δρ (Figure 4). This is because, if one assumes a
fractal model, the ratio of ρa to Δρ always equals (1 – ρw/ρp)-1. For each of these possible ρp
values, a unique corresponding dp was determined from the intercept term in the best-fit to
Eqn. 3c, given that F was already known from the best-fit slope. For any particle diameters
present in the PSD for sizes below dp, it was assumed that ρa = ρp (following Bowers et al., 2017).
(3) The resulting values of ρai were matched to each PSD bin, multiplied by the observed PSD
volume concentration (VCi) in each size class, and summed to predict a range of fractal
estimates of total suspended solids, TSSF. (4) Finally, the case for TSSF which most closely
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matched TSS determined from pump sampling was chosen as the best-case fractal model with
the best corresponding values of ρp and dp.
Pump samples were used to calculate an additional estimate of ρp, denoted as ρtss, using
the fraction of organic material (forg) determined via LOI along with estimates of the respective
densities of the two fractions (ρorg and ρinorg):
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Eqn. 3d

(similar to Markussen and Anderson, 2013). For simplicity, the density of organic and inorganic
solids, ρorg and ρinorg, were assumed to be constants in this study, where ρinorg = 2750 kg/m3 and
ρorg = 1000 kg/m3, chosen based on values suggested in the literature for inorganic estuarine
clays (Metha, 2013) and for organic matter from estuarine plankton detritus (Wakeham and
Canuel, 2016).

4. Results
4.1.

Bulk floc characteristics and their relationships with each other and with
environmental conditions
Suspended floc characteristics were measured for 65 independent samples, collected

over a variety of hydrodynamic conditions and for a range of sediment concentrations, organic
fractions, and bulk apparent densities. Coinciding with sample collections, current speed (U)
varied from 2 to 60 cm/s, and salinity (S) ranged from 16 to 22 ppt. Although total suspended
solids mass concentrations (TSS) ranged from 8 to 88 mg/L, more than 50% of the TSS samples
were less than 25 mg/L. The bulk organic fraction (forg) of TSS ranged from 0.13 to 0.46, resulting
in primary particle density (ρtss) calculated from Eqn. 3d ranging from 1620 kg/m3 to 2230 kg/m3.
Values are lower than that of pure clay minerals and higher than purely organic material, but are
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consistent with the hypothesis that primary particles are not simply clusters of clay minerals, but
rather exist as small aggregates composed of both inorganic minerals and less dense organic
material (Fettweis, 2008; Braithwaite et al., 2010; Maggi et al., 2013; Markussen and Anderson,
2013). Bulk apparent density (ρa_bulk), calculated by dividing TSS by total floc volume (from PSDs),
ranged from 210 to 1920 kg/m3.
Merged LISST-100X/PICS PSDs revealed that the majority of the volume in suspension was
contained within microflocs or smaller, with approximately 80% attributed to particles less than
100 μm in diameter (Figure 5). Transitions from flocculi to microflocs, and from microflocs to
macroflocs are commonly defined within the neighborhoods of 35-50 and 130-200 μm,
respectively (Mikkelsen et al., 2006; Lee et al., 2012). When presented in log-log format, the
PSDs in this study appeared fairly widely distributed over ~ 4 to 300 μm. However, the median
particle size by volume (d50v) was always found to be within the range of flocculi to microflocs,
spanning 15-90 μm, with an average of 45 +/- 2 μm. (Unless stated otherwise +/- throughout
this paper indicates one standard error.) The average PSD of all samples is plotted as a solid
black line in Figure 5. It was characterized by a moderately multimodal signal, with slight peaks
between 4-8 μm and 20-30 μm, and a more prominent peak around 70-100 μm.
Correlations among variables showed that lower S and greater U led to higher TSS, and
higher TSS, in turn, favored larger d50v, lower forg, and lower ρapp_bulk. TSS was significantly
correlated to S (Figure 6A, Table 2), consistent with TSS increasing along-channel toward the
ETM as S decreased. (For statistical comparisons, significance here is defined as p-value < 0.05).
TSS had a notably stronger, positive dependence on U (Figure 6B), consistent with sediment
resuspension. In fact, TSS was correlated more strongly with U than with any other variable in
Table 2. U was less strongly but still significantly correlated with d50v (positively), forg (negatively),
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and ρapp_bulk (negatively). However, the magnitude of these correlations with U were each
smaller than their corresponding correlations with TSS (Table 2). This supports the
interpretation that as U increased, greater concentrations of flocs were suspended into surface
waters. Greater floc concentrations (i.e., higher TSS) were in turn associated with it larger
diameter, less organic, and less dense flocs (i.e., with more interstitial water) (Figure 6C,D,E).
Possible effects of increased U enhancing turbulence, breaking flocs apart, and reducing d50v
were likely overwhelmed by the effect of increased U suspending higher concentrations of
larger flocs into the surface waters.
The variables d50v and ρa_bulk were also significantly correlated to forg, and, consistent
with fractal behavior, ρa_bulk and d50v were strongly related via a decreasing power law. As forg
increased, it was observed that d50v decreased and ρa_bulk increased (Figure 6F,G), with
relationships even stronger than their responses to TSS. In one respect, an increase in ρa_bulk with
greater organic fraction may seem counterintuitive, because, all else being equal, organics are
less dense than clay minerals. Thus, mitigating factors that overcame the underlying density
difference between organic matter and clay were likely present, such as systematic variations in
fractal properties and/or characteristic floc size as a function of organic content. The strong
correlation and negative power-law relationship between ρa_bulk and d50v (Figure 7) suggests
fractal floc behavior with a bulk fractal dimension, Fbulk, of 2.25 +/- 0.09. We use the term “bulk”
here, because the power law was fit between ρa_bulk and d50v, parameters for size and density
that each describe populations (or bulk samples) of particles, rather than observations of size
(df) and density (Δρ) from individual particles. The blue dashed lines on Figure 7 highlight the
agreement (or residuals) between the bulk fractal model and observations, such that data points
between the lines agree the best. It is worth noting that the residuals above or below the best32

fit fractal line are significantly related to forg, such that higher forg favors positive residuals, while
lower forg favors negative residuals. This suggests that, relative to the overall best-fit relationship
between ρa_bulk and d50v, higher and lower ρa_bulk is associated with higher and lower organic
content, respectively.

4.2.

Fractal floc properties determined from pooling PICS observations
Before pooling or otherwise bin-averaging PICS observations, it is worth noting that there

was a high degree of scatter seen between settling velocities (ws), excess densities (Δρ), and floc
diameters (df) for individual particles (Figure 8A,B). This is not unique or unexpected. Unlike
individual grains of quartz, ws and Δρ for flocs are not directly correlated to df, but they are also
influenced by the variable organic and water content of their constituent particles (Winterwerp
and Van Kesteren, 2004). The amount of scatter seen here is similar to that observed in other
environments with other video systems (Hill et al., 1998; Dyer and Manning, 1999; Khelifa and
Hill, 2006; Fettweiss, 2008; Maggi et al., 2013). In addition to the more complicated nature of
settling of cohesive flocs, much of the noise here was associated with the PICS instrumentation,
such as the effect of slight rocking motions on the camera when deployed from our small
research vessel, and the fact that ws was determined based on the sample seen for only 30
seconds after closing the settling tube. Despite using automated PIV analysis for improved
estimates of background fluid velocity (Smith and Friedrichs, 2015), not all turbulence appeared
to be accounted for in post processing resulting in negative values in both ws and Δρ for some
samples. More accurate PIV analysis requires large number of observations of PIV-sized particles
(Smith et al., 2015). This presents challenges in surface waters with low suspended sediment
concentrations and with less than ideal camera lighting (see discussion). The scatter among the
individual observations (>100,000 floc in total) was greatly reduced by averaging the ws and Δρ
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measurement over 75 logarithmically spaced particle size bins extending from 30-1000 μm
(Figure 8C,D).
Bin-averaging all samples of ws and Δρ suggested the presence of two distinct fractal
behaviors, applying separately to microflocs and macroflocs, with a change in slope or
breakpoint (i.e., a “kink”) occurring at roughly ~150 μm. In order to avoid the influence of the
curvature in slope near the kink on best-fit fractal dimensions, fractal relations were
approximated separately as best-fits for 40-100 μm (Fmicro) and for >175 μm (Fmacro). Resulting
values for Fmicro and Fmacro inferred from bin-averaged ws were 2.55 and 2.08 (Figure 8C) and
from bin-averaged Δρ were 2.54 and 2.05 (Figure 8D). To ensure inferred fractal trends were not
a result of bin-averaging over 75 bins specifically, Δρ and ws were also averaged over 50 and 100
size class bins. Fractal approximations were insensitive to the number of size class bins. Applying
the different means of averaging (50, 75 or 100 bins), estimates of Fmicro and Fmacro varied from
2.52-2.56 and 2.04-2.14, respectively. The larger variability in Fmacro was expected due to fewer
observations of larger particles. The Δρ was derived from observed ws (Eqn. 3a), so it is not
surprising that the fractal dimensions determined from each variable was similar. This study
utilizes theory based on Δρ, so for the remainder of the analysis, fractal relationships were
determined solely from the relationship between Δρ and df. Despite the visually striking
breakpoint between Fmicro and Fmacro, it is important to note how little material is actually
contained within macroflocs in this environment. Taking Fmicro ≈ 2.5 and Fmacro ≈ 2.1 with a break
at df = 150 μm, the average PSD in Figure 5 has only 4% of its dry mass contained in macroflocs.
A main goal of this study was to investigate the possible role of organic matter in affecting
the fractal properties of flocs, so observations of flocs were also pooled into high and low
organic content end-members (Figure 9). The observations in this study captured the well34

documented gradient in TSS and organic matter content found along the York River estuary
(Moore et al., 1997; Schaffner et al., 2001; Friedrichs et al., 2009). Not surprisingly, the highest
organic content samples collected farthest downstream from the ETM also had among the
lowest TSS values. This meant that for individual samples with high forg, there were often too few
particles successfully tracked by the PICS to produce a reliable and/or statistically stable fit to a
fractal model. In order to have enough particles to be able to use the PICS to examine the
difference in fractal characteristics at high vs. low organic content, end-member samples were
pooled into corresponding Type 1 and Type 2 suspensions. Type 1 suspensions were defined as
samples that were in the upper 20% in terms of organic fraction (forg > 0.28) and lower 20% in
terms of TSS (TSS < 15 mg/L). This group was made up of 12 samples total. Type 2 suspensions
were defined as samples that were in the upper 20% of TSS (TSS > 37 mg/L) and lower 20% of
organic fraction (forg < 0.2), and consisted of 6 samples (albeit with each sample containing many
more particles).
Once pooled, particle size distributions were found to be distinctly different for Type 1 vs.
Type 2 suspensions with regards to both PSD shape and d50v (Figure 10A,B). PSDs for low organic
content, high TSS (Type 2) suspensions were fairly narrow and unimodal, with a peak around
100 μm (Figure 10A); while organic rich, low TSS (Type 1) suspensions were characterized by a
wider and flatter PSD, with a slight peak around 5-20 μm (Figure 10B). Average d50v was
significantly higher for the Type 2 suspensions, d50v = 57 +/- 5 μm compared to d50v = 25 +/- 2 μm
for Type 1. In terms of the multimodal classification of Lee et al. (2012), the lower
concentration, organic-rich Type 1 suspensions contained a larger fraction of total particle
volume within primary particles/flocculi (df < ~ 30 μm). In contrast, the lower concentration,
organic-poor Type 2 suspensions contained a larger fraction of particle volume within microflocs
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(df ≈ 40 – 150 μm).
Pooled PICS data revealed that Type 1 (higher forg, lower TSS) flocs had similar Fmicro, and
lower Fmacro relative to Type 2 flocs (Figure 10C,D, Table 3). Similar to the case containing all
100,000+ observed particles (see Figure 8), the best-fit fractal relations for these two endmembers also showed a change in slope around 150 μm, again corresponding to microflocs and
macroflocs. Fmicro was slightly higher, but not significantly so, for Type 1 (2.55+/- 0.02) vs. Type 2
(2.62+/-0.04). In contrast, there was a significant difference between Fmacro for Type 1 (high forg)
and Type 2 (low forg) flocs, namely Fmacro =1.22+/- 0.2 and 2.23+/- 0.2, respectfully. Despite the
visually striking “kinks” or breakpoints in F, the calculations of ρp and dp were insensitive to the
properties of the macroflocs. This is because the vast majority of the total suspended mass was
contained within flocs that are smaller than ~ 150 μm. To confirm this insensitivity, PICS fractal
models and PSDs were first used to estimate ρp and dp for Type 2 and Type 1 flocs using a single
fractal fit (as illustrated in Figure 4), based on fitting the microflocs from 40-100 μm (solid black
lines in Figure 10). Next, two fractal fits were considered, following a nearly identical procedure,
but with the distinct second Fmacro fit to macroflocs > 175 μm (dashed black lines in Figure 10).
Results indicate that there was not a significant difference in the best-fit values for ρp and dp,
whether the fitting approach used just Fmicro or used both Fmicro and Fmacro (Figure 10C,D, Table 3).
This is important because later in the results, ρp and dp values are calculated from individual
samples containing data that were too noisy to resolve a distinct value for Fmacro.
Additional measures of particle density, namely macrofloc Δρ, microfloc ρa, and bulk ρtss,
were also different for the two end-members. Representative excess densities for 200 μm
macroflocs (Δρ_200µm) and 60 μm microflocs (Δρ_60µm) for Type 1 and Type 2 cases were
estimated by calculating the average densities of observed particles having df between 180-220
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μm and 50-70 μm, respectively. This showed Δρ for high forg macroflocs (Δρ200 µm = 51 +/- 6
kg/m3) to be only about 63% of that found for low forg macroflocs (Δρ200 µm = 80 +/- 4 kg/m3)
(Table 3b). For the apparent density of microflocs, the trend was the opposite. Using the
theoretical solutions for

∆!
!!

(Eqn. 2c) and pooled particle groups from the Δρ_200 µm and Δρ_60 µm

calculations, the representative apparent density of 200 μm macroflocs and 60 μm microflocs
were determined. It was seen that ρa for high forg microflocs (ρa_60 µm = 421 +/- 14 kg/m3) was 1.5
times greater than that for low forg microflocs (ρa_60 µm = 277 +/- 4 kg/m3). Despite the differences
in Δρ200 µm and in ρa_60 µm, the densities for Δρ_60 µm and ρa_200 µm for the two end-members were
not significantly distinct. The values for ρtss in Figure 10 and Table 3a are averages that follow
directly from forg via Eqn. 3d, so it was not surprising that pooled ρtss for the organic-rich (Type 1)
flocs (ρtss = 1712 +/- 107 kg/m3) was significantly less than that for low forg (Type 2) end-member
(ρtss = 2084 +/- 97 kg/m3).
The best-fit values for ρp and dp for the two end-members were significantly different, and
the values for ρp were comparable to ρTSS. Uncertainties for ρp and dp displayed in Figure 10 are
best-fit standard errors for the Type 1 and Type 2 end-members. Standard errors for ρtss for Type
1 and Type 2 particles in Figure 10 were inferred from the range of forg observed for the pump
samples within these groups. For organic-rich (Type 1) flocs, best-fit dp = 2.0 +/- 0.2 μm and ρp =
1547 ± 30 kg/m3. In contrast, more inorganic (Type 2) flocs had significantly lower dp ≈ 0.6 +/- 0.1
μm and significantly higher ρp ≈ 2112 ± 12. kg/m3. For each of these two end-members (Table 3),
best-fit ρp was consistent with ρtss from pump samples (within +/- 2 standard errors). Also, bestfit dp were within range of previously established values (Khelifa and Hill, 2006; Braithwaite et
al., 2010; Fettweis, 2008; Chapalain et al., 2018). This suggests, at least in a bulk sense, that
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simple fractal approximations can describe surface flocs in the York River estuary, and that as
these flocs became more organic, ρp decreases and dp increases.

4.3.

Controls on sediment and fractal properties inferred from non-pooled samples
The approach outlined in Figure 4 was also applied individually all 65 samples to (i)

further evaluate the use of fractal models to describe near-surface estuarine flocs and (ii)
further explore environmental controls on their fractal characteristics. However, this was not
without some challenges, particularly in terms of data quality associated with lower
concentration observations. The number of particles successfully tracked by the PICS at each
individual station ranged from ~40 to 8,000. Naturally, the number of particles tracked by the
PICS at each station was positively correlated to total suspended solids (see Figure 9). Because
individual stations had considerably fewer particles, Δρ for each station was bin averaged over
10, 20 and 30 size class bins rather than 75. Figure 11 shows results from two example stations
binned over 30 size class bins. The lower number of tracked particles at individual stations
resulted in more noise in bin-averaged Δρ, especially at large floc size bins. On average, only
10% of the particles tracked were larger than 100 μm, and less than 1% of particles were larger
than 200 μm. A majority of the individual stations did not have a large enough sample size at
larger sizes to detect more than one fractal population (Figure 11). Because pooled samples
suggest little disagreement for primary particle properties based on one fractal fit vs. two fractal
fits (see Figure 10), and the large majority of the particle mass as well individual particle
observations are attributed to particles smaller than 100 μm, individual stations were fit with
only one fractal group (Fmicro) from 40-100 μm..
Nineteen of the 65 samples could not be fit with a realistic fractal model from PICS
observations because they showed a prohibitively high degree of scatter in Δρ vs. df, and/or
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produced an unrealistic best-fit value for F. A realistic Fmicro was defined such that the average
best-fit value for F40-100 μm for 10, 20, and 30 bin sets gave (1) 1 < Fmicro < 3 and (2) a standard
error for Fmicro that was less than 0.2. Thus 19 samples were eliminated because a realistic Fmicro
could not be determined. The remaining values for Fmicro from individual stations ranged from
1.57 to 2.86, with an average Fmicro of 2.36+/-0.27. Despite this wide range, the remaining PICS
fractal dimensions in terms of their mean and variability were generally consistent with fractal
dimensions observed in other estuarine environments (Dyer and Manning, 1999; Sanford et al.,
2005; Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004; Smith and Friedrichs, 2011).
For the remaining samples, primary particle properties were determined following the
approach displayed in Figures 4 and 11, with the following additional quality control criteria
applied to best-fit results for ρp and dp. (1) Best-fit ρp was required to be within the realistic
range of 1200 < ρp < 2500 kg/m3. This range was determined by calculating ρtss using Eqn.3d for
the observed values of forg over the range of possible ρinorg (2600-2800 kg/m3) and ρorg (700-1600
kg/m3) for the York (Wakeham and Canuel, 2016; Mehta, 2014; Maa et al., 2002; Tyson, 1994).
(2) Best-fit dp was limited by realistic ranges suggested by the literature, such that 0.1 < dp < 10
μm (Winterwerp et al, 1998; Fettweis, 2008; Mehta, 2014). (3) ρorg calculated from Eqn. 3d,
using estimated ρp, and observed forg, was constrained to be within in realistic ranges suggested
by the literature 700 < ρorg < 1600 kg/m3 for the system. Thus, based on the criteria listed above
(including those in the previous paragraph), fractal models were “confidently” fit to 20
individual samples, i.e., 31% of the original 65. These 20 samples had acceptably reliable derived
values for Fmicro, ρp, and dp. They also reasonably represented the overall range in bulk variables
seen in all 65 individual samples (see symbols filled with red stars in Figures 6 and 7).
For these 20 individual samples, relationships between forg and the variables ρtss, ρp, dp,
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Fmicro, ρa and Δρ were found to be largely consistent with patterns previously seen for the two
pooled end-members. The strongest relationships were between forg and ρp (Figure 12A) and,
equivalently via Eqn. 3d, between ρtss and ρp (Figure 13). The nearly 1:1 relationship between ρtss
and ρp (also seen for the end-members) suggests that ρtss determined by water sampling is a
reasonable estimate ρp for flocs that behave fractally. In fact, if Eqns. 2d and 2e held exactly for
all particles in a suspension, one would find that ρtss would exactly equal ρp. For the 20 individual
samples, a tendency (p ≈ 0.1) was observed for dp to increase with forg (Figure 12B), which was
consistent with the end-member results (see Figure 10, Table 3). A significant relationship was
not seen between forg and Fmicro or between forg and Δρ60μm (Table 4), but ρa_60μm was seen to
significantly increase with forg (Figure 12D), again all consistent with the pooled end-members.
No correlations between TSS and the above variables for the 20 individual samples were
significant (Table 4). In all but one case, they were weaker than the correlations of the variables
with forg. The one exception was between TSS and Fmicro, where the very insignificant relationship
(p = 0.89) was not quite as insignificant as the relationship between forg and Fmicro. The fact that
TSS tended to be associated with weaker correlations opposite to those associated with forg for
ρp, dp, and ρa_60μm suggests that in this system, forg is a stronger control on fractal floc properties
than is TSS. The small degree of correlation that does exist between TSS and these variables may
be present largely because of the strong inverse correlation between TSS and forg, rather than
direct effects of TSS.

5. Discussion
5.1.

Insights on parameterization of F, dp and ρp in fractal approximations
This paper collected sufficient information utilizing simultaneous, in-situ video settling,

LISST, and pump sampling, such that is was possible to solve for ρp, dp and F, simultaneously for
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individual samples without assuming any of these three variables were constant. The methods
applied here built upon the approach of past authors who integrated a fractal model across
observed volume concentrations as in Eqns. 2e,f (Ganju et al., 2007; Braithwaite et al, 2010;
Bowers et al., 2017; Chapalian et al.,2018), but with the added constraint that here Fmicro was
measured directly by the PICS. Others who have utilized Eqns. 2e,f in the past to solve for fractal
properties have more typically assumed constant values for ρp and dp and matched the PSD to
bulk ρa by letting F vary (e.g., Ganju et al., 2007; Braithwaite et al, 2010; Bowers et al., 2017;
Chapalain et al, 2018). As a result, Chapalain et al. (2018) found F to systematically increase as
organic content increased, although systematic changes in fractal variables might have been
assigned to changes in dp or ρp if they were allowed to vary. In this study, by allowing ρp, dp and
F all to vary, we found that as forg increased, dp increased and ρp decreased, while F did not
uniformly change. Given that this study found systematic trends in dp and ρp, but not in F, future
studies would be advised not to assume dp and ρp to be constants while freely varying F. This is
especially true given that sensitivity tests have shown that fractal fits are particularly sensitive to
changes in dp (Khelifa and Hill, 2006; Verney et al., 2011; Chapalain et al., 2018).

5.2.

Simple fractal models in the past may have been applied more often than they
were justified
One of the unique aspects of the present study was that the additional independent

measure of Fmicro from the PICS allowed us to identify how often a simple fractal model was
justified. In fact, out of 65 independent samples, only 20 were individually found to confidently
fit a simple fractal model without producing unrealistic or poorly constrained values for F, ρp
and/or dp. In all the studies listed in the previous paragraph, a simple fractal model was assumed
to apply, and fractal properties were solved for without the additional degrees of freedom
needed to test whether individual samples fit the specific fractal model. The inability to
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confidently fit a simple model for some of the samples collected in this study was likely due to
instrument noise and/or small sample sizes. But a notable fraction of cases that had a relatively
high TSS also failed to fit the simple fractal model despite having thousands of tracked particles
per sample (see high TSS cases without red stars in Figures 6 and 7). It is possible that nonfractal particles were commonly present, such as fecal pellets (Cartwright et al., 2011), or
relatively large plankton or detritus. Alternatively, perhaps two or more fractal populations were
mixed together, each with distinct dp, ρp, and/or F; or perhaps the F observed by the PICS in the
microfloc range could not be justifiably extrapolated back to the primary particles. (Note that
the somewhat more complex, variable F model of Khelifa and Hill (2006) was also applied to this
study’s data, but with no increase in the number of successful fits). Given the minority of
individual cases that could be confidently fit to the straightforward model used here, future
studies would be well served to be more cautious in applying simple fractal analysis such as
Eqns. 2e,f without the validity constraints provided by a video settling tube or other additional
independent observations.

5.3.

Validation of simple fractal models with independent water samples
Fractal models are built on the assumption that flocs are constructed from smaller solids

components with the same composition, such that the bulk dry composition of flocs must be the
same as the bulk dry composition of their primary particles. This means that if a fractal model
holds, ρtss should equal to ρp (Markussen and Andersen, 2013). Nonetheless, several studies of
fractal particles properties in coastal and estuarine environments have assumed ρp ≈ 2600-2800,
i.e., equal to pure mineral matter (Sanford et al., 2005; Khelifa and Hill; 2006; Fettweis, 2008;
Hurley et al., 2016; Chapalain et al., 2018). Even when a more realistic value is chosen
(Braithwaite et al., 2010; Bowers et al., 2017), it is still treated as a constant by a given study. In
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contrast, in this study, the near 1:1 relationship between ρtss from pump samples and modeled
ρp (Figure 13) was noteworthy as well as consistent with previous analysis of sediments in the
York River. Maa et al. (2002) found that the inorganic material in the system is predominately
illite clays (~75%), which has an average density 2750 kg/m3 (Mehta, 2013). Typical particulate
organic matter in the middle and lower York (the source of the majority of the samples studied
here) is predominantly derived from phytoplankton, zooplankton, and bacteria; while the upper
York particulate organic matter originates from a mix of plankton and marsh plants (McCallister
et al., 2006; Countway et al., 2007). The organic compounds associated with these sources (i.e.,
proteins, lipids, amino acids, TEP etc.) span a range of densities centered around ~1000 kg/m3
(Tyson, 1995; Malpezzi et al., 2013; Maggi and Tang, 2015). Together, forg x 1000 kg/m3 + (1- forg)
x 2750 kg/m3 yielded the values in Figure 13. Thus, a simple consistency check for future
applications of fractal models is to confirm that ρp used in fitting to floc observations is
consistent with ρtss from water sampling.

5.4.

Organics may fill spaces and displace water within flocs, increasing both dp
and ρa.
This study found that as organic content increased (and ρp decreased), dp tended to

increase. Maggi (2013) found a similar pattern based on a survey of experimental results from
the literature. Specifically, Maggi (2013) found mean dp (<dp>) ≈ 0.5 μm for forg < 0.2, <dp> ≈ 2.4
μm for 0.2 ≤ forg ≤ 0.4, and <dp> ≈ 4.3 μm for forg > 0.4. Illite, which is the most common mineral
in York River sediments, has a typical diameter of about 0.1 μm for individual plates (Mehta,
2014), which is about the size of the smallest values determined for dp in Figure 12b. This
suggests that except for the very smallest primary particles present in the York, primary particles
in this study could be tightly bound aggregates of relatively larger organic matter fragments
combined with smaller clay plates. As forg increases, the results suggest that organic matter is
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more likely to completely “fill in” the framework of progressively larger inorganic floccules,
leading to apparently larger dp. Because ρorg is close to the density of water, having more organic
matter within small flocs, including microflocs, would not have notably changed Δρ. However, ρa
for microflocs, which is based on total dry mass, including low density organic matter, would
increase, because a portion of the space containing only water in inorganic flocs would now
contain organics, which would end up on glass-fiber filters. This could explain why bulk ρa was
observed to increase with forg in Figure 6G, and ρa_60µm was observed to increase with forg in
Figure 12D. This would also explain why higher forg cases tended to fall above the best-fit line
relating bulk ρa to d50v in Figure 7, while lower forg cases tended to fall below the line.

5.5.

Observed change in F at the transition to macroflocs
When pooling multiple samples together to reduce scatter, a “kink” or breakpoint in

fractal dimension was seen at the transition from microflocs to macroflocs, corresponding to a
settling velocity (ws) of ~ 1 mm/s (Figures 8,10). Kinks or bends in best-fits have been observed
before, which has led to the concept that size-varying fractal dimensions may be more
appropriate for PSDs spanning orders of magnitude of floc size (Khelifa and Hill, 2006; Maggi et
al., 2007; Kumar et al., 2010). Different fractal dimensions indicate some aspect of the selfsimilar structure of flocs is has changed. Systematic changes in component particles could cause
a deviation away from a single fractal dimension for a given population (Khelifa and Hill, 2006;
Chapalain et al., 2018). As flocs become larger, it is possible that they are preferentially being
built from a distinct subset of the available smaller components, such that characteristic floc
composition is not independent of floc size. Or physics, rather than composition, may favor a
change in characteristic F with size. Large, moderately dense flocs may produce high enough
settling velocities such their downward velocity sheds turbulent eddies which, in turn, produce
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stresses that break the flocs apart. Previous authors have found turbulent eddies capable of
tearing apart flocs begin at velocities of ~ 1 mm/s (Adler, 1979; Hill, 1998). Thus very weak flocs
would tend to break up if their size and density led to ws > ~ 1 mm/s. In fact, the best-fit Fmacro in
Figure 10D (green dashed line) corresponds very closely with the line for ws = 1 mm/s,
suggesting the larger, high forg flocs observed in the York were quite weak. Although a (less
dramatic) breakpoint is also seen for low forg flocs in Figure 10C (green dashed line), the resulting
macroflocs have ws > 1 mm/s, which indicates that low forg flocs tended to be relatively stronger
in comparison. This finding is opposite relative to the common wisdom regarding the usual role
of organic matter in enhancing the strength of macroflocs (Sanford et al., 2005; Uncles et
al.,2010; Cross et al., 2013; Malpezzi et al., 2013; Fettweis et al., 2015). However, lower forg is
also correlated with higher U (Table 2), which suggests higher U may be suspending denser,
stronger macroflocs into surface waters.

5.6.

Additional limitations
It is important to consider the systematic limitations of the PICS that may have

influenced the observations of df and Δρ, specifically issues resolving smaller particle sizes and
sampling stations that had very low total mass concentrations. Smaller flocs (df<80 μm)
accounted for a majority contribution of surface suspensions (Figure 5), and at most stations,
total suspended solid concentrations were less than 25 mg/L (Figure 6). Both limit the number
of particles available for the PICS to successfully track. In addition, post-analysis revealed that
the laser intensity or lighting illumination setting used to collect these samples was less than
ideal for the environment, and should have been increased. The low illumination made it that
much more difficult to identify and track smaller flocs, even for those within the PICS resolution
range (See Chapter 3). Despite PIV analysis, the nature of the sampling still resulted in large
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scatter for the observations. Characterizing background fluid velocities was also much more
challenging for poorly illuminated samples with low concentrations (Smith and Friedrichs, 2015).
An appropriate fractal model may not have been determined in some cases because the
suspensions were not fully resolved, or not enough observations were available to average out
sampling noise. Finally, the approach assumed PICS fractal models extended to flocs smaller
than the lower resolutions limit of the PICS (df ≈30 μm), which may not be realistic. Future work
will involve modifying the current PICS system and into a dual microscopy-camera based system
that will be able to measure particle size, settling velocity and density over a more complete
range of floc sizes, df =5-2000 μm, and better constrain our understanding of fractal properties
of small flocs.
It should also be considered whether estimates of TSS from PSDs and TSS observed from
pump samples are based on compatible particle size ranges. If the size range of particles
contributing to pumped TSS is greater than the range contributing to ΣVCi, ρa will be
overestimated (Bowers et al., 2009). Overestimating ρa propagates to an underestimate of ρp
(Eqn. 2c) and an overestimate of dp (Eqn. 2e). The nominal pore size of the glass fiber filters used
here is 0.7 μm, so all particles larger than this can be caught on the filter and contribute to TSS.
Merging the PICS and LISST extended the size range of VCi up to 1000 μm. All PSDs dropped off
sharply well before 1000 μm (Figure 5) and very few large flocs were identified by the PICS (less
than 1% with df>200 μm). Data suggest that particles with diameters larger than the combined
PSD range did not contribute significantly to TSS. As for particles smaller than the LISST-100 Type
C resolvable range (df < 2.5 μm), simultaneous sampling with a co-located LISST-100x Type B
(range 1.25-250 μm), determined that contributions from particles < 2.5 μm were likely
negligible and were not a major source of error.
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6. Conclusions and Recommended Future Work
•

By combining LISST, video settling, and pump sampling, this study developed a new method
to simultaneously solve for fractal dimension (F), primary particle diameter and density (dp,
and ρp). The key components are (i) fitting a simple fractal model to observations of excess
density (Δρ) as a function of floc diameter (df) and (ii) ensuring the integrated particle size
distribution (PSD) was consistent with measurements of bulk floc apparent density (ρa_bulk).
Future applications of this technique will avoid the need to unrealistically assume constant
values for dp or ρp a priori, reduce reliance on unconstrained, highly variable values for F,
and better identify when simple fractal models do or do not apply.

•

Even with the promise of the above method, flocs are still difficult to measure with in situ
video settling columns due to high levels of noise. This is especially true in estuarine surface
waters, where floc concentrations are low, particles are small, a stable settling platform is
difficult to maintain, and high organic content may reduce optical contrast. Future sampling
should average over longer or more consecutive sampling periods and utilize more
advanced contrast correction algorithms.

•

When large numbers of observations were pooled, Δρ as a function of df was found to be
strongly fractal, with a constant value for best-fit microfloc F for a given set of pooled
samples. Rather than a continual reduction in F with greater df, F was observed to decrease
rather suddenly via a breakpoint in Δρ vs. df at the transition from microflocs to macroflocs,
with a sharper breakpoint present for higher forg. Future work is needed to confirm whether
or not the kink is related to the presence of additional turbulent stresses induced by settling
for ws ≥ ~ 1 mm/s.
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•

Application of the above methods showed the bulk fraction of organic matter (forg) to be
well correlated with both median floc size by volume (d50v) and bulk floc apparent density
(ρa_bulk). These floc properties were more strongly correlated to forg than to total suspended
solids concentration (TSS). As forg increased, the following quantities increased: primary
particle size (dp), ρa_bulk, and representative apparent density of 60 μm microflocs (ρa_60μm);
whereas the following decreased: primary particle density (ρp), primary particle density
inferred from TSS and forg (ρTSS), d50v, TSS, and representative excess density of 200 μm
macroflocs (Δρ200μm). In contrast, fractal dimensions fit from 40-100 μm (Fmicro) and
representative excess density of 60 μm microflocs (Δρ60μm) did not systematically increase or
decrease in response to forg. Additional studies are needed to see how broadly these trends
apply in other systems.

•

Results suggest that in the York, (i) primary particles are tightly bound aggregates of
relatively larger organic matter fragments combined with smaller clay plates, and (ii) as
fraction organic content increases, organic matter is more likely to completely “fill in” the
framework of progressively larger inorganic floccules, leading to larger primary particle size.
Because the density of organic solids is close to the density of water, having more organic
matter within small flocs, including microflocs, does not notably change excess density (Δρ).
In contrast, having more organic matter does increase apparent density (ρa) for microflocs,
which is based on total dry mass. This is because a portion of the space containing only
water in inorganic flocs now contains organics, which ends up caught on the filters used to
calculate ρa.

•

Regardless of the fraction of organic matter at the sites sampled here, the majority of flocs
by number, volume, and mass were always contained in microflocs and even smaller size
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classes rather than within macroflocs. When considering the full LISST-PICS merged PSD,
only 4% of the dry mass in the average PSD was contained in macroflocs (df > 150 mm);
similarly, < 1% of particles tracked by the PICS had df > 200 mm. Future work with video
settling tubes should strive to include LISST to avoid under-sampling small df.
•

The least constrained component of simple fractal models is dp. Fractal dimension, F, can be
directly measured by video settling tubes (although further decreases in pixel size are
desired), and ρp can be constrained by filtering water samples. However, there are no
established methods to directly measure dp, in-situ. Previous research in the York (Fugate
and Friedrichs, 2002; Cartwright et al., 2013), Cheseapeake Bay (Sanford and Halka, 1993),
and other systems (Jago and Jones, 1998) have observed background concentration of
continuously suspended particles, typically in the range of 5-10 mg/l, that varies very little in
either time or space. It is debated whether these background concentrations are composed
of individual particles or small, tightly bound aggregates. Based on the PSDs documented
here, it is suggested that this population exists as small aggregated material on the order of
5 to 10 μm in size, which is close to the size of dp estimated here for organic-rich

flocs. Future work should develop methods to measure the size of primary particles (or
tightly bound primary aggregates) directly, while being careful not to break them apart or
alter their organic content.
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Table 1: Description of symbol notations used in this paper.
Symbol
α
Δρ
Δρ200µm
Δρ60µm
ρa
ρa_200µm
ρa_60µm
ρa_bulk
ρf
ρorg/ ρinorg
ρp
ρtss
ρw
υ
df
dp
d50v
F
Fbulk
Fmacro
Fmicro
forg
g
i
Mf
Mp
Mw
PSD
S
U
TSS
TSSF
VCi
VCLISSSTi
VCPICSi
Vf
Vp
Vs
Vw
ws

Meaning
Scaling factor for PICS volume concentration
Floc excess density (flocs’s wet density minus the density of water)
Average excess density for 200 µm macroflocs
Average excess density for 60 µm microflocs
Floc apparent density (floc’s dry mass divided by its wet volume)
Average apparent density for 200 µm macroflocs
Average apparent density for 60 µm microflocs
Bulk apparent density, determined from PSD total volume concentration
divided by pump TSS
Floc wet density
Density of organic, inorganic solids
Primary particle density
Primary Particle density inferred from TSS and forg (Eqn. 3f)
Density of water
Kinematic viscosity
Floc diameter
Primary particle diameter
Median grain size by volume
Fractal dimension
Bulk fractal dimension inferred from the power law between PSD d50v
and ρa_bulk
Fractal dimension fit from PICS for macroflocs
Fractal dimension fit from PICS for microflocs
Fraction organic by mass estimated by loss on ignition
Gravitational acceleration, ~ 9.8
Size class bin i
Total floc wet mass
Total mass of primary particles (solids) within a floc
Total mass of water within a floc
Particle size distribution
Salinity
Current speed
Total suspended solids (in mass concentration) from pump samples
Fractal estimated mass concentration from PSDs
Volume concentration in size class bin i
LISST-100X volume concentration in size class bin i
PICS volume concentration in size class bin i
Total floc volume
Total volume of primary particles (solids) within a floc
Total sample volume
Total volume of water within a floc
Floc settling velocity
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Units
kg/m3
kg/m3
kg/m3
kg/m3
kg/m3
kg/m3
kg/m3
kg/m3
kg/m3
kg/m3
kg/m3
kg/m3
m2/s1
μm
μm
μm

m/s2
kg
kg
kg
μL/L
ppt
cm/s
mg/L
mg/L
μL/L
μL/L
mm3
m3
m3
L
m3
mm/s

Study Site: York River Estuary, VA, U.S.A
37.6
2014 Survey Stations
2016 Survey Stations
Anchor Stations
(2014-2016)

West Point
ETM

Latitude

37.5

37.4

37.3

YORK
RIVER
CHESEAPEAKE
BAY

VIMS

37.2

37.1
-76.9

-76.8

-76.7

-76.6

-76.5

-76.4

-76.3

-76.2

Longitude
Figure 1: Map of the York River estuary. Profiler Survey locations are indicated by the red
triangles (2014) and blue circles (2016). Anchor station locations are circled in black (20142016).
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Figure 2: Photo of the CHSD water column profiler indicating the position of the pump sampler,
PICS, LISST-100X and CTD. Photo by G. Massey.
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A. LISST 100-X Type B and Type C Particle Volume Distributions
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Figure 3: (A) A comparison of the average particle volume concentration distributions (PSD) for
12 co-located samples collected by Type C and Type B LISST-100X instruments in September
2016. (B) An example sample illustrating the merging of LISST-100X Type C and PICS particle
volume size distributions.
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Figure 4: Conceptual model that depicts how the theoretical relationship between Δρ and ρa is
combined with fractal approximations inferred from video settling analysis (PICS) and observed
particle size distributions (LISST/PICS) to determine primary particle size (dp) and density (ρp). (1)
Fractal models are fit to observations of individual particle size (df) and excess density (Δρ) to
determine fractal dimension (F). (2) Apparent density (ρa) is calculated from Δρ and a range of
possible pairs of ρp and dp. (3) The resulting values of ρai are multiplied by observed volume
concentration (VCi) in each size class of the PSD (i) and summed to predict a range of fractal
estimates of total suspended solids, TSSF. (4) Best-fit ρp and dp are defined as the case for which
TSSF = TSS measured by pump samples.
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Volume Concentration Distribution [µL\L]

Floc diameter, df [µm]
Figure 5: LISST+PICS merged particle size distributions. The solid black line represents the overall
average particle size distribution.
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Table 2: Regressions among environmental and floc-related bulk variables for the 65
independent samples. The top value in each box is the correlation coefficient, and the bottom
value is the p-value. Variables observed to be log-distributed were regressed logarithmically,
whereas variables distributed normally were regressed linearly.
S

U

log(TSS)

[ppt]

[m/s]

[mg/L]

7.61E-02

-0.264

0.553

S

forg

log(d50v)

log(ρa_bulk)

[μm]

[kg/m3]

0.0124

-0.0055

0.0269

0.0349

0.922

0.966

0.833

0.614
6.97E-08

-0.378
2.07E-03

0.259
0.0385

-0.313
0.0118

-0.460
1.15E-04

0.572
6.29E-07

-0.438
2.65E-04

-0.596
1.64E-07

0.710
3.67E-11

[PPT]
U
[m/s]

7.61E-02
0.553

log(TSS)
[mg/L]

-0.264
0.0349

0.614
6.97E-08

forg

0.0124
0.922

-0.378
2.07E-03

-0.460
1.15E-04

log(d50v)
[μm]

-0.0055
0.966

0.259
0.0385

0.572
6.29E-07

-0.596
1.64E-07

log(ρa_bulk)

0.0269

-0.313

-0.438

0.710

-0.745

0.833

0.0118

2.65E-04

3.67E-11

1.14E-12

3

[kg/m ]
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B. TSS vs. Current Speed
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Figure 6: Regressions among variables describing bulk floc conditions. Black circles are all 65
samples. Circles containing red stars indicate the 20 samples that could confidently be fit to the
fractal model (see Section 4.3). Correlations (r) and p-values (p), and best-fit lines are for fits to
all 65 samples. Variables are plotted as log10 values if their underlying histograms are logdistributed rather than normally distributed.
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Figure 7: Bulk apparent floc density (ρa_bulk) vs. median floc diameter (d50v). The bulk fractal
dimension, Fbulk, was determined by a best-fit of log(ρa_bulk) to log(d50v) (solid black line). Dashed
blue lines provide 40% confidence intervals. The average forg value for samples beyond the
dashed lines on either side was then calculated. Circles with and without red stars are as
described in the caption to Figure 6.
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B. Particle Excess Density versus Size
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Figure 8: PICS measured floc size (df) versus (A) floc settling velocity (ws), and (B) calculated floc
excess density (Δρ) for all particles tracked. Colors differentiate the 65 independent samples to
help visualize individual observations. Bin-averaged (C) ws and (D) Δρ over 75 logarithmicallyspaced particle size bins from 30-1000 μm. Best-fit fractal models indicated with black lines.
Error bars and +/- indicate standard errors. Dashed green lines on D show the Δρ over entire size
range assuming a constant settling velocity, specifically for ws= 0.1 mm/s, 0.3 mm/s, 1 mm/s and
3 mm/s (from left to right, respectively).
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Figure 9: The relationship between Type 1 and Type 2 samples and the general properties of
suspended particles sampled in surface waters of the York River estuary. Symbol color indicates
the number of particles tracked by the PICS in each sample, and symbol size corresponds to
median particle size by volume (d50v) determined for the PSD for that sample. Type 1 samples
were simultaneously the highest 20% for forg and lowest 20% for TSS, while Type 2 samples were
the opposite.
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Figure 10: Comparison between flocs and fractal properties between Type 2 (Low forg, High TSS)
and Type 1 (High forg, Low TSS) suspensions. Average particle size distributions for (A) Type 2 and
(B) Type 1 suspensions. Bin-averaged Δρ versus df from samples pooled representing (C) Type 2
and (D) Type 1 suspensions. Plots of bin-averaged Δρ versus df used 75 bins, and best-fits to Δρ
were calculated for 40-100 μm (black solid line, Fmicro) and for >175 μm (black dashed line, Fmacro).
The red lines show corresponding theoretical values for ρa. The theoretical relationship between
Δρ and ρa was used to estimate ρp and dp as outlined in Figure 4. The inset displays results from
assuming either two fractal components (Fmicro and Fmacro) or one fractal component (only Fmicro).
Dashed green lines on C and D show Δρ as a function of df for constant settling velocities,
specifically for ws= 0.1 mm/s, 0.3 mm/s, 1 mm/s and 3 mm/s (from left to right, respectively).
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Table 3a: Summary of fractal analysis results for Type 1 (high forg, low TSS) and Type 2 (low forg,
high TSS) end-members. Average results of 3 bin sets used (50, 75 and 100). All values are for
the Fmicro & Fmacro case.
Group

TSS
[mg/L]

forg

ρtss
[kg/m3]

Fmicro

Fmacro

ρp

dp

[kg/m3]

[μm]

Type 1

14 ± 4

0.3

1712 ± 105

2.62 ± 0.04

1.27 ± 0.06

1547 ± 30

2.0 ± 0.2

Type 2

64 ± 8

0.2

2088 ± 97

2.55 ± 0.02

2.27 ± 0.06

2112 ± 12

0.6 ± 0.1

Table 3b: Characteristic excess and apparent density of macroflocs (d~200 microns) and
microflocs (d~60 microns) for Type1 (high forg, low TSS) and Type 2 (low forg, high TSS) endmembers. Δρ200mm and Δρ60mm were estimated by calculating the average densities of all particles
observed with df between 180-220 μm and 50-70 μm, respectively. ρa_200mm and ρa_70mm were
determined using theoretical solutions for
and Δρ60mm calculations.

!!

(Eqn. 2c) and pooled particle group from Δρ200mm

ρa_200µm

Δρ_60µm

ρa_60µm

[kg/m3]

[kg/m3]

[kg/m3]

[kg/m3]

Type 1

51 ± 6

149 ± 16

145 ± 5

421 ± 14

Type 2

80 ± 4

155 ± 7

143 ± 2

277 ± 4

Group

Δρ_200µm

∆!
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Figure 11: Example particle size distributions (A,B) and fractal characteristics (C,D) for two
individual stations. Plots of bin-averaged Δρ versus df used 30 bins. Lines and symbols are as
described in the caption to Figure 10. Dashed green lines on C and D show the Δρ as a function
of df for constant settling velocities, specifically for ws= 0.1 mm/s, 0.3 mm/s, 1 mm/s and 3
mm/s (from left to right, respectively).
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Table 4: Regressions between the bulk sediment properties forg and TSS and the fractal analysis
parameters for the 20 samples, which individually passed quality control criteria or reasonable
fractal fits. The top value in each box is the correlation, and the bottom value is the p-value.
ρp

dp
3

[kg/m ]

[μm]

forg

-0.596
5.57E-03

0.367
0.111

log(TSS)
[mg/L]
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0.138

-0.267
0.256

F40-100 μm
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Figure 12: Regressions of fractal properties against forg among the 20 samples, which individually
passed quality control criteria for reasonable fractal fits. (A) ρp, (B) dp, (C) F micro, (D) ρa_60mm.
Correlations (r), p-values (p), and best-fit lines are also displayed.
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Figure 13: Primary particle density (ρp) for the 20 samples which individually passed quality
control criteria for reasonable fractal fits plotted versus bulk dry particle density determined
from pump sampling (ρtss). Both the best-fit relationship (blue dashed line) and the 1:1
relationship (solid black line) are shown.
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Chapter 3: Estuarine Light Attenuation, Scattering, and Absorption as a Function of
Suspended Floc Properties and Other Water Column Constituents
Better understanding the nature of the suspended particles, as well as the relative roles of
particles versus other constituents, is crucial to explaining water clarity patterns in Chesapeake
Bay, its tributaries, and other estuarine and coastal systems world-wide. A combination of
optical instrumentation and laboratory analyses were used to investigate the relationship
between estuarine light attenuation and near surface estuarine floc properties, along with the
effects of other water column constituents. Observations were collected along the York River
estuary, VA, a tidal tributary of Chesapeake Bay that experiences a broad range of water clarity
conditions, including the effects of colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM), phytoplankton,
and suspended flocs of variable size, density, and organic content. For the York, the diffuse
attenuation of photosynthetically active radiation (Kd) was modeled as a function of scattering
(b) and absorption (a) based on a widely applied, simple theoretical approach. Scattering and
absorption, in turn, were related to observed concentrations of CDOM, chlorophyll-a (chl a), and
total suspended solids (TSS), and to the variable nature of the suspended flocs, which make up
the non-algal solids. It was found that as TSS increases, larger, lower density flocs containing less
organic matter, but much more water, increasingly dominate, and the apparent density of the
flocs dramatically decreases. This causes b to increase more quickly than TSS, and at a rate
notably different than that expected from the flocs’ fractal dimension. In contrast, as TSS
increases, a increases more slowly than TSS. This is partly because organic solids absorb more
light per mass than inorganic solids, so as the fraction of organic suspended solids (OSS)
decreases with increasing TSS, absorption per particle mass decreases. In addition, the increased
water relative to solids content of larger flocs may make them less opaque, further decreasing
absorption relative to scattering. Although high variability was observed on a sample-by-sample
basis, the relative influence of water quality parameters on b, a, and Kd along the York as a
function of TSS are systematic. On average, total scattering is dominated by non-algal inorganic
solids (ISSNAP) at TSS concentrations above ~5 mg/L. Relative contributions to total absorption
vary as function of TSS. At low TSS (TSS< 25 mg/), CDOM plus water produce > 60% of
absorption, and non-algal inorganic suspended solids (ISSNAP) account for < 20%. At high TSS
(TSS>25 mg/L), absorption is dominated by CDOM and ISSNAP. The influences of the different
water quality parameters on Kd is similar to absorption, albeit with slightly enhanced influence
from non-algal solids. Even at TSS ≈ 100 mg/L, however, ISSNAP is responsible for only about 50%
of total Kd. Overall, the results here support the conclusion that Kd, b, and a can be not simply
described by the concentration of TSS alone; rather the nature of flocs are also especially
important in the context of wide ranges in TSS concentrations.

1. Introduction
The Chesapeake Bay and its tidal tributaries are among the many coastal systems where
poor water clarity is a major concern (US EPA 2003, 2008). Declines in water clarity have
contributed to significant decreases in abundance of submerged aquatic vegetation (SAV), as
well as a loss of essential habitats for marine and freshwater species within the Bay (Moore et
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al., 1997; Daur et al., 2000; Kemp et al., 2005; Moore, 2009; Reay, 2009; Waycott et al., 2009).
The potential economic impact of poor water clarity is also significant. For example, in 2011,
commercial and recreational fishing in Virginia alone brought in close to $1.5 billion and created
over 27,000 jobs (NOAA National Marine Fisheries Service, 2012). Additionally, water clarity
controls the visual appearance of the water, influencing property values and tourism via
aesthetic appeal (Philips and McGee, 2016). Along with dissolved oxygen and chlorophyll a (chl
a), the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has identified water clarity as a
primary criterion for assessing the overall water quality of Chesapeake Bay (US EPA, 2003,
2008).
Water clarity management criteria for the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries were
implemented to protect the water’s living resources, particularly SAV, and is focused on a
parameter known as the Kd, which is the diffuse attenuation coefficient for photosynthetically
active radiation (PAR) (Gallegos, 2001; Cerco et al., 2004; Tango and Batiuk, 2013; Wang et al.,
2013; Cerco and Noel, 2017). Kd (with units of meters-1) describes the rate at which PAR decays
with depth and characterizes the quantity of light available for primary production (Smith and
Baker, 1981, Kirk 1994; Gallegos et al., 2011; Tango and Batiuk, 2013). Wavelength-dependent
Kd further captures the quality of light available; however this paper focuses only on more
widely available observations of Kd for PAR. Kd is measured by lowering irradiance sensors
through the upper two to three meters of the water column and recording downward irradiance
(E(z)), while simultaneously measuring incoming radiation above the water surface (CBP, 2017).
E(z) normalized to above water radiation is then best-fit to
E(z) = E(0) exp(-Kd z)

or equivalently

log E(z) = - K d z + log(E(z=0))

1a,b.
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Eqn.

(Kirk, 1994) where - K d and E(z=0) are the slope and intercept for the regression to Eqn. (1b). (A
list of symbols used in this paper is shown in Table 1). The key constituents in the water column
that influence Kd are absorption due to the water itself plus colored dissolved organic matter
(CDOM), and scattering and absorption by algal and non-algal particles (Kirk, 1994).
In the Chesapeake Bay, total suspended solids (TSS), which include inorganic solids as well
as living and non-living organic matter, are considered a main driver of poor water clarity. The
EPA has identified the runoff of sediment from the watershed as one of the three main
components of the “pollution diet” to be regulated as part of the allowable Total Maximum
Daily Load (TMDL) entering the Bay and its tidal tributaries (US EPA, 2010). However, monitoring
has shown that water clarity management is not as simple as mitigating the input of sediment.
Despite efforts to decrease sediment input to the Chesapeake Bay, water clarity as measured by
Secchi disk depth has continued to deteriorate over the last 30 years, especially in the central to
southern Bay (Williams et al., 2010; Cerco and Noel, 2013). Paradoxically, long-term Secchi
depth has declined less in the northern Bay where riverine sediment load has recently
increased. Analysis of long-term monitoring data indicates that TSS in the upper water column
does indeed degrade water clarity, but recent sediment input from the watershed is not well
correlated to TSS concentration (Wang et al., 2013). Here it is proposed that the apparent
disconnect between water clarity and input of sediment from the Bay’s watershed is due in
large part to the response of Kd to multiple optically responsive constituents in the water
column which, in turn, are not simply related to the degree of recent sediment runoff. Although
organic solids, chl a, and CDOM concentrations in the Chesapeake Bay are often correlated to
freshwater discharge (Rochelle-Newall and Fisher, 2002; Feng et al., 2015; Harding et al. 2016),
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they are not caused by sediment input. Furthermore, the concentration of inorganic suspended
solids is more often due to local resuspension than to watershed input (Shi et al., 2013).
The optical response to non-algal particles is further complicated by the fact that
resultant scattering and absorbance of light depend on the nature of the particles, which
includes their size, composition, and density (Babin et al., 2003a,b; Bowers and Binding, 2006;
Braithwaite et al., 2010; Bowers et al., 2011; Gallegos et al., 2011; Neukermans et al., 2012). In
many estuaries suspended particles are not single grains, but rather they are flocs, i.e.,
agglomerates of inorganic solids, organic solids and waters. Because of the fragile nature of
flocs, their properties are difficult to quantify in situ, so their influence on water clarity is not
well constrained. Gallegos et al. (2011) has suggested that the degree of scattering by non-algal
particles in the open waters of the mid- and lower Chesapeake Bay has increased over the last
several decades because of an increase in the concentration of small organic particles relative to
small mineral grains. Thus the importance of particle composition to Bay water quality has been
recognized to a degree. However, Gallegos et al. (2011) assumed these small particles of
concern were solid grains containing no water rather than them being flocs.
Although they are important tools for water quality management (USEPA, 2010; Cerco
and Noel, 2013), current models and monitoring efforts for Chesapeake Bay water clarity are
not conducive to understanding the influence of particle properties on Kd. Within threedimensional water quality models for Chesapeake Bay, Kd is often modeled using empirically-fit,
spatially dependent multiple linear regressions of Kd versus salinity and TSS (Feng et al. 2015;
Cerco et al., 2017); while some other applications also include chl a (Gallegos and Moore, 2000;
Xu et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2013). Models based on bulk water quality parameters may
reasonably predict Kd under some conditions (Gallegos and Moore; 2000; Gallegos and Neale,
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2002; Cerco et al., 2004; Cerco et al., 2013; Cerco et al., 2017), but they have not fully addressed
how the nature of the particles influences optical characteristics.
Better understanding of the nature of the suspended particles, as well as the relative
roles of particles versus other constituents, is crucial to explaining water clarity patterns in
Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries (Gallegos et al. 2011; Testa et al. 2019). This study applies
simple optical modeling to observations from a combination of optical instrumentation and
laboratory analyses to further investigate the relationship between estuarine light attenuation
and water column constituents, including estuarine flocs of varying size, density, and
composition. In the process, systematic trends in the relative contributions of water, CDOM, chl
a, organic solids (OSS), and inorganic solids (ISS) to scattering, absorption, and Kd are revealed as
an overall function of TSS.

2. Field, Lab, and Data Analysis Methods
2.1.

Description of Study Area
This study focuses on observations of suspended particle characteristics collected along

the partially-mixed York River estuary, VA, a major tidal tributary of the lower Chesapeake Bay
that experiences a wide range of water clarity conditions, including water quality issues related
to degraded clarity (Figure 1). According to the 2012 USGS water quality report, there has been
a decrease of sediment input into the York from 1985-2010, yet water clarity has worsened over
this period (Reay, 2009). The middle and lower York have been a focus of previous research on
water clarity related to Submerged Aquatic Vegetation (SAV) (Moore et al, 1997; 2004; 2009;
Orth et al., 2010). Degradation in water clarity attributed to increased nutrients and sediment
over the past decades has contributed to the decline in abundance of SAV in the York (Moore,
2009). SAV abundance has been slowly recovering in the lower York, but populations are
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growing at shallower depths than historic populations, and there is greater variability in year-toyear abundance (Orth, 2005). Populations that were once abundant mid-estuary have not and
are not expected to recover (Moore; 1997 Moore, 2009).
The York exhibits persistent spatial patterns in stratification, suspended sediment and
nutrient concentrations, water clarity, and particle properties along its main axis, albeit
modulated by tides, wind, and freshwater discharge (Moore et al., 1997; Schaffner et al., 2001;
Moore et al., 2004; Friedrichs et al., 2009; Lake and Brush, 2015). The entire system stretches
roughly 50 km (compared to the main stem which is 320 km), so it was feasible to collect
samples along the entire estuary on the same day from a single vessel. Observations of salinity
and TSS collected as a part of this effort captured the spatial and temporal variability of each
along the York. Salinity ranged from 0 ppt near the head to 23 ppt near the mouth (Figure 2A).
Surface TSS ranged from 8 to 95 mg/L, with an overall trend of increasing TSS with decreasing
salinity (Figure 2B). Temporal variability was observed in both TSS and salinity, especially in the
mid- and upper York. The goal of this paper was to investigate general patterns between particle
characteristics and water clarity. Temporal variations were beyond the scope of this article and
were not be addressed here.
Trends in water clarity in the York are not simply explained by TSS. In previous studies
focusing on the lower York, water clarity was correlated to the concentration of organic-rich
suspended solids and followed a seasonal signal of decreased clarity and greater organic content
in summer relative to winter (Moore et al., 1997, 2004). In contrast, the middle York seasonally
experiences much higher sediment concentrations of inorganic sediment as a result of the
temporary presence of a secondary turbidity maximum (Moore et al., 1997; Lin and Kuo, 2003;
Friedrichs et al., 2009). Its ongoing water clarity issues and dynamic estuarine environment, as
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well as the proximity to the Virginia Institute of Marine Science (VIMS), make the York an ideal
site to investigate the relationship between estuarine light attenuation and water column
suspended particle properties along with other water column constituents.

2.2.

Water Column Profiling
Observations of suspended particle characteristics, water quality parameters and optical

properties were collected on 20 cruises from 2014-2016 at various stations along the York River
estuary (Figure 1) using the VIMS Coastal Hydrodynamics and Sediment Dynamics (CHSD) water
column profiler and profiling irradiance meters. Half of the cruises surveyed 6 stations along the
York, spaced between the mouth and main estuarine turbidity maximum. For these surveys,
each station was sampled once on the same day. These surveys took place over various tidal
conditions (flood, ebb, slack). For the other half of the cruises, the vessel was anchored at one
station, either in the lower estuary (LY) or mid estuary (MY), and samples were collected once
an hour for ~6 hours, bracketing a flood or ebb tide.
A combination of optical instrumentation and laboratory analysis techniques were used
to document suspended particle characteristics, water quality parameters, and optical
properties along the system. The CHSD profiler was equipped with a high-speed pump sampler,
a Laser In-Situ Scattering and Transmissometry instrument (LISST-100X), and either a YSI 6600
sonde (during 2014) with sensors for conductivity-temperature-pressure and turbidity, or a YSI
EXO2 sonde (during 2015-2016) with the same sensors as the YSI 6600 but an additional sensor
for chl a. Irradiance was measured with a separate profiler using either a LICOR LI-193 Spherical
Underwater Quantum irradiance Sensor (2014), or a LICOR and a TRIOS RAMSES hyperspectral
radiometer depending on instrument availability (2015-2016). At each station, the profilers were
deployed off of the 9-meter VIMS R/V Ellis Olsson. The CHSD profiler was lowered to a depth of
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1-3 meters below the surface and kept there while the suite of instruments sampled for 2-5
minutes. While submerged, water samples were collected with the pump sampler, and then
taken to the lab to be analyzed for TSS, fraction organic content (forg), chl a (during 2014), and
CDOM (during 2015-2016). Before each profiler cast, profiles of downward irradiance at 3 or
more water depths were measured using the LI-COR and/or the TRIOS. Table 2 describes the
different instruments and parameters measured during the different cruises.

2.3.

Total Suspended Solids (TSS) and Organic Content
Water samples collected by the CHSD profiler’s high-speed pump were analyzed for TSS

and organic content via standard gravimetric analysis combined with loss on ignition (LOI)
(USEPA, 1983 Methods No. 160). Pumped samples were placed in 1-liter dark plastic bottles,
stored in an ice chest on deck, and filtered immediately upon returning to VIMS (no less than 8
hours later). Vacuum filtering was employed utilizing pre-weighed, 0.7 micron, 47-mm diameter
glass fiber filters. After filtration, filters were rinsed with deionized water to remove salt and
were then oven-dried at 103-105°C for at least 24 hours. Filters were re-weighed and re-dried
repeatedly until consecutive weights agreed to within 0.5 mg. The filters were then placed in a
540°C oven for at least an hour, allowed to cool, and re-weighed to determine relative organic
content via LOI.

2.4.

Characterization of Floc Size and Density
Floc characteristics (size and bulk density) were determined in-situ using a LISST-100X and

TSS from pump samples. The LISST-100X is commonly used for in-situ observations of particle
size distributions and has been shown to provide reliable estimates for a range of particle sizes,
shapes, and compositions (Agrawal and Pottsmith, 2000; Fugate and Friedrichs, 2002; Agrawal
et al., 2008; Andrews et al., 2010; Bowers et al., 2011; Hill et al., 2011; Neukermans et al., 2012).
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It emits a collimated beam of light (670 nm) through a sample and measures the intensity of the
light that is scattered on concentric ring detectors. The pattern of scattered light is numerically
inverted using an instrument-specific calibration matrix and combined with a manufacturer
provided volume calibration constant to estimate particle volume concentrations for 32
logarithmically spaced size classes which range from 2.5 to 500 microns for the Type-C LISST
used here (Traykovski et al., 1999; Agrawal and Pottsmith, 2000). Sequoia Scientific’s random
shape scattering property kernel matrix was used to invert the data (Neukermans et al., 2012).
Volume distributions were used to estimate projected area distributions. Assuming
approximately spherical geometry of particles, cross sectional area concentration per liter (ACi,
with units m2 of sediment/m3 of water or 1/m) for each size class (i) was calculated using
observed volume concentrations (VCi, in unts μl/L) at each specified size class range (Di) as
follows (Bowers et al., 2011; Slade and Boss, 2011; Neukermans et al., 2012):
𝐴𝐶! =

!
!!!

Eqn. 2.

∗ 𝑉𝐶!

Median particle diameter by area (d50a) was determined from the area concentration
distributions, as the size for which 50% of the cumulative area distribution is less than. Because
surface area is what is effective at blocking light, d50a was used as opposed to the more
conventional d50v or d50m based on volume or mass concentration distributions. A bulk estimate
of apparent density (ρa_bulk), defined as particle dry mass divided by particle wet volume, for
each sample was estimated by dividing TSS from pump samples by the total volume
concentration from the LISST-100X (VC) (Mikkelsen and Perjrup, 2001; Bowers et al., 2009;
Braithwaite et al., 2010; Bowers et al., 2011; Neukermans et al., 2012). For each particle size
distribution, VC was calculated by integrating across all size bins from 2.5 to 1000 microns, i.e.,
VC = ΣVCi, and ρa_bulk = VC /TSS was determined.
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2.5.

Diffuse Attenuation (Kd), Scattering (b), and Absorption (a) over PAR
Diffuse light attenuation was determined from measurements of irradiance (E) from the

LICOR and/or TRIOS and combined with estimates of scattering from the LISST-100X to estimate
total absorption. The LICOR measures the total scalar E over PAR (400-700 nm), while the TRIOS
measures spectral downward E from 319-950 nm at 3 nm resolution. Measurements of E
corresponding to PAR wavelengths (400-700 nm) were summed to estimate E over PAR. To
account for variability of the incoming light (i.e. clouds, time of day, etc.) both sensors have
planar surface units that were placed above the water, on the sunny side of the boat, to
quantify E at the water-air interface. The linear regression coefficient (i.e. slope) of the
logarithm of surface-corrected E with respect to depth yields Kd in 1/m (Kirk, 1994) (see Eqn. 1).
The LICOR LI-193 provides a measurement of scalar irradiance (over 4π) while the TRIOS
provides a measrument of downwelling irradiance (over 2π). In the absence of reflection off the
seabed, which was not an issue in our case, previous work has found that Kd derivied from
measurements from scalar and downwelling sensors to be comparble (Moore et al., 1997). In
this study, TRIOS and LICOR casts were collected in triplicates. TRIOS Kd and LICOR Kd on average
agreed within 14% of each other, with a mean bias of 1.7%. For cruises where both instruments
were available (Table 2), Kd was defined as the average of the two. The LISST-100X measures the
forward scattering intensity of its laser source onto concentric rings. By summing up the
intensity of scatter on each ring, the LISST provided an estimate of forward scattering in 1/m
between roughly 0.08°-15° at 670 nm (Slade and Boss, 2006; Bowers et al., 2011). Spectral
variations in scattering are often small (Babin et al., 2003a), and the majority of light scattered
by particles (~98%) is in the forward direction (Kirk, 1994; Agrawal, 2005), so b from the LISST100X is often assumed to be representative of total scattering (Bowers et al., 2011). Following
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Bowers et al. (2011), total absorption (in 1/m) was estimated from Kd and b by rearranging the
expression for Kd presented in Kirk (1994):
𝐾! =

!
!!

𝑎 ! + 𝑔! 𝜇! − 𝑔! 𝑎𝑏

!

Eqn. 3

!

In Eqn. 3, g1, g2, and μ0 are unitless coefficients describing the scattering phase function (g1, g2)
and the variation in Kd with solar altitude or angle of the sun relative to the earth (μ0). Eqn. 3
accounts for the influence of the ambient light field on Kd, and relates Kd to absorption and
scattering (Kirk, 1994; Gallegos, 2001). Widely applicable values for g1, g2, and μ0 have been
found to be approximately g1=0.425, g2= 0.19, and μ0 = 0.85 (Kirk, 1994; Bowers et al., 2011). In
this application because Kd was measured over PAR, Eqn. 3 yields an estimate of absorption
averaged over PAR and solar angle.

2.6.

Salinity, CDOM, and Chl a
Salinity, CDOM, and chl a were determined via standard field and laboratory methods. For

absorption spectra of CDOM, water samples were collected in dark bottles and stored on ice for
transport to the lab, upon which samples were immediately passed through a 0.2-micron
membrane filter. The filtrate was captured in acid-washed, dark glass bottles and stored in a
refrigerator until absorbance measurements could be made, generally within a day of collection.
Absorbance due to colored dissolved organic matter (aCDOM) was determined using Beckman
Coulter DU800 spectrophotometer, which measures absorbance from 200-750 nm at 1 nm
increments. Chl a concentrations (in μg/L) were determined either from water samples
following EPA standard methods (Arar and Collins, 1997) or in-situ with a YSI EXO2 sonde
equipped with a calibrated optical fluorescence probe (2015-16). For the former, water samples
were collected in a dark bottle, stored on ice for transport to the lab, and were processed within
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24 hours of collection by the VIMS Analytical Services Center (ASC). Water column salinity was
measured with an YSI 6600 sonde or YSI EXO2 sonde. Observations collected by the Virginia
Estuarine Coastal Observing System continuous monitoring YSI CTD stations closest to profiler
sampling stations (Figure 1, vecos.vims.edu) were used to supplement chl a, salinity, and
temperature data when individual parameters were occasionally not available from the profiler
(Table 2; Figure 1).

3. Results
3.1.

Trends in Water Quality Parameters and Particle Properties Along the Salinity
and TSS Gradient
Key constituents that are expected to affect the optical response of the water column,

such as CDOM, chl a, and forg were all significantly correlated to both TSS and Salinity (Figure 3).
This suggested that multiple regression approaches that model Kd as a purely empirical function
of salinity and TSS (e.g., Feng et al., 2015; Cerco and Noel, 2017) may be pooling variance from
other parameters into these two variables. In the York, concentrations of CDOM (approximated
as the absorption of filtered site water at 440 nm or a440) and chl a increased up estuary with
decreasing salinity (Figure 3A,B) and increasing TSS (Figure 3D,E). The forg was inversely
correlated with both salinity (Figure 3C) and TSS (Figure 3F) and decreased up estuary. Two bulk
particle characteristics determined using LISST measurements, d50a and ρa_bulk, were also
significantly correlated to TSS (Figure 4). At low TSS, suspensions were dominated by smaller,
more organic flocs with higher ρa_bulk, while at high TSS particles were larger, more inorganic,
and less dense (Figures 3F, 4). The smaller, more organic flocs suspended at low TSS were
characterized by a higher bulk apparent density compared to flocs suspended at high TSS.

3.2.

Estimation of TSS, ISS, OSS Associated with Algal versus Non-Algal Particles
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The amount of organic and inorganic suspended solids (OSS and ISS) associated with
phytoplankton cells were estimated based on the particulate organic carbon (POC) to chl a ratio
found for phytoplankton in the York, the associated phytoplankton assemblage, and their
respective organic versus inorganic content. From analysis of Chesapeake Bay Program (CBP)
monitoring data, Marshall (2009) reported the mean annual POC to chl a ratio at station RET4.3
in the upper York to be 45. Buchanan (2020) found that a similar mean POC to chl a ratio holds
for phytoplankton grouped across all high mesohaline regions of the Chesapeake Bay, which
includes the majority of the York estuary. Also based on CBP monitoring data, Cerco and Noel
(2017) found the average ratio of OSS to POC for the Chesapeake Bay and its tidal tributaries to
be 2.9. Thus, the mean OSS to chl a ratio for plankton cells in the York is taken here to be 45 x
2.9 = ~130. The dominant phytoplankton component in the York estuary is made up of diatoms
(Marshall, 2009), which is also the case for the Chesapeake Bay as a whole (Marshall et al.,
2006). Although the average abundance of specific phytoplankton types in the York was not
reported by Marshall (2009), Marshall et al. (2006) found the biomass of phytoplankton in
mesohaline plus polyhaline waters of the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries, when averaged
across environmental impairment classes, to be 63% diatoms. Based on fixed versus volatile
solids, Whyte (1987) analyzed multiple types of phytoplankton and found the average value of
ISS/OSS to be 0.46 and 0.16 for diatoms and non-diatoms, respectively. Thus, the mean ISS/OSS
ratio for phytoplankton in the York estuary is taken here to be (0.46 x 0.63) + (0.16 x 0.37) =
0.35, which gives a mean ISS to chl a ratio of 0.35 x 130 = ~45. The above ISS and OSS to chl a
ratios were used to estimate the algal values for suspended solids concentration from observed
chl a (namely ISSalg, OSSalg, and TSSalg), and the results were subtracted from total ISS, OSS, and
TSS to estimate non-algal values for suspended solids (i.e., ISSNAP, OSSNAP, and TSSNAP). The
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average decrease in suspended solids concentration due to removing algal solids across all
samples was 21% for OSSNAP, 3% for ISSNAP, and 8% for TSSNAP.

3.3.

Model for Total Scattering (b)
Scattering due to non-algal particulate matter (bNAP) was estimated by subtracting

scattering due to algal cells (balg) from the total amount of scattering measured by the LISST100X:
Eqn. 4.

𝑏!"# = 𝑏 − 𝑏!"#

Although non-algal particulate matter typically dominates scattering in turbid coastal systems,
phytoplankton cells can also contribute to scattering and the extent can be described by the
relative concentration of chlorophyll (Kirk 1994; Pedersen et al., 2012). Here, balg in 1/meters
was approximated from measured chl a concentrations following Pedersen et al. (2012):
𝑏!"# = 0.2 (𝑐ℎ𝑙 𝑎)!.!"#

Eqn. 5.

where chl a is entered into Eqn. 5 in units of microgram/liter. Perdersen et al. (2012) found this
relation to work well for multiple estuarine systems, including the Severn River estuary of the
Chesapeake Bay. Figure 5A displays the resulting relationship between bNAP and TSSNAP.
A power-law relationship between bNAP and TSSNAP was observed in the York with an
exponent that is significantly greater than 1 (Figure 5A). Scattering by particles is often
described using a linear relationship with TSS, i.e. b ~ TSS1 (Bowers et al., 2009; Woźniak et al.,
2010; Hill et al., 2011; Neukermans, 2012; Bowers et al., 2017). In the York, however, bNAP
increased as a function of TSSNAP proportional to (TSSNAP)1.39, which means that scattering by nonalgal particles increases at a faster rate than TSSNAP. Mass-specific scattering by non-algal
particles (b*NAP) was calculated by dividing bNAP by TSSNAP, i.e., b*NAP= bNAP/TSSNAP, and b*NAP
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increased with TSSNAP according to (TSSNAP)0.38 (Figure 5B). The non-linear relationship between
bNAP and TSSNAP is attributed to the nature of flocs in the York system. According to scattering
theory (Bowers et al., 2011; Neukermans et al., 2012; Bower et al., 2017), bNAP/TSSNAP is
expected to be proportional to 1/(floc diameter x floc density), which is indeed seen in the
observations (Figure 5C). In the York, as TSSNAP increases, larger, lower density flocs increasingly
dominate (Figure 4). For marine flocs, this increase in size with a decrease in density has been
observed to nearly cancel out the effect of one another, such that b*NAP ~ TSSNAP1 (Hill et al.,
2011). Results here suggest that the decrease in ρa_bulk with greater TSSNAP in the York
overwhelms the increase in floc size, which causes b*NAP to increase with TSSNAP. Important
ramifications of this pattern with respect to fractal dimension and changes in composition with
varying TSS are addressed later within the Discussion section. Nonetheless, the average b*NAP of
0.38 +/- 0.16 m2/g (+/- 1 standard deviation) observed here for the York was comparable to that
observed in surface waters elsewhere, such as coastal waters in Europe (0.51 m2/g, Babin et al.,
2003a), the Irish Sea (0.26-0.29 m2/g, Bowers and Binding, 2006), and off the coast of California
(0.47 +/- 0.2 m2/g, Woźniak et al., 2010).
Combining the best-fit line in Figure 5A with Eqn. 5, the model for total b becomes:
𝑏 = 0.20𝑐ℎ𝑙 𝑎 !.!"# + 0.10(𝑇𝑆𝑆!"# )!.!"

Eqn. 6

The log-space correlation between observed and modeled b is r = 0.92 (Figure 6) with a mean
absolute error of 27% between the observed and modeled and because of the nature of leastsquares fits in log-space, a mean bias near zero (- 0.5%). Note that TSS in Eqn. 6 was not
separated into distinct components associated with OSS and ISS. This is because the exponent
1.39 already empirically accounts for the combined effects of the organic and inorganic
components of flocs on b as a function of total TSSNAP = ISSNAP + OSSNAP.
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3.4.

Model for Total Absorption (a)
A simple model was derived to investigate the influence of non-algal particulate matter

on total absorption (a). Total absorption was first estimated from observations of Kd and total b
by rearranging Eqn. 3 to solve for a, and the results for total a were then broken down into
various constituents. As an inherent optical property, absorption can be represented as the
linear sum of multiple components (Kirk, 1994; Gallegos et al., 2001). Here these are taken to be
water (aw), colored dissolved organic matter (aCDOM), phytoplankton (aalg) (which is assumed to
contain all chlorophyll), and non-algal particles (aNAP), such that:
Eqn. 7.

𝑎 = 𝑎! + 𝑎!"#$ + 𝑎!"# + 𝑎!"#

Note that Eqn. 7 does not explicitly include salinity, even though Multiple Linear Regression
(MLR) based models for Kd in the Chesapeake Bay region typically do (Xu et al., 2005; Feng et al.,
2015; Cerco and Noel, 2017). Key water column properties that affect light via Eqn. 7, namely
CDOM, chl a, and the fraction of organic solids (forg), are all significantly correlated to both TSS
and salinity (see Figure 3). Thus, an MLR for a that includes salinity as well as suspended solids is
likely to incorrectly partition observed variance among its explanatory variables. To avoid
possible spurious partitioning of variance via MLR, the approach taken here is to instead use
observation-based estimates of aCDOM plus relationships from the literature for aw and aalg, and
then subtract them from total a to isolate aNAP.
Absorption over PAR by CDOM was determined by averaging over the spectral
observations of CDOM absorption collected as part of this study. In the process of the averaging,
the further effects of absorption as a function of wavelength over the optical sampling depth
was accounted for utilizing the following relations (following D. Bowers, pers. Comm.):
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𝑎!"#$ =

!!"# (

!!"
!!"

)

Eqn. 8a.

!

Nfi = Nsi exp [-a(i) z]

Eqn. 8b.

Eqn. 8 takes into account that some photons that enter the water (Ns) will be attenuated on the
way down, and only Nf photons actually reach depth, z. Nfi is estimated for each wavelength (i)
using measured absorption at that wavelength, a(i). The initial number of photons that enter the
water (Nsi) was assumed to be constant at all wavelengths. For very short path-lengths, z (z<<1
m), aCDOM is similar to the average a(i) over PAR wavelengths. For very long z, aCDOM tends to the
minimum in the spectrum, because all the other colors are filtered out and only the most
penetrating photons are left. Sample depths, z, were all within the upper 2 meters of the water
column, so the correction was relatively small. The mean ratio of aCDOM integrated across PAR
was related to the commonly recorded CDOM absorption at 440 nm (a440) according to α = aCDOM
/a440 = 0.40. For 7 of the 20 cruises (Table 2), no CDOM samples were collected, and regressions
of aCDOM against salinity for the other 13 cruises were used to estimate aCDOM for missing aCDOM
samples (Figure 7). A single conservative regression did not apply well for the entire estuary,
possibly due to spatial and/or temporal variations in CDOM sources and estuarine residence
time (c.f., Bowers and Brett, 2008). Thus, separate best-fit linear regressions of aCDOM versus
salinity were used for cases with salinity less than and greater than 19.
Results for aNAP as a function of non-algal suspended solids were then derived from total a
by (i) subtracting out observed aCDOM plus literature-based relationships for aw and aalg, and (ii)
regressing the result against TSSNAP. Absorbance due to water integrated over PAR was set to the
commonly applied value of aw = 0.16 m-1 (Morel and Prieur, 1977; Gallegos et al., 1990; Kirk,
1994). Next, absorption over PAR by phytoplankton was assumed to be equal to aalg ≈ 0.01 chl a
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(with aalg in 1/meters and chl a in micrograms per liter) based the findings of similar authors
(Morel and Prieur, 1977; Gallegos et al., 1990; Kirk, 1994). This approach allowed “observed”
absorption due to non-algal particulate matter, aNAP, to be calculated from other measurements
as:
𝑎!"# = 𝑎 − (0.16 + 𝑎!"#$ + 0.01𝑐ℎ𝑙 𝑎)

Eqn. 9.

Figure 8A displays aNAP calculated from Eqn. 9 versus observed TSSNAP along with the best-fit
power-law relation. (Three erroneously low values for aNAP that were calculated by Eqn. 9,
between negative and positive 0.005 m1, are not included in the log-log best-fit.) Similar to bNAP,
a nonlinear relationship between aNAP and TSSNAP was observed in the York. However, in this
case aNAP ~ (TSSNAP)0.83, i.e., with an exponent less than 1, which means that as the concentration
of non-algal solids increases, light absorption increases more slowly than TSSNAP. Because the
exponent on TSSNAP is less than 1, it follows that mass-specific absorption by non-algal particles
(a*NAP = aNAP/TSSNAP) must decrease with increasing TSSNAP (Figure 8B).
The decrease in a*NAP with greater TSSNAP may be related to characteristic changes in
organic content and/or density of flocs as TSSNAP increases. Considering that organic particles in
marine environments absorb light more efficiently relative to inorganic particles (Kirk, 1994;
Gallegos et al., 2011), the finding that a*NAP decreases with increasing TSSNAP is consistent with
the overall relationship between forg and TSS in the York (see 34F). Following authors such as Kirk
et al. (1994), Babin et al. (2003b), and Gallegos et al. (2011) it was assumed that OSSNAP absorbs
~2 times as much light as inorganic solids and a power-law regression was performed between
(2 OSSNAP + ISSNAP) and aNAP (Figure 8C). The best-fit exponent increased from 0.83 to 0.87,
suggesting that relatively higher absorption by OSSNAP at lower TSSNAP could be playing a role. An
additional explanation for the decrease in a*NAP at high TSSNAP could be due to the tendency of
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more water-filled, less dense flocs present at higher TSS to be less opaque (c.f., Bowers et al.
2011), which could also result in relatively less light absorption. As shown in Figure 9, larger d50,
lower apparent density, and lower forg are all associated with reduced a*NAP. This possibility is
further explored in the Discussion section. To account for the hypothesized role of changing floc
structure affecting aNAP at high TSSNAP, the best-fit empirical relationship found in Figure 8C was
used to model the remaining variation in aNAP, namely aNAP = 0.021 (2 OSSNAP + ISSNAP)0.87.
Though absorption is more accurately described when measured spectrally, values
estimated for a*NAP for the York were comparable to those from other coastal waters directly
measured with spectrometry. In the York, a*NAP inferred from Eqn. 9 ranged from 0.004-0.08
m2/g, with a mean value of 0.02 +/- 0.01 m2/g, and tended to be higher (though not
significantly) for samples with higher organic matter. Other studies also observed high variability
in a*NAP and that a*NAP was higher for organic than for inorganic particles. Bowers and Binding
(2006) found that a*NAP ranged from 0.06-0.02 from 412 nm to 665 nm for mineral flocs
suspended in the Irish Sea. Babin et al. (2003b) measured a*NAP at 443 nm to range from 0.030.07 m2/g in various coastal waters around Europe, and noted that a*NAP for waters dominated
by high non-algal organic solids in the Baltic Sea were nearly double that of the other waters
dominated by mineral solids. Woźniak et al. (2010) found that off the coast of California, a*NAP
varied over an order of magnitude, ranging from 0.01-0.1 m2/g, and noted the tendency for
organic rich particles to have higher a*NAP relative to more inorganic particles.
Combining the best-fit line in Figure 8C with Eqn. 9 and solving for a, the model for total a
becomes:
𝑎 = 0.16 + 𝑎!"#$ + 0.01𝑐ℎ𝑙 𝑎 + 0.021 (2𝑂𝑆𝑆!"# + 𝐼𝑆𝑆!"# )!.!"
10.
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Eqn.

The log-space correlation between observed and modeled b is r = 0.82 (Figure 10), with a mean
absolute error of 18% and a mean bias of -1.0%. In Eqn. 10, the factor of 2 associated with
OSSNAP reflects the well-recognized increase in absorption associated with organic matter, while
the more empirical exponent of 0.87 may account for other effects of floc structure such as
changing opacity. Note that TSS in Eqn. 6 was not separated into distinct components associated
with OSS and ISS. This is because the exponent 1.39 already empirically accounts for the
combined effects of the organic and inorganic components of flocs on b as a function of total
TSSNAP = ISSNAP + OSSNAP.

3.5.

Nonlinear Model for Kd
A model for Kd over PAR (400-700 nm) as a function of commonly measured water quality

parameters was developed based on the non-linear form suggested by Kirk (1994) (Eqn. 2),
incorporating the above models for total scattering (Eqn. 6) and total absorption (Eqn. 10), as
well as the expressions for OSSNAP and ISSNAP presented in Sect. 3.2:
𝐾! = 1.18 𝑎 ! + 0.171 𝑎𝑏

!

Eqn. 11a

!

𝑏 = 0.20 𝑐ℎ𝑙 𝑎 !.!"# + 0.10 (𝑂𝑆𝑆!"# + 𝐼𝑆𝑆!"# )!.!"

Eqn. 11b

𝑎 = 0.16 + 0.01 𝑐ℎ𝑙 𝑎 + 0.021 (2 𝑂𝑆𝑆!"# + 𝐼𝑆𝑆!"# )!.!" + 𝑎!"#$

Eqn. 11c

OSSNAP = OSS – 0.13 chl a

Eqn. 11d,e

and

ISSNAP = ISS – 0.045 chl a

In Eqn (11a-e), chl a is in units of microgram/L, OSS and ISS are in mg/L, and resulting values for
a, b, and Kd are in 1/meters. A comparison between modeled Kd and observed Kd is provided by
the black open circles in Figure 11. The log-space correlation between the two is r = 0.90, the
mean percent error 16.6%, and the mean bias is 1.1%.
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Often, a multiple linear regression directly applied to a few water quality parameters is
used to describe Kd, typically including TSS, salinity, and sometimes chl a (Xu et al., 2005; Feng et
al., 2015; Cerco and Noel, 2017). Due to correlations among various parameters, this may
incorrectly partition variance, and it does not fully allow one to evaluate the controls on Kd,
particularly the roles of a and b, as well as the relative roles of CDOM, ISSNAP, and OSSNAP. Other
nonlinear models have been developed for Kd in Chesapeake Bay waters, but they require
spectral observations of b and a (Gallegos et al., 2001; Gallegos and Neale, 2002), and spectral
observations of a and b cannot be measured by commonly used PAR or single wavelength
instruments. The model in Eqn. 11 was derived from 92 independent samples in the York River.
These correspond to samples with concurrent measurements of optical and water quality
parameters, and cover a range of salinities (0-23 ppt), TSS (8-95 mg/L), chl a (2-43 μg/L)
concentrations, and a440 CDOM measurements (0.4-1.7 m-1).

3.6.

Model Validation with an Independent Data Set
The model in Eqn. 11 was validated using independent observations collected from 2014-

2016 as part of the Chesapeake Bay National Estuarine Research Reserve in Virginia (CBNERRVA)
Shallow Water Monitoring Program (Moore and Reay, 2009). As part of this program, CBNERRVA and VIMS staff have been measuring, Kd (over PAR), ISS, OSS, chl a concentration, and
absorbance of CDOM at 440 nm or a440, at 7 stations along the mid-lower York (Figure 1, blue
stars) bimonthly since 1984 (Shields et al., 2018; Moore et al., 2014; Moore and Reay, 2009).
The monitoring stations are located in areas that currently support (Lower York) or have
historically (Middle York) supported SAV and have mean water depths around 1-2 meters
(Moore et al, 2014). CBNERRVA data from 2014-2016 was used because it corresponded with
the same time period that observations to derive the model were collected (Table 2). Data from
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the shallow water monitoring extended observations to lower TSS (min TSS=4 mg/L), higher
organic content (max Forg = 0.75), and lower Kd (min Kd=0.4). The relationship between aCDOM and
a440 from this study was used to estimate aCDOM from a440:
aCDOM(PAR)=α a440 ,

α = 0.40

Eqn. 12

The simple model of Kd in terms of a and b (Eqn. 11) describes Kd from the CBNERR-VA
data well overall. The log-space correlation between CBNERR-VA observed Kd and modeled Kd is
r = 0.80 with a mean absolute error of 17.1% and mean bias of -4.1% between the observed and
modeled values (Figure 11, purple dots). The model did not do as well at low Kd and tended to
overestimate Kd for Kd < 0.9 m-1. However, only 5 of the observations of Kd used to derive the
model were less than 0.9, and none extended below 0.8, so the misfit for the validation data is
largely outside the model’s calibration range. It is also more difficult to separate out ISSalg and
OSSalg at lower concentrations, especially without spectral observations (Gallegos et al., 2001).
Possible errors associated with the estimation of ISSalg, OSSalg balg, and aalg from chl a
concentrations (Section 3.2, 3.4) will have a greater impact at very low TSS (and thus low Kd).
Considering the natural variability, the mean absolute error of 17% seems reasonable. Each
CBNERRVA observation was collected in triplicate, and the mean percent random uncertainty or
precision (e.g. 100*standard deviation/mean, Taylor, 1997) for triplicate measurements was
roughly 10%.

3.7.

General Controls on Optical Properties Along the York
Next, the CBNERRVA observations were combined with the observations collected in this

study, and the relative contributions of the different water quality parameters on a, b and Kd as
a function of TSS were further investigated. For each sample (>600 total), Kd, a, and b were
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calculated with Eqn. 11a-e and the total and fractional contributions of water, phytoplankton
(via chl a), OSSNAP, ISSNAP, and CDOM on each optical parameter were calculated (Figure 12). For
scattering and absorption, this was done by multiplying each component by its specific
absorption coefficient (or constant) from Eqn 11b,c. Because the effects of a and b on total Kd
(Eqn. 11a) are strongly non-linear, the influence of each component in Kd could only be
approximately separated. This was done by removing one component (water, phytoplankton
(via chl a), OSSNAP, ISSNAP, or CDOM) at a time and then determining fractionally how much Kd
decreased. Variability was high as seen in sample-by-sample calculations (Figure 12, left panel).
But considering the average fractional contribution of each, general patterns along the TSS
gradient emerged (Figure 12, right panel) and are highlighted in the following paragraphs.
Total optical scattering is dominated by bNAP at all observed TSS concentrations and,
specifically, by scattering from inorganic, non-algal particles (bISSNAP) at TSS above ~5 mg/L
(Figure 12A). Overall, at low concentrations, non-algal organic components of particles produce
~10% of scattering (bOSSNAP) and increase to near 20% at high TSS. These patterns are consistent
with the inverse relationship between the relative fraction of organic solids (Forg) of the TSS and
total TSS (Figure 3F), such that Forg x TSS increases with TSS. Much higher variability was
observed in the contribution from phytoplankton to b as TSS increased, as indicated by the
spread of individual green points in Figure 12A. Scattering from phytoplankton (balg) was
estimated be ~45% at the lowest TSS values measured by CBNERR-VA (~3.5 mg/L). As TSS
increases, and scattering becomes dominated by ISSNAP, the influence from phytoplankton
decreases to ~10% at TSS ≈ 20 mg/L and falls to < 5% TSS > ~40 mg/L. Given that the
approximation for the influence of scattering by phytoplankton was derived from literature
values (Kirk, 1994; Pedersen et al., 2012), rather than directly measured, this is a somewhat
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crude estimate. However, because TSS are dominated by non-algal particulates in this system
(Reay et al., 2009; Moore et al., 2009), the overall trend is reasonable. Though not typically
dominant along this system, this study highlights the importance of phytoplankton in optical
scattering at low TSS which is relevant to the management of nutrients versus sediment, and
could be especially important during phytoplankton blooms.
Inorganic, non-algal suspended solids are much less dominant with regards to total light
absorption (Figure 12B) compared to scattering, whereas water and CDOM are now important
contributors. At the lowest TSS values recorded, ISSNAP on average contributed ~15% to
absorption, compared to ~40% for scattering. Even at TSS = 100 mg/L, aISSNAP contributes less
than 50% to total a. High variability is seen in the individual point contributions from all
absorption components except water (aw), which is assumed constant in this analysis. In general,
at low TSS (TSS <25 mg/L), more than 60% of a is due to absorption by CDOM plus water. As TSS
increases, relative contributions from CDOM and water decrease at a rate proportional to the
log of TSS, and the relative contribution of ISSNAP and OSSNAP increase. At peak TSS, OSSNAP and
CDOM each contribute 15-20% to absorption. The relative role of phytoplankton (aalg) is typically
under 10% at the lowest TSS values, peaks at nearly 20% for TSS ≈ 15-30 mg/L, and drops below
10% again at a TSS of ~60 mg/L. However, there is very large scatter in individual points, and
(aalg) is expected to be much larger during algal blooms.
Qualitatively, the influences of OSSNAP, ISSNAP, phytoplankton, water, and CDOM on Kd
mirror the contributions for a, with slightly enhanced influence from non-algal solids (ISSNAP,
OSSNAP) and slightly reduced influence of CDOM and water (Figure 12C). The highest variability in
individual samples was observed for Kd, likely because contributions could only be approximated
separately. Nonetheless distinct patterns as TSS increased were able to be identified when
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average fractional contributions were considered. Similar to that seen with a, at low TSS (TSS
<20 mg/L), >50% of Kd is due to absorption by CDOM, phytoplankton, and water. As TSS
increases, the relative contributions from CDOM and water begin to decrease, and the relative
contributions of ISSNAP and OSSNAP increase. The influence of phytoplankton remains generally
around 15-20% until TSS is ~40 mg/L and then decreases to less than 10%. The relative role of
ISSNAP on Kd grows more quickly with increasing TSS than in the case for a, largely at the expense
of CDOM. However, even at the highest observed values for TSS (~100 mg/L), on average, ISSNAP
contributes to only about 50% of total Kd. Based on (Eqn. 11a), Kd is dominated by a for a/b > ~
0.171, and even as a/b becomes very small, Kd ! 0.49 (a b)1/2, so a still remains important.
However, the increase in the relative role of ISSNAP as TSS increases highlights the increasing
influence of b on Kd. Though scattering technically does not remove light, it increases the chance
that photons will come into contact with something that does absorb them. Although MLRs are
computationally less expensive and easier to parameterize than an optical model such as Eqn. 2,
such an approach does not account for changing roles of a and b, which are important in waters
where ISS and CDOM alternately dominate, such as the York estuary and other similar settings in
the Chesapeake Bay region and elsewhere (Kirk, 1994; Gallegos et al., 2001; Gallegos and Neale,
2002).

4. Discussion
4.1.

Insights into the Optical Response of Near Surface Estuarine Flocs
Observations from this study provide new insights into the optical responses of near

surface estuarine flocs that are composed of a mixture of inorganic and organic solids, and they
provide a quantitative picture of the relative controls on light attenuation along a partiallymixed estuary. Trends in scattering and absorption (Gallegos et al., 2006; Gallegos et al., 2011)
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as well as attenuation (Moore et al., 1997; Cerco et al., 2002; Gallegos et al., 2005; Xu et al.,
2005) in relationship to mass concentrations of the various water quality parameters (ISS, OSS,
CDOM, and chl a) have been investigated in the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries. To the
author’s knowledge, however, this study is the first effort in the Chesapeake Bay region for
which high-resolution floc properties (size, density) have been measured simultaneously with
such optical and water quality parameters. And, although the importance of particle
composition to Bay water clarity has been recognized in the context of how individual grains of
organic or inorganic matter containing no water influence optics (Gallegos et al., 2011), the role
of low-density flocs containing mixtures of organics, inorganics, and water combined together
has received less attention. In this work, results support the conclusion that attenuation,
absorption, and scattering cannot be simply described by the concentration of individual grains
alone; rather the nature of flocs are also especially important.

4.2.

Scattering by Near Surface Estuarine Flocs
Flocs composed of organic and inorganic solids and water scatter light differently than

individual grains. In the York River, suspensions with smaller, more organic flocs scattered
significantly less light per unit mass than those with larger, inorganic flocs (Figure 5B). This is
counter-intuitive and inconsistent with previously observed trends for individual grains (Kirk
1994; Gallegos et al., 2011), inorganic flocs suspended near the bed (Boss et al., 2009; Hill et al.,
2011), or dominantly inorganic or organic flocs (Bowers et al., 2011; Neukermans et al., 2012).
Scattering by non-algal particles (bNAP) is expected to increase with their mass concentration, but
the rate of increase in scattering with mass, known as mass specific scattering (b*NAP), is
proportional to the suspended particles’ area-to-mass ratios, A* (Bowers et al., 2009; Hill et al.,
2013; Bowers et al., 2017). (This follows because b itself is proportional to total particle cross98

sectional area.) For solid spheres of homogeneous diameter (d) and density (ρ), A* is
proportional to 1/(d*ρ), and for a suspension of spheres of constant ρ, the area-to-mass ratio
varies inversely with size (e.g. smaller particles scatter more light per unit mass). On the other
hand, assuming a constant d, since organic material is less dense than mineral matter, the areato-mass ratio (in the absence of flocs) is higher for organic particles than mineral particles (Babin
et al., 2003a).
Even when considering the presence of flocs, the finding for the York that suspensions
with larger flocs have a significantly higher b*NAP than suspensions with smaller flocs is,
nonetheless, also contrary to previous observations of floc scattering in systems outside the
Chesapeake Bay region. Others have found either that (i) b*NAP varies relatively little with floc
size, i.e., that scattering by flocs ~TSS1 independent of d50 (Boss et al., 2009; Hill et al., 2011;
Neukermans et al., 2012), or (ii) b*NAP decreases as d50 increases (Bowers and Binding, 2006;
Woźniak et al., 2010). Previous studies have attributed constant or increasing b*NAP with floc
diameter to the fact that the A* of flocs is influenced by a relatively uniform fractal floc
structure across multiple floc samples (Boss et al., 2009; Hill et al., 2011). Assuming a fractal
model (Kranenberg, 1994) and applying the definition of A* from the previous paragraph to
flocs, Bowers et al. (2017) derived a theoretical expression to describe the A* for flocs, where d
is now the loosely packed floc’s diameter:
𝐴∗ ≈

!
!! !!

!! !!!

Eqn. 13

!

In the above equation, ρp and dp are the density and size of the floc’s solid primary constituents
(which contain no water), and F is the fractal dimension, which is a non-dimensional parameter
derived from fractal theory that characterizes how tightly or loosely the floc is constructed. F
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can range from 1-3, in which 1 describes the most loosely packed material possible (essentially a
curving 1-D line), and 3 describes a solid sphere. Typically, in estuarine and coastal waters, F falls
between 1.7-2.5 (Winterwerp and Van Kestern, 2004). For F ≈ 2, Eqn. 13 reduces such that A* ≈
1/(dp*ρρ), and b*NAP is nearly independent of floc size (d). Since the typical range of F centers
near F ≈ 2, Boss et al., (2009) and Hill et al. (2011) argued that the effects of changes in size and
density will tend to cancel for many floc populations. In contrast, Bowers et al. (2017) argued
that the tendency to observe F > 2 in their own study helped explain why they generally
observed b*NAP to decrease with floc diameter. However, the pattern for b*NAP for York surface
water flocs disagrees with this expected trend attributed to fractal packaging. On average,
surface flocs in the York are characterized by F ≈ 2.5 to 2.6 for both organic-rich and organicpoor floc populations (Fall, 2020). If packaging of a relatively uniform population of fractal flocs
(with constant dp and ρp) was a dominant control on scattering properties of the flocs in the
York, this would lead to a relationship between bNAP and TSS for which bNAP would scale with
TSSx, where x is less than 1, and b*NAP would decrease with increasing TSS. Despite F being
significantly greater than 2 in the York, specific scattering by flocs scales with TSS to a power
greater than 1, i.e., bNAP ~ TSS1.39 (Figure 5A), and b*NAP increases with increasing TSS (Figure 5B).
Though inconsistent with the expected behavior for F > 2, trends in scattering in the York
are still consistent with the nature of surface flocs in the York, particularly considering variations
in dp, ρp, and resulting floc apparent density (ρa_bulk). Floc apparent density, ρa_bulk, is defined as
the dry mass divided by the volume concentration collected in-situ (Mikkelsen et al., 2001).
ρa_bulk is a function of how a floc is packaged, as well as the characteristics of its constituents, dp
and ρp (Mikkelsen and Perjup, 2001; Braithwaite et al., 2010; Hill et al., 2013; Bowers et al.,
2017). In the York, in terms of ρa_bulk, organic flocs are significantly denser than inorganic flocs
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(Figure 4B; Fall, 2020). Observations from Fall (2020) suggest that in the York, organic flocs are
composed of larger primary particles compared to inorganic flocs, which results in more water
being displaced from organic flocs as particles combine to form flocs. This displacement of water
by organic matter leads to an increase in total mass in suspension determined with filtration,
because a portion of the space containing only water in inorganic flocs now contains organics.
Unlike water, it is now accounted for on TSS filters, and this results in a higher ρa_bulk. The
observed trends in b*NAP in the York (Figure 5B) are consistent with this. As TSS increases, lower
density water-filled flocs increasingly dominate (Figure 3F), and the apparent density (ρa_bulk) of
the flocs dramatically decreases (Figure 4B). The change in ρa_bulk overwhelms the change in size
associated with fractal effects, b*NAP increases as TSS increases, and flocs become more
inorganic. Bowers et al. (2017) and Neukermans et al. (2012) both also find that changes in
ρa_bulk influence A* more so than changes in size. In these studies though, observations were
focused predominately on mineral flocs or organic flocs, rather than flocs of mixed organicinorganic composition. The nature of flocs suspended near the surface waters of the York, in
response to the distinct gradients in OSS versus TSS, add different implications for scattering.

4.3.

Absorption By Near Surface Estuarine Flocs
This study applied an indirect approach to estimate the separate influences of water,

CDOM, phytoplankton, ISSNAP, and OSSNAP on absorption; and it revealed that additional TSSNAP
results in proportionately less light absorption per unit mass (Figure 8B). There is no way to
completely separate absorption due to phytoplankton, ISSNAP, and OSSNAP through direct
measurements (Cerco et al., 2004). Dissolved and particulate components can be separated by
filtering, and chl a pigment can then be extracted from the filtered solids using methanol
(Gallegos et al., 1990; Gallegos and Neale, 2002). However, this approach pools the solids
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associated with phytoplankton, ISSNAP, and OSSNAP together, and also it destroys the physical
structure of any flocs present. Here, a simple model was derived to investigate the influence of
non-algal particulate matter on total absorption without destroying their floc structure. First,
independent in-situ measurements of attenuation and scattering were used to solve for total
absorption using the non-linear model of Kirk (1994). Co-located water samples were filtered to
remove aCDOM, and relationships from the literature were used to remove absorption by water
and by phytoplankton (via established relationships with chl a). By subtracting these effects
from total a, absorption due to non-algal particulate matter (i.e., flocs) was determined. This
revealed that specific absorption by flocs (a*NAP = aNAP/TSSNAP) tended to decrease with
increased floc concentration, namely a*NAP ~ TSSNAP- 0.17. Since this could partly be due to greater
forg at lower floc concentrations (Figure 3F), following authors such as Kirk (1994), Babin et al.
(2003b), and Gallegos et al. (2011), it was next assumed that OSSNAP absorbs ~2 times as much
light as inorganic solids. However, this only reduced the best-fit exponent to a*NAP ~ (2 OSSNAP +
ISSNAP) - 0.13. Thus, accounting for the added absorption by relatively more mass of OSSNAP at low
TSSNAP only slightly lessened the reduction in a*NAP at higher solids concentrations.
Though the effect of floc structure on absorption is not expected to be as strong or
significant as its effect on scattering, it is possible that the remaining non-linearity between
a*NAP and floc concentration in the York might likewise be explained by the three-dimensional
structure of the near-surface flocs. The probability of a photon being absorbed by a suspension
of flocs depends not only on the average composition of flocs’ solids (organic versus mineral)
and the chance of the photon hitting the floc, which is proportional to the flocs’ cross-sectional
area per volume of water, AC in 1/meters (Bowers et al., 2011). The probability of photon
absorption also depends on the photon’s pathlength through a given floc and the material it
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encounters within the floc as a function of the floc’s size (d) and water content. As d increases,
the floc could become more opaque because the photon’s increased pathlength passes through
more solids (Bowers et al., 2011). On the other hand, the floc could become less opaque as the
growing floc incorporates proportionately more water (Bowers et al., 2011). In the Irish Sea,
Bowers et al. (2011) observed that as d for flocs with significant mineral content increased, their
absorption efficiency (Qa = aNAP/AC) grew. Logically, Bowers et al. (2011) concluded that as d
increased for Irish Sea flocs, the longer pathlength through mineral components overwhelmed
the increased water content effect. However, in the surface waters of the York, we see the
opposite pattern (Figure 13): as floc diameter increases, Qa decreases. This suggests that when
comparing suspensions in the York with different median floc sizes, the varying water content
effect may overwhelm the varying pathlength effect. The detailed connection to organic content
is not obvious, since we have already attempted to account for forg through the (2 OSSNAP +
ISSNAP) weighting mentioned in the previous paragraph. Nonetheless, the larger primary particle
size associated with smaller, organic-rich flocs in the York (Fall, 2020) may also play a role. In the
York, the generally smaller, organic-rich flocs are thought to have a higher apparent density
because their larger primary particles fill up a much larger total fraction of the total space within
them (Fall, 2020). This means their water content of these smaller flocs is significantly less, and
the photons passing through them presumably spend a significantly smaller portion of their
pathlengths moving through transparent water. This helps explain why additional TSS results in
proportionally less absorption.

4.4.

Implications for Water Clarity Management
Understanding the nature of suspended particles is key to improving predictive models

and, thus, water clarity management for the York and other estuaries. Although this study
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focused on the York, findings are especially helpful in considering the relationships between
particle characteristics and water clarity in the Chesapeake Bay and other estuarine and coastal
systems where poor water quality is a major concern (US EPA 2003, 2008). Ranges in key water
quality constituents in the Chesapeake Bay and its tidal tributaries are within the range of
observations presented here for the York, especially when the CBNERRVA observations from the
lower York are included. The chl a and CDOM concentrations in the York are similar to those
reported for the Chesapeake Bay’s main stem (Gallegos and Moore, 2000; Rochelle-Newell and
Fisher, 2002). Non-algal suspended particles in the Chesapeake Bay are likewise packaged as
flocs, rather than individual grains (Sanford et al., 2005). Although other estuarine and coastal
systems may experience different ranges of TSS, ISS, OSS, chl a and CDOM, the method applied
will still be applicable to investigate controls on water clarity. Though the specific constants in
the models derived for a and b, and thus Kd (Eqn 11), may need adjustment based on the
specific locality, the insights on the controls on a, b, and Kd are nonetheless useful beyond the
York River.
Although ongoing sediment input from runoff is part of the pollution diet for the
Chesapeake Bay region (US EPA, 2010), results here suggest that the contribution of recent
sediment runoff to Kd at TSS levels that first critically impair SAV may be relatively small. For
mesohaline and polyhaline regions of the Chesapeake Bay and its tidal tributaries, Kemp et al.
(2004) concluded that SAV are critically impaired at TSS ≈ 15 mg/L during the SAV growing
season. However, we estimate that ISSNAP is responsible for only about 1/3 of total Kd at TSS ≈ 15
mg/L, which is less than the combined contributions of OSSNAP and phytoplankton (Figure 12).
Furthermore, very little of the ISSNAP in the York is the direct result of annual runoff from the
land. Dellapenna et al. (2003) estimated that the large mass of mobile, physically-mixed mud
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already present in the York’s seabed is 70 times the estuary’s annual input of river sediment.
Thus, the ISSNAP in the York that does impact SAV is dominated by resuspension of mud that may
have been input many decades ago, and ISSNAP overall is relatively insensitive to adjustments in
riverine input. In estuaries like the York, where Kd at TSS levels found critical to SAV are mainly
due to components other than ISSNAP, and ISSNAP is insensitive to runoff from land, management
efforts focused on nutrient reduction may be most effective for improving clarity conditions
relevant to SAV. This supports the observations by Leftcheck et al. (2018), who demonstrated
that annual SAV abundances in the Chesapeake Bay can be directly tied to annual nutrient
inputs. However, nutrients are often input from the watershed accompanying sediments or
attached to sediments; so an ongoing challenge is separating the two.
Further ramifications for water clarity due to OSSNAP relative to ISSNAP have been
suggested by Gallegos et al. (2011), who used optical modeling to show that an increased
concentration of small OSSNAP particles in the main stem of the Chesapeake Bay since the 1980s,
may have caused light scattering to increase relative to absorption, thus causing the water
column to appear more cloudy. Interestingly, Gallegos et al. (2011) mentioned (but did not
model) a second possible explanation that could similarly explain the increase in b/a, namely an
increase in the fraction of non-algal solids contained in large, loosely bound, low density
aggregates – i.e., an increased in the prevalence of large, water-filled flocs. The latter
explanation by Gallegos et al. (2011) is highly consistent with the trend observed in our study,
namely that larger, low-density flocs tend to scatter more and absorb less light per mass (Figure
5B). Results here do not rule out the former hypothesis of Gallegos et al. (2011), though.
Gallegos et al. (2011) applied their analysis to conditions in the main stem of the Bay, where TSS
is generally below the values where we directly measured scattering. The trend for b*NAP in
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Figure 5B extends only to ~10 mg/L, and values of b*NAP tend to be somewhat higher at TSS < 8
mg/L. This scatter could be indicating a switch in the trend for b*NAP at low TSS concentrations,
such that smaller, more organic rich particles have a higher b/a ratio. More observations of a
and b at low TSS are needed to evaluate this.
In some Chesapeake Bay Kd models based on multiple linear regression (Feng et al., 2015;
Cerco and Noel, 2017), the variance associated with TSS and salinity may be incorrectly
partitioned due to the significant correlations found among TSS, salinity, and other water
column constituents related to water clarity. In the York, multiple water quality parameters
(CDOM, chl a, ISS/OSS) were strongly related to both TSS and salinity (Figure 3), and including all
these parameters at once in a multiple linear regression for absorption resulted in unrealistic
partitioning (not shown). Removing absorbance due to (i) water and phytoplankton via
literature-based relationships and (ii) CDOM via a combination of observed aCDOM and a local
CDOM-salinity before (iii) applying a best-fit regression only to the effects of non-algal yielded a
more realistic linear multi-component model. This suggests that a more informative expression
was derived by avoiding indirect influences from salinity’s significant correlations to chl a, TSS
concentration, and other spatially-varying properties of the associated flocs. Although we partly
utilized a local correlation between CDOM and salinity, direct measurements of CDOM are still
preferable. Due to temporal and spatial variations in sources and residence time, a reliable
correlation between CDOM and salinity may not always hold within a given estuary. For
example, Gallegos et al. (2006) did not observe a strong relationship between CDOM and salinity
in the Potomac (Gallegos et al., 2006).
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4.5.

Suggested Future Work
This study represents an initial effort in investigating the influence of suspended floc

properties and other water column constituents on resulting optical properties in the York River
estuary. Observations provided general patterns regarding the controls on light attenuation,
absorption and scattering. However, there was quite a bit of variability in sample-by-sample
observations. Variability in in-situ observations is expected, especially in a dynamic estuarine
environment. Other studies using different sampling techniques also observed comparable
variability in optical and particle parameters (Bowers and Binding, 2006; Gallegos et al., 2006;
Woźniak et al., 2010; Hill et al., 2011; Neukermans et al., 2012). Even though some variability is
unavoidable, future observations and insights will benefit from modifications to the sampling
and processing methods used in this study. Key areas of potential improvement are described in
the following paragraphs.
A better understanding of the role floc properties play on water clarity in regions of
concern to SAV will require more observations at lower TSS concentrations. Water clarity
management criteria for the Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries were implemented primarily to
restore and maintain SAV, such as the beds found in the Lower York (Figure 1,2) characterized
by lower TSS and Kd (Moore et al. 1997). Validation with CBNERRVA shallow water monitoring
data of the Kd model developed here for flocs showed that at low TSS and Kd, Kd was
overestimated (Figure 11). The lowest TSS concentration the model was derived from was 6
mg/L, OSS was 3 mg/L, and minimum measured Kd was 0.85 1/m. For the CBNERRVA data,
model applicability was extended to TSS = 3 mg/L, OSS = 1 mg/L and Kd = 0.22 1/m. Because very
low values of Kd are mainly a function of absorption, disagreement between modeled and
measured Kd is most likely due to discrepancies with the model for absorption (a) at low TSS and
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low a. Kd prediction at low TSS is also a problem with the 2015 Chesapeake Bay Program Model
– although in the opposite sense. At very low TSS and high salinity, the salinity term in the
multiple regression for Kd can predict negative Kd, and a lower limit is required to force realistic
estimates (Cerco et al., 2017).
For low concentration samples in future studies, a greater volume of estuarine sample
water needs to be filtered to reduce the measurement uncertainty and more confidently resolve
low TSS and forg. For samples collected in this study, glass fiber filters were pre-rinsed, dried,
and weighed to account for any filter changes during filter processing. For low concentration
samples, 500 mL of sample was filtered, and filters were rinsed well with 300-500 mL of DI water
prior to drying. With this approach, the precision limit is ~1 mg/L. If the actual TSS were only 3
mg/L, this would give an uncertainty of +/- 33%, and the percent error on OSS would be even
higher. For TSS of 3 mg/L, filtering 1000 or 2000 mL of sample, would increase precision to +/12% or +/- 6%, respectively.
Another source of uncertainty and potential error is the assumption that Eqns. 3 and 11
can be applied to directly estimate Kd over PAR. Absorption (a) and scattering (b) are functions
of wavelength (λ), so it is more appropriate to calculate Kd(λ) with spectral versions of Eqns. 3
and 11 , rather than for PAR (Gallegos et al., 2001). Absorption varies as a function of
wavelength, and the different absorbing components (water, CDOM, chl a, nonalgal particulate
matter) have varying spectral shapes (Kirk, 1994). CDOM and nonalgal particulate matter are
characterized by fairly simple spectral shapes and follow a negative exponential (Kirk, 1994;
Gallegos, 2001; Bowers and Binding 2006). However, absorption by water and phytoplankton
(via chl a) are more irregular (Kirk 1994; Gallegos, 2001). Compared to absorption, scattering
does not vary as much with wavelength (Babin et al., 2003b; Bowers and Binding, 2006). Also at
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low TSS, the influence of scattering is minimal compared to the influence of absorption on Kd,
thus the neglect of spectral absorption rather than spectral scattering is more likely to be driving
the poorer prediction of Kd observed at very low TSS (Figure 12).
Future work will involve combining observations from this study with previously
published formulations to estimate Kd(λ) and derive a better approximation for aNAP(λ).
Scattering was measured using the LISST-100X at 660 nm. Typically, in applications of Eqn. 3 and
variations on Eqn. 11, 550 nm is used as the representative wavelength for scattering. Although
absorption spectra were only measured for CDOM, spectra for non-algal particulate matter and
phytoplankton can be reasonably estimated from previously published relationships (e.g. Ganju
et al., 2014). For non-algal particulate matter, the wavelength dependence of absorption can be
described by a simple negative exponential (Bowers and Binding; 2006). For phytoplankton, chl
a concentrations can be multiplied by well-established spectral absorption coefficients (Morel,
A., Prieur, L., 1977; Gallegos et al., 1990; Kirk, 1994). Unfortunately, when phytoplankton and
non-algal organic solids are both present, the spectral absorption due to the non-chlorophyll
component of the phytoplankton still cannot be distinguished from absorption due to non-algal
solids. However, spectral shapes would still provide insight on the influence of organic and
inorganic solids on absorption and Kd. Spectral shapes between samples of varying forg could be
compared to evaluate the variability in both the quality and quantity of light that is absorbed.
This study provided a comprehensive description of how the nature of suspended flocs
and other water column constituents influence absorption and scattering for the York River
estuary. However, observations from additional sites are needed to determine the degree to
which similar patterns occur elsewhere. Previous studies have collected observations on
energentic coastal shelves, nearshore beach evironments, or in the open ocean, where flocs
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have tended to be predominantly inorganic or organic, as opposed to mixed composition (Babin
et al., 2003a,b; Bowers et al., 2009; Woźniak et al., 2010; Neukermans et al., 2012; Bowers et al.,
2017). This study sampled near surface flocs that were mixtures of organic solids, inorganic
solids, and water. In the York, smaller organic particles were seen to scatter less light per mass
than larger more organic flocs, and additional TSS resulted in proportionally less absorption.
These trends were attributed to the nature of the flocs in the York. Specifically, organic-rich flocs
were found to have a higher apparent density because their larger primary particles fill up a
larger total fraction of the space within such flocs, in contrast to the case for more inogranic
flocs (Fall, 2020). Similar trends are expected elsewhere if the nature of the particles is similar.
However, a comparable sampling approach, i.e., one which involves simultaneously measuring
floc and optical properties, is needed to confirm if the nature of near surface flocs in other
systems is similar.

5. Summary and Conclusions
•

Observations of suspended floc characteristics, commonly measured water quality
parameters (total suspended solids (TSS), total organic solids (OSS), chlorophyll a
concentration (chl a), and absorbance of color dissolved organic matter (CDOM)) and
optical properties (diffuse light attenuation (Kd) and scattering (b)) were collected on 20
cruises from 2014-2016 at various stations along the York River estuary, and associated
absorption (a) was estimated via model inversion. The response of scattering (b) and
absorption (a) to estuarine flocs of varying size, density, and composition then was
investigated. Systematic trends in the relative contributions of organic and inorganic
solids (OSS and ISS) along with other water quality parameters to b, a, and Kd as an
overall function of TSS concentration revealed that the contribution of non-algal
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suspended solids on Kd may be smaller than originally assumed, especially compared to
other water quality constituents.
•

Simple expressions describing scattering and absorption due to non-algal particulate
matter (bNAP and aNAP) were determined, with efforts taken to account for the influence
of algal particles (i.e., phytoplankton). Expressions from the literature relating
phytoplankton scattering, absorption, biomass, and composition to observed chl a
concentrations for estuarine conditions similar to the York were used to isolate
contributions from phytoplankton cells and estimate OSS and ISS due to non-algal
particulate matter (OSSNAP, ISSNAP).

•

Total scattering was measured directly in situ using a Laser In-Situ Scattering and
Transmissometry instrument (LISST-100X). Scattering due to phytoplankton (balg) was
subtracted, and a relationship in the form of a power law was derived to represent
scattering by non-algal particulate matter (bNAP): bNAP=0.10(OSSNAP+ISSNAP)1.39. Combined
with a literature-based relationship for balg, a simple model for total b was developed
(Eqn. 6). The log-space correlation between observed and modeled b is r = 0.92 with a
mean absolute error of 27% between the observed and modeled values (Figure 6).

•

A similar approach was taken for absorption. First, total absorption was estimated by
applying the non-linear model of Kirk (1994) to in situ observations of Kd and b. Then,
observation-based estimates of absorption by CDOM, combined with literature-based
relations for absorption due to water and chl a, were subtracted from a to estimate
absorption due to non-algal particulate matter (aNAP). A simple best-fit empirical
relationship, consistent with the assumption that organic solids absorb two-times that
compared to inorganic solids, was found to be aNAP = 0.021 (2 OSSNAP + ISSNAP)0.87. The
expression for aNAP was combined with the other constituents to produce a model for
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total a (Eqn. 10). The log-space correlation between observed and modeled a is r = 0.82
(Figure 10), with a mean absolute error of 18%.
•

This study provided new insights into the influence on scattering and absorption of
estuarine flocs that are composed of a mixture of inorganic solids, organic solids, and
water. In the York, scattering and absorption were related to the nature of the flocs in
the system. Floc scattering, which is proportional to floc cross-sectional area, increased
faster than TSS because of strongly decreasing floc density (Figure 5). In contrast,
absorption by flocs increased more slowly than TSS (Figure 8). This may be due to both
that (i) organic solids, which form a greater fraction of floc content at low TSS, absorb
about twice as much light per mass than inorganic solids, and (ii) the increased water
relative to solids content of larger flocs may make them less opaque. The effects of
varying organic and water content with changing TSS within the flocs notably alter the
otherwise expected trends for optical response based on floc fractal theory.

•

A model based on Kirk (1994) for Kd over PAR (400-700 nm) was constructed from the
above models for b (Eqn. 6) and a (Eqn. 10) as a function of commonly observed water
quality parameters, such that measurements of a and b were no longer required as
inputs. The model-data fit exhibited r = 0.90 with a mean error of 16.6%. Model
validation using independent observations collected in the York by the Chesapeake Bay
National Estuarine Research Reserve in Virginia (CBNEERVA) found the model predicted
the independent Kd values fairly well, with r = 0.80 and a mean absolute error of 17.1%
(Figure 11). However, the lowest CBNERRVA Kd values, which were outside the model’s
calibration range, were over-predicted.
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•

The relative contributions of the different water quality parameters to absorption (a),
scattering (b) and total attenuation (Kd) as a function of TSS were investigated (Figure
12). On average, total scattering is dominated by non-algal inorganic solids (ISSNAP) at
TSS concentrations above ~5 mg/L. However, for TSS up to ~25 mg/L, CDOM plus water
produce > 60% of absorption, and ISSNAP accounts for < 20%. Kd components
qualitatively mirror absorption, especially at low TSS. At TSS ≈ 15 mg/L, ISSNAP is
responsible for only about 1/3 of total Kd, which is less than the combined contributions
of OSSNAP and phytoplankton. The relative insensitivity of Kd to riverine input of
sediment into the York estuary suggests that management efforts focused on nutrient
reduction here may be most effective for improving clarity conditions relevant to SAV.

•

This study represents an initial effort in investigating the influence of floc size,
composition, and density on resulting estuarine optical properties. Future observations
and insights will benefit from modifications to the sampling and processing methods,
specifically including more observations at low TSS concentrations and calculating
absorption over the wavelength spectrum, rather than assuming an average absorption
over PAR.
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Table 1: Description of notations used in this paper.
Symbol
λ
ρa_bulk

Meaning
wavelength
Bulk apparent density, determined from total volume concentration divided by pump TSS (TSS/VC)

Units
nm
kg/m 3

ρp
A*
AC
a
a*NAP

Primary particle density (assuming a fractal model for flocs)
Area-to-Mass ratio
Cross sectional area of suspended particles per unit water
Total absorption
Mass-specific absorption by non-algal particles (aNAP /TSS)

a440
aalg

Absorption by color dissolved organic matter (CDOM) at λ=440 nm
Absorption due to phytoplankton (assumed to have chl a)

kg/m 3
m 2 /g -1
1/m
1/m
m 2 /g
1/m
1/m

aCDOM
aISSNAP

Absorption due to color dissolved organic matter (CDOM) over phytosynthetically active radiation (PAR) 1/m
Absorption due inorganic, non-algal particulate matter
1/m

aOSSNAP
aNAP

Absorption due organic, non-algal particulate matter
Absorption due to non-algal particles

1/m
1/m

b
b* NAP
b NAP
b alg
chl a
d 50a
dp

Total scattering
Mass-specific scattering by non-algal particles (bNAP /TSS)
Scattering due to non-algal particles
scattering due to phytoplankton
Chlorophyll a concentration
Median particle size by area
Primary particle size (assuming a fractal model for flocs)

1/m

E
F
f org

Irradiance
Fractal dimension (non-dimensional)
Fraction organic matter (OSS/TSS)

W/m2

m 2 /g
1/m
1/m
µg/L
µm
µm

g1 , g 2, μ 0 Empirical constants denoting the scattering phase function (g 1 , g 2 ) and variation in K d with solar altitude.
ISS
Total fixed solids (inorganic solids via LOI)
mg/L
ISS alg
Estimated algal fixed solids (e.g. Section 3.2)
mg/L
ISS NAP
Estimated non-algal fixed solids (e.g. Section 3.2)
mg/L
Kd
OSS
OSSalg

Diffuse light attenuation
Total volatile solids (organic solids via LOI)
Estimated algal volatile solids (e.g. Section 3.2)

1/m
mg/L
mg/L

OSSNAP
Qa
S
T
TSS
TSSalg
TSSNAP
VC
z

Estimated non-algal volatile solids (e.g. Section 3.2)
Absorption efficiency of non-algal particulate matter (Q a =aNAP/AC)
Salinity
Temperature
Total suspended solids
Estimated total algal suspended solids (e.g. Section 3.2)
Estimated total non-algal suspended solids (e.g. Section 3.2)
Total Volume Concentration from LISST-100X
water depth

mg/L
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°C
mg/L
mg/L
mg/L
µL/L
m

Study Site: York River Estuary, VA, U.S.A
West Point
ETM

UY

MY
VIMS

2014 Survey Stations
2015 Survey Stations
2016 Survey Stations
2014-16 Anchor Stations
VECOS Shoal Survey Stations
VECOS CONMON Stations

LY

CHESEAPEAKE
BAY

Figure 1: Map of the York River estuary. Profiler survey locations are indicated by blue, red, and
green circles. Anchor station locations are circled in black. Locations of CBNERR-VA shallow
water and continuous monitoring (CONMON) stations used are denoted by blue stars and black
circles. LY: lower York river, MY: Middle York River, and UY=Upper York.
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Table 2: Date, type, and parameters collected during the sampling cruises along the York River
estuary from 2014-2016.
Date

9/17/14
9/18/14
9/29/14
10/1/14
12/4/14
8/24/15
8/25/15
8/26/15
8/27/15
10/26/15
4/13/16
4/14/16
4/15/16
6/6/16
6/7/16
6/10/16
9/1/16
9/2/16
9/7/16
9/9/16

Type

Survey
Survey
Anchor (LY)
Anchor (MY)
Anchor (MY)
Survey
Anchor (LY)
Anchor (MY)
Survey
Anchor
Anchor (MY)
Survey
Survey
Survey
Anchor (MY)
Survey
Anchor (MY)
Survey
Survey
Anchor (MY)

Tide

slack
slack
flood
flood
ebb
ebb
ebb
ebb
ebb
ebb
flood
ebb
ebb
flood
flood
ebb
flood
flood
ebb
ebb

Instrumentation Used and Samples Collected
Pump Sampler

YSI

LISST-100X

TRIOS

LICOR

TSS,OSS
TSS, OSS
TSS,OSS
TSS,OSS
TSS,OSS,chla
TSS,OSS, CDOM
TSS,OSS, CDOM
TSS,OSS, CDOM
TSS,OSS, CDOM
TSS,OSS, CDOM
TSS,OSS, CDOM
TSS,OSS, CDOM
TSS,OSS, CDOM
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Figure 2: Spatial trends in near surface salinity and total suspended solids (TSS) along the York
River estuary. Shading indicates section of the estuary LY-Lower York (green), MY-Middle York
(yellow), UY-Upper York (red). Observations were collected within upper 2 meters of the water
column on 20 cruises along the York from 2014-2016. Specific sampling locations are shown on
Figure 1.
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Figure 3: Relationships between relative concentration of CDOM as a function of absorbance of
filtered water at 440 nm, a440 (A,D), chlorophyll a concentration, chl a (B, E), and fraction organic
matter, forg (C,F) to salinity (top) and TSS (bottom) in the surface waters of the York River
estuary. Observations were collected within upper 2 meters of the water column on 20 cruises
along the York from 2014-2016. Specific sampling locations are shown on Figure 1.
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column on 20 cruises along the York from 2014-2016.
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Figure 5: (A) Scattering by non-algal particles (bNAP) as a function of TSSNAP. (B) Mass-specific
scattering by non-algal particles (b*NAP = bNAP/TSSNAP) as a function of TSSNAP. (C) Mass-specific
scattering by non-algal particles (b*NAP) as a function of 1/(floc diameter x floc density), in which
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Figure 7: Regressions of absorption due to colored dissolved organic matter (CDOM) over
photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) against salinity. Absorption over PAR by CDOM (aCDOM)
was determined by averaging over the spectral observations of CDOM absorption (see section
3.4). The relationship between aCDOM and salinity was used to to estimate aCDOM for samples that
CDOM absorbance was not collected (Table 2). The black line represents the fit used for samples
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Chapter 4: Improvement and Validation of Automated Image Processing Methods for
Suspended Particle Size, Settling Velocity, and Density.
Improvements to the characterization of suspended sediments, especially with regards to
sediment flocs, are necessary for advanced management of aquatic environments. Advanced in
situ techniques for characterizing floc properties often combine camera-based systems with
image analysis routines. An advantage of using in situ video devices is the ability to measure floc
size and settling velocity and then infer particle density via Stokes-like relationships, all with a
low likelihood of sampling-induced changes in floc size or density. A major challenge in
processing particle images is correctly identifying and sizing particles of varying composition and
size, while correctly separating well-illuminated and in-focus particles from poorly illuminated
and out-of-focus particles. This paper introduces a new automated algorithm that efficiently
identifies and sizes both large and small particles of varying brightness, while rejecting out-offocus objects. Computer generated particles, manufactured particles, and natural flocs were
used to evaluate the algorithm’s global versus local thresholding options, and it is shown that
when particle illumination varies as a function of size, local thresholds are preferable. The
algorithm is implemented into the automated processing algorithm for the Particle Imaging
Camera System (PICS), which combines particle tracking and particle image velocimetry to
measure settling velocity while accounting for background fluid velocity. The accuracy of the
approach was assessed with a series of laboratory experiments, using manufactured particles
(both spherical and irregularly shaped) that cover a range of densities and sizes and with natural
mud aggregates of roughly known densities and size range. For comparison, laboratory particle
size was also measured using microscopy and laser diffraction, and settling velocity and effective
particle density (particle density minus water density) were inferred based on Stokes-like
equations. When averaged across multiple sizes and densities of microspheres, mean biases for
all three parameters inferred by the PICS were less than 5%. Random uncertainties (i.e.
measurement precision) were 1%-10% for diameter, 10%-35% for settling velocity, and 10-45%
for effective density. Although the algorithm was created specifically for the PICS, it can readily
be adapted for use with other video-based systems. More work is needed to explore ways to
better characterize shape from 2-dimensional images in order to better approximate effective
particle density of irregularly shaped particles such as natural flocs.

1. Background
Understanding fine sediment dynamics in aquatic enviroments is economically and
ecologically important. Cohesive sediments can accumulate in navigational channels and
harbors, necessitating frequent, costly, and potentially destructive dredging (Smith and
Friedrichs, 2011; USACE, 2016). In addition, fine sediments may inhibit macrobenthic activity
through burial of organisms or burial of favored hard bottom habitats (Miller et al., 2002;
Schaffner et al., 2001) and diminish water quality through transport of toxic materials (e.g.
nutirents and pathogens) and reduced light availability (Reay, 2009). Conversely, fine sediment
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deposition is essential to the survival of coastal wetlands in the face of sea level rise (Friedrichs
and Perry, 2001), and erosion of fine sediments from shorelines may further endanger property
and disturb valuable habitat.
Characterizing the size, settling velocity and density of fine-grained sediments is
challenging and greatly benefits from in situ observations that leverage advanced sampling
technology. Fine sediments have a tendency to form aggregates or flocs of varying degrees of
compaction and porosity, which are composed of a mixture of inorganic and organic particles
and water (Edelvang and Austen, 1997; Sanford et al., 2005; Friedrichs, 2009; Cartwright et al.,
2011). Floc size, composition, density, and settling rate are different from those of their
constituent particles. Because of their fragile nature, floc properties are difficult to quantify and
often require in situ observations (Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004). Techniques for
simultaneously characterizing floc size, settling velocity, and density often combine in situ
settling tubes with video-based systems and image analysis routines (Van Leuseen and
Cornelisse, 1993; Fennessy et al. 1994; Sternberg et al., 1996; Mikkelsen et al., 2004; Smith and
Friedrichs, 2011; 2015). Unlike other popular instruments (e.g. LISST-100X, Malvern MasterSizer,
Coulter Counter, classic Owen Tubes), video based systems are able to resolve and track
individual flocs for concurrent and direct measurements of size and settling velocity in situ with
minimal disruption (Dyer et al., 1996). Technological advances in the use of rapidly sampling
imaging devices have largely alleviated the concern of floc breakage during handling or
transferring and made it possible to collect thousands of observations at once (Keyvani and
Strom, 2013). However, there are still issues with circulation within the settling column (Van
Kessel, 2003; Winterwerp and Van Kesteren, 2004; Fountain et al., 2012; Jacobs et al., 2016),
with achieving adequate particle resolution with image analysis methods (Keyvani and Strom,
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2013; Lintern and Sills, 2006), and with the limited validation of density estimates derived from
measured size and settling velocity.
A critical first step in image processing is correctly differentiating between particles and
the background (Keyvani and Strom, 2013). To do so, automated image processing routines
need to be able to resolve particles that are not uniform in composition or size while omitting
particles that are out of focus. This is difficult for videos of natural flocs because particles are
often not uniform in composition or size. With the amount of data able to be collected with
current devices, automated processing routines are essential. Most automated image
processing requires images to be in binary format, in which pixels are characterized by two
levels: 1’s identify pixels associated with particles and 0’s indicate pixels associated with the
background (Sezgin et al., 2004; Gonzalez et al., 2009; Keyvani and Strom 2013; Sun et al., 2016).
Typically, raw images are collected as or converted from RGB colored images to grayscale
images, in which each pixel is assigned an 8-bit integer ranging from 0 (black) to 255 (white) to
describe its intensity or illumination (Figure 1A). Grayscale images can be converted to binary
images using thresholding, which differentiates particles from background based on pixel
grayscale intensity (I(x,y)) relative to a defined intensity threshold, T (Gonzalez et al., 2004).
Thresholding of an image can be accomplished using either a global or local approach.
Most floc automated analysis routines that use video or image data utilize a global thresholding
function (Mikkelsen et al., 2004; Lintern and Sills, 2006; Smith and Friedrichs, 2011; 2015;
Keyvani and Strom, 2013; Shen and Maa, 2016). A global threshold determines one threshold
value for an entire image. However, a global threshold can be biased by large, bright particles
and tend to omit smaller, dimmer particles (Figure 1B). Global thresholds can be determined
through manual inspection of particles over many images, which can help alleviate some bias
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(Fall, 2020), but doing so can be subjective and tedious. Another option is to determine a
threshold for each pixel with a local threshold (Gonzalez et al., 2004; Sun et al., 2016). Local
thresholds are far more sensitive, which is necessary to resolve smaller particles with lower
optical contrast (Figure 1C); but this feature makes them much more susceptible to including
out-of-focus particles (Sun et al., 2016), and local thresholds also require an input of
neighborhood size. Out-of-focus particles can still be a problem with global thresholds (Keyvani
and Strom, 2013) and, with either local or global thresholding, can result in large inaccuracies in
recorded size. Particles located on either side of the focal plane, but just outside the depth of
field, will appear blurry and are perceived as larger than their actual size (Figure 1). In studies
with lab generated flocs, weaker gradients in grayscale intensity are used to identity and omit
out-of-focus flocs (Kevyani and Strom, 2012; Sun et al., 2016), however it is not known if the
same approach will be successful for images collected in-situ, when floc composition is not
uniform and background water may be more turbid.
Circulation within a sampling column can also cause errors in settling velocity
measurements. Although an automated approach for estimated background fluid velocity has
been developed and used in different field applications (Smith and Friedrichs, 2015), it requires
additional validation. Fluid motions inside the settling column can be generated through sample
capture, thermally induced circulation, volume displacement of the settling particles, and the
physical motion of settling columns experienced during deployment (Winterwerp and Van
Kesetern, 2004). These motions can often be very significant. Van Kessel (2003) noted that with
a 0.1 degree temperature change, convective currents can be induced at large as 2 mm/s.
Different techniques are employed to reduce fluid motion within a sampling column, but none
are 100% successful, and some approaches are limiting to sampling capabilities. Operators may
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allow time to equilibrate temperature or allow any turbulence from collection to dissipate,
restrict instrument deployment to a stable platform, or manually track small particles (Van
Leuseen and Cornelisse, 1993; Fennessey, 1994; Manning et al., 2002; Mikkelsen et al., 2004;
Smith and Friedrichs, 2011; 2015). Despite best efforts, fluid motion still occurs in settling
chambers (Van Leussen and Corenlisse 1993; Curran et al., 2003, Fountain et al., 2012). Smith
and Friedrichs (2015) developed an automated algorithm that combines particle image
velocimetry (PIV) with particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) to analyze videos collected with the
Particle Imaging Camera System (PICS). The automated method reduced relative uncertainty by
a factor of 7, compared to manual tracking, and allows the PICS to collect observations of size
and settling velocity throughout the water column without a stable platform (Smith and
Friedrichs, 2015). Others have applied similar approaches for various laboratory experiments
(Fountain et al., 2012; Enagzadeh and Chiew, 2016; Jacobs et al., 2016). Although the sample
and data collection systems and image analysis routines have been designed to minimize errors
(Smith and Friedrichs; 2011; 2015), validation of the methods for an in situ settling device have
not yet been conducted using standards of known sizes and densities.
An advantage of video settling columns is their ability to measure floc size and settling
velocity concurrently, which provides a way to estimate particle density; however, the
measurement uncertainties with this approach are not well known. Floc density cannot be
directly measured in situ, though with video settling columns it can be estimated by combining
measurements of size and settling velocity with a theoretical or empirical size-settling
expression. This is typically done using one of the following expressions (Table 1): Stokes
(Sternberg et al, 1996; Dyer et al., 1999), Oseen (Manning and Dyer, 2002; Manning et al., 2007),
Schiller-Naumann (Winterwerp, 1998; 2002; Kumar et al., 2010) or Soulsby’s (1997) empirical
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expression (Smith and Friedrichs, 2011; 2015). The Stokes and Stokes based approximations
(Stokes-Oseen and Stokes-Schiller-Naumann) for settling velocity (ws) were derived directly from
the equation for a spherical particle falling at terminal velocity, in which gravitational forces (Fg)
are balanced by drag forces (Fd):
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where d is particle size, ρs is particle density, g is acceleration due to gravity, ρw is density of
water, and CD is the drag coefficient. (For a list of definitions for all symbols and acronyms, see
Table 2). The influence of drag (CD) depends the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces acting
on a particle as it settles and is a function of the Reynolds number, Rep = wsd/ν, where ν is
kinematic viscosity. Each of the expressions use different approximations for drag (Table 1). For
small, spherical, impermeable particles (Rep < ~1), the Stokes drag force for viscous flow is
assumed, and settling velocity is estimated using Stokes Law (Table 2; Winterwerp and Van
Kestern). For large, fast-settling particles (Rep > ~1) the laminar flow assumption in Stokes law is
violated. Drag relationships were derived empirically by Oseen (Oseen, 1927; Graf 1979) and
Schiller-Naumann (attributed to Schiller and Naumann (1933) by Raudkivi (1998)) to extend CD
outside of the laminar range. Soulsby’s (1997) empirical expression for settling velocity was
developed from settling experiments with sand. Unlike the Stokes-like approaches with Rep
corrections, Soulsby’s (1997) expression can be solved explicitly for settling velocity. Since these
expressions are the ones most used with video settling devices to estimate density from
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observations of size and settling velocity, it is important to understand the constraints on each,
as well as the uncertainties in their resulting density estimates.
The technical advances in video settling columns have made it possible to collect nondisruptive, in situ observations of floc size and settling velocity; nonetheless, processing
methods for video data need further improvement and validation. The objectives of this paper
are: (1) to present an automated image-processing algorithm that accurately measures both
large and small particles (within the camera’s resolution range) and removes critically out-offocus flocs and (2) to provide validation for video-based measurements of size and settling
velocity, as well as density estimates inferred from size-settling relationships. In the following
sections, we provide a brief overview of the PICS system (Section 2), describe the new algorithm
(Section 3), present results from extensive evaluations using computer simulations (Section 4)
and manufactured particles of known size and densities (Section 5), and show results from a
recent field application (Section 6). Discussion, recommendations, and major conclusions are
provided in Sections 7 and 8.

2. In Situ Video Settling Column Imaging System: Particle Imaging Camera System
(PICS)
The PICS video camera system was developed to collect in-situ measurements of particle
size and settling velocity and, using this information, estimate particle density (Smith and
Friedrichs, 2011; 2015). The versions of the PICS utilized here consist of a meter-long settling
column with a 5-cm inner diameter and a 1.4 mega-pixel digital video camera (Figure 2A). To
collect a sample in situ, two pneumatically actuated ball valves at each end of the settling
column are closed. In laboratory settings, a suspension containing the particles of interest is
introduced through valves at the bottom or top of the settling column (see Figure 11, Section 5).
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The latter requires an additional settling tube extension piece. In either case, turbulence within
column is allowed to dissipate for ~15-45 seconds, and a video is then collected at up to 20
frames per second (fps). The imaged region is approximately 14 mm x 10 mm x 1 mm with a
resolution of 1360 x 1024 pixels, i.e., 1 pixel ≈ 10 x 10 μm. Given the constraints of a ~1 mm
focal length and ≥ 3x3 pixels for minimally accurate sizing, the PICS is capable of imaging and
tracking particles approximately 30-1000 μm in diameter. Prior to sampling, a calibration grid is
inserted within the focal plane of the PICS and photographed for the purpose of accurately
transforming pixel space to length space.
These PICS units use either two LEDs, (Figure 2B) or two 620 nm lasers (Figure 2C) for
light sources. In this paper, the different light sources are referred to as LED PICS or Laser PICS.
In both set-ups, the light source is orthogonal to the camera. Light is scattered off particles as
they pass through the field of view (i.e. dark field illumination), and they appear light against a
dark background (Figure 1A). The two light sources illuminate particles slightly differently. LED
light is more incoherent or diffuse and spreads relatively smoothly from pixels within the center
out to edge of the particle (Figure 3A). The laser produces a focused beam, so pixels are
brightest where the beam hits and then have more of a speckled pattern (Figure 3B). Another
difference between the LED PICS and Laser PICS is the susceptibility to out-of-focus particles.
The LED PICS produces a thicker light sheet relative to the camera focal depth, 3 mm versus 1
mm, so particles outside the focal plane are illuminated, but are not in-focus (Figure 2B). The
Laser PICS’s light sheet is roughly the same size as the camera’s focal depth (Figure 2C), so outof-focus particles are not as much of an issue. The algorithm was evaluated for both light
sources.
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3. Automated Image Processing and Particle Vetting Algorithm (IPPV):
The automated algorithm consists of two main parts: (1) an image processing routine to
identify candidate particles and (2) particle vetting to omit out-of-focus particles. The routine
employs algorithms from the MATLAB Image Processing Toolbox. However, the functions used
are available in other processing software packages (e.g., Java, Python, ImageJ, LabVIEW), so the
routine is not limited to MATLAB. In part (1), raw grayscale images are converted to binary using
either a global or local thresholding routine, and candidate particles are identified. In part (2), a
Laplacian filter is applied to distinguish sharp particle edges and filter out-of-focus particles.
Settling velocity and density for in-focus particles are measured using the automated PTV/PIV
algorithm of Smith and Friedrichs (2011; 2015). A flow chart describing the process is provided
in Figure 4A, and descriptions of the routines are presented in the following sections.

3.1.

Image Processing to Identify Candidate Particles (IP)
The image processing routine (IP) first applies grayscale thresholding to convert raw

images (Figure 5A) into binary images to identify particles (Figure 5B), and then characterizes
and stores the size and position metrics for each identified particle. The objective of
thresholding is to separate particles from background based on the brightness of the pixels. The
algorithm allows the user to choose between a global threshold (GT routine) or a locally varying
threshold (LT routine). The GT routine has an automatic or manual option. For the automatic
option, Otsu’s method (Otsu, 1979, MATLAB command “graythresh”, default settings)
determines a global threshold for each frame. Alternatively, the user can manually define an
appropriate global threshold. Otsu’s method is frequently used in floc video imaging
applications (Mikkelsen et al., 2005; Hill et al., 2013; Shen and Maa, 2016). The algorithm
considers the grayscale pixel intensities within the entire image and defines two groups,
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background and foreground. The method iterates through all possible threshold values (0-255
for an 8-bit image), and the appropriate threshold is determined to be the threshold where the
sum of the spread within each group is minimized and spread between the two groups is
maximized. Otsu’s method computes a global threshold for each frame, while the user-defined
threshold characterizes a set of frames. The LT routine combines the automated GT routine with
a local varying threshold function to define an intensity threshold for each pixel (T(x,y)) within a
local area of the image. The intensity threshold for a given pixel (T(x,y)) is calculated in this study
as the Gaussian weighted mean of the intensities of the pixels within the given pixel’s local
neighborhood or region (Figure 4B). First, the grayscale image is converted to a binary image
using the automated GT routine. In implementing the LT approach in this study, the
neighborhood size is defined as the size of largest particle identified with the GT routine, and
then T(x,y) is calculated. In both routines (GT and LT), pixels with intensities equal to or exceeding
the threshold value (T or T(x,y)) are characterized as foreground pixels (i.e. particles), while those
with intensities less than T or T(x,y) are defined as background. After images are converted into
binary format, associated metrics (such as centroid position, projected area, and equivalent
spherical diameter) for each identified candidate particle is determined and stored. Pixel space
is converted to length space (e.g. mm) using previously collected calibration information as
described in Section 2.
The scattering of light as it passes through the lens aperture can cause illumination of
pixels around particles, often referred to as the “airy disk” (Sun et al., 2016), and result in the
overestimation of particle diameter. The added diameter due to the airy disk (Dairy disk) is a
function of the wavelength (λ) of the light source and the ratio between focal length and
aperture diameter, or f/# (Edmund Optics, 2015):
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Eqn. 2.

𝐷!"#$ !"#$ µ𝑚 = 2.44𝜆 µ𝑚 ∗ 𝑓/#

The PICS system has an f/# equal to 8. The estimated Dairy disk for LED PICS (using λ ≈ 520 nm) and
Laser PICS (λ ≈620 nm) was approximately 10 µm and 12 µm, respectively. Following conversion
from pixel space to length space, particle sizes are adjusted to account for airy disks by reducing
recorded particle diameters by 10 µm (LED) or 12 µm (Laser).

3.2.

Particle Vetting to Remove Out-of-Focus Particles (PV)
The particle-vetting (PV) routine calculates two particle metrics to help distinguish in-

focus from out-of-focus particles: (1) the 90th percentile of the Laplacian (L90) and (2) the
Percent of Perimeter, PoP. A 2-dimensional Laplacian spatial filter (MATLAB commands
“fspecial” and “imfilter” using the default shape factor) is applied to the raw grayscale image to
calculate the Laplacian, i.e., the 2nd spatial gradient of intensity (∇2I(x,y)) at each pixel. This
highlights regions of rapidly changing gradients in intensity which often correspond to particle
edges (Figure 5C). L90 is defined as the 90th percentile of the Laplacian of intensity for all the
pixels within a particle. The 90th percentile was chosen in lieu of the maximum (e.g. Keyvani and
Strom, 2013; Sun et al., 2016) to (1) alleviate bias towards larger particles which typically are
brighter than smaller particles, and (2) discourage accepting particles that are only partially in
focus. Next, results from the IP routine are combined with L90 to calculate the Percent of
Perimeter for each candidate particle. PoP is equal to the number of constituent pixels (k) within
a particle (j) with a Laplacian gradient (∇2I(x,y)) greater than the user defined gradient threshold
(L90T), normalized by the particle’s perimeter (Pj):
𝑃𝑜𝑃! = 100 ∗

∇! !(!,!)!(!) !!!"!

Eqn. 3.

!!
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Pj is equal to the total distance traced by adjoining pairs of pixels around the border of the
particle as calculated by the MATLAB command “regionprops”.
User defined thresholds for L90 and PoP (L90T and PoPT) are used to differentiate
between in-focus and out-of-focus particles. L90T and PoPT are determined empirically by
reviewing L90 and PoP values for a subset of particles in a given data set (Figure 5D-F). Large
out-of-focus particles can still be brightly illuminated. If the observations were vetted solely on
median intensity, for example, many smaller flocs would be discarded (Figure 5D). Despite the
fact that smaller particles are generally not as bright as larger particles, this approach allows the
user to accept both large and small particles. An interactive GUI (Graphical User Interface),
similar in layout to Figure 5, allows users to zoom and select particles from the binary image
(Figure 5B) and learn their L90 and PoP (Figure 5E). The grayscale image (Figure 5A) is included
to provide users a sense of visual confirmation if particles are in-focus. As users try different
values for L90T and PoPT, the red lines in Figure 5D and green shading of accepted particles in
the binary image (Figure 5F) are updated to reflect the results of the thresholds. Figure 5D
provides a visual summary of the proportion of larger versus smaller particles accepted for given
choices of L90T and PoPT and illustrates the tendency of more out-of-focus large particles (rather
than small particles) to be retained at low L90T and PoPT. The combination of GUI displays
summarized in Figure 5 allows the user good visual tools to determine appropriate values for
L90T and PoPT that accept smaller particles, while omitting large out-of-focus particles. The
interactive GUI allows the user to quickly evaluate dozens of frames in a video sequence.
Analysis of images collected in various environments, both laboratory and field, found
appropriate L90T and PoPT for the laser and LED light source to range from 0.01-0.4 and 10-20,
respectively. Of the two parameters, L90T is the dominant control on accepting or rejecting
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particles. For both light sources, higher L90T values corresponded with the overall illumination
or brightness of image, either from the programmed camera light intensity settings or particle
composition. Results were not as sensitive to PoPT; however, in some cases adjusting PoPT
allows the L90T to be set lower to allow the acceptance of small, dimmer particles, while
excluding large out-of-focus particles. The vetting process does not do as well when two or more
in-focus particles overlap. When in-focus particles pass each other in a given frame, they are
accepted and interpreted as one larger particle. However, with the rigorous criteria already used
for tracking/accepting particles for size and settling velocity measurements, this is only a
concern if overlapping particles remain identically overlapped for 5 consecutive frames.
Considering the variability in settling velocities among individual particles along with small-scale
fluctuations in background fluid velocities, this is unlikely to occur.

3.3.

Determination of settling velocity (ws) and density (ρs)
Particles accepted by the vetting routine are processed for settling velocity and density

using the automated routines developed by Smith and Friedrichs (2011; 2015). The routines
combine particle-tracking velocimetry (PTV) with particle image velocimetry (PIV), to track
particles through successive frames and estimate background fluid velocity. Local PIV velocity is
subtracted from each accepted particle’s PTV-determined velocity to produce an estimate of net
settling velocity for each particle. Resulting particle size and settling velocity are used to
estimate density by rearranging Soulsby’s (1997) empirically derived expression for settling
velocity. For more detail on PTV/PIV approach, see Smith and Friedrichs (2011; 2015).
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4. Performance assessment of the GT and LT routines with idealized, computergenerated suspensions
4.1.

Virtual Particle Generation
Two-dimensional grayscale images of virtual particle suspensions were generated to help

evaluate the efficiency and accuracy of the GT and LT routines at identifying and sizing particles.
For simplicity, simulated particles were assumed to be spheres, and their resulting 2dimensional images were represented as circles with radius, r, and diameter, d. Images of
natural estuarine flocs from both LED and laser light sources revealed that pixel intensity (I)
decreased exponentially with distance (x) from the center of the particle to the edges (Figure 3)
and could be described by:
Eqn. 4a

𝐼 = 𝐼!"# exp (−𝜆𝑥)

𝜆=

!!"

!!
!!"#

Eqn. 4b

!

where Imax is the maximum pixel intensity occurring at the center of the particle, and the decay
rate constant, λ, is a function of Imax, the pixel intensity at the edge of the particle, Ir, and the
total distance from the center to the edge (i.e., radius, r = d/2).
The relationship between Imax, Ir, and equivalent spherical diameter (d) were examined for
real particles from multiple videos collected with both light sources. These included videos of
natural flocs collected in the Lower Mississippi River; Grays Harbor, WA; James River estuary,
VA; and York River estuary, VA; and videos of manufactured particles used in laboratory
experiments. For each set of observations, Imax, Ir and d for over 10,000 particles (roughly 10-20
videos in each case) were examined. To smooth some of the variability, Imax and Ir were averaged
over 200 logarithmically spaced diameter bins. The following best-fit relationships were found
between Imax, Ir, and d:
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Imax = α (d)m

Eqn. 5a

Ir = β exp(nd)

Eqn. 5b.

The empirical constants (α, m, β and n) varied among the different cases, but two distinct
groups emerged (Figure 6). In one group, all particles in suspension were similarly illuminated,
and Imax and Ir varied relatively little as function of size. Their respective exponent coefficients
(m,n) were less than 0.1. In the other group, particles exhibited a sharp increase in Imax with size.
Respective coefficients for these types of suspensions (m,n) were on the order of 0.1-0.5. The
latter case also displayed more variability in intensity at any given size. In general, manufactured
particles of similar composition exhibited similar illumination with size (similar I) and were
associated with the blue circles in Figure 6, while natural flocs, that likely vary in composition,
exhibited variable intensity with particle size (variable I) and were associated with the red
triangles in Figure 6. α and β were found to be related to both particle composition (generally
higher for manufactured particles), and the light intensity set by the user during sample
collection. Random noise was added to the exponential model (Eqn. 4) to simulate the level of
variability observed in real particles (Figure 3). An example computer-generated particle is
shown in Figure 7.
Images of virtual particle suspensions mimicking the two identified population types, (1)
similar I and (2) variable I, were generated to evaluate the GT and LT routines. The parameters
in Eqn. 5 (α, m, β, and n) were defined using values suggested by observations and are listed in
Table 3. In the variable I case, a range of values were defined for each parameter (α, m, n, and
β), and for each particle a value from within the range was assigned at random. Particle
suspensions were generated assuming a log-normal volume distribution with defined inputs of
median particle size by volume (d50V), dimensionless standard deviation (σ), and number of
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particles per frame (Np). Generated particle size ranges covered 10-1000 μm. To be consistent
with observations, background pixel intensity was varied randomly from 3 to 10. Because the
image processing code was created to process images collected with the PICS system, the
following image properties were assumed: 1 frame = 1360 x 1024 pixels, 1 pixel = 10 x 10 μm,
and the resolvable size range was 30-1000 μm (see Section 2). Particle positions were randomly
assigned in each frame. For this activity, all particles were assumed in-focus and the number of
particles per frame was defined to avoid particle overlap. Any particles that did overlap, were
disregarded from the analysis. A bimodal and multimodal population was created for the two
suspension types, for a total of 4 simulation cases. The unimodal case with a relatively broad
size distribution (d50v = 200 μm and σ =0.3) was simulated to represent typical estuarine
suspensions (see Figure 20A). The bimodal cases (d50V of peaks= 35, 300 and σ =0.04), with two
narrow peaks, are not necessarily representative of natural suspensions, but are representative
of possible suspensions used in laboratory testing with manufactured particles (see Figure
13,14). Specifications of d50v, Np, and σ are provided in Table 3. For each case, 100 images were
generated to simulate a video. This application was used solely to evaluate particle detection
and resolution, so particles were not tracked between frames. Smith and Friedrichs, 2011,
extensively evaluated PTV and PIV with simulated particles, so those specific tests were not
repeated here.

4.2.

Evaluation of the GT and LT Routine
Analysis of the computer-generated images of suspensions with the GT and LT routines

found that both routines performed well when particles in suspension were uniformly
illuminated, but that the LT routine was more accurate when particle illumination varied as a
function of particle size. To evaluate the accuracy of each routine, for each simulation case the
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root mean squared error (𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =

!! !!!
!
!!!
!

!

) and relative errors (𝜀!"# =

!! !!!
!!

) were

calculated for particle sizes determine by the LT or GT routine (yj), with Ai denoting the true size
of particle j. Mean percent errors were estimated by multiplying mean εrel (<εrel >) by 100, and
the corresponding sign on εrel or <εrel > indicates the direction of associated bias, such that a
negative value indicates the LT/GT routine underestimates particle size, while a positive value
indicates size is overestimated. For the similarly illuminated cases (Figure 8), both routines
identified greater than 75% of the particles in each suspension and measured particle sizes
within a few microns, RMSE < 0.004 mm. Particles were not identified were below the
resolvable size range, d<30 μm. Particles greater than 0.1 mm were on averaged sized within
less than 1% of their actual sizes, while particles less than 0.1 mm were within 5% of their actual
sizes. For the variable illumination simulations, the GT routine identified significantly fewer
smaller particles than the LT routine (Figure 9). The difference was especially drastic in the
bimodal case, only 4% of particles were identified (Figure 9C). The GT routine was also less
accurate compared to the LT routine for these cases. For the variable illumination unimodal
suspension, the GT routine underestimated the majority of particles with a <εrel> of - 0.24 and
RMSE = 0.03 mm (Figure 9A). For the bimodal case, the GT routine also tended to underestimate
particle size (Figure 9C). <εrel> for particles smaller than 0.1 mm was - 0.18 and for particles
greater 0.1 mm, <εrel>= - 0.13. The size of about 10% of the particles > 0.1 mm were
underestimated by more than half. For the variable intensity unimodal case (Figure 9B), the
RMSE for the LT routine was 0.002 mm and 99.3% of the particles were within 10% of actual
sizes. For the corresponding bimodal case, the <εrel> and RMSE for the LT routine for particles
larger than 0.1 mm, were < 0.001 and < 0.001 mm, respectively. For particles less than 0.1 mm,
εrel ranged from - 0.1 to 0.15, and RMSE was 0.01 mm. Overall, when particles were not
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similarly illuminated, the LT routine was better detecting small particles and more accurate at
sizing both large and small particles. Both routines are more accurate for larger particles, such
that the εrel decreased as particle size increased.

5. Performance Assessment Using Manufactured Particles with Known Sizes and
Densities
The algorithm’s efficiency in characterizing particle size while omitting out-of-focus
particles, performance of the different size-settling relationships (Table 1) and the measurement
uncertainties of particle settling velocity and density determined using the PTV/PIV routine
(Smith and Friedrichs, 2011; 2015) were evaluated using manufactured particles of known sizes
and densities. The particles tested included five types of Cospheric polyethylene (PE)
impermeable microspheres ranging in size from 0.09 mm to 1 mm and in density from 1050
kg/m3 to 1350 kg/m3, and irregularly shaped, impermeable, MicroPowders Inc. NyloTex wax
with sizes between 0.5 mm to 0.8 mm and density of approximately 1140 kg/m3 (Table 4, Figure
10). The polyethylene microspheres were purchased in narrow size ranges. The irregular wax
particles were subsampled by sieving a batch of MicroPowders Inc. NyloTex50 wax, and
retaining the particles captured between a 35 and 20 mesh sieve (roughly 0.5-0.8 mm).

5.1.

Experimental Set-up
Particle size and settling velocity were measured in two separate laboratory studies, one

with the LED PICS and one with the Laser PICS, with independent subsamples of each of the
particles from the same manufactured batch. Different small particles were used for tracking
background fluid velocity. In the experiments with the LED PICS, small, low-density polyethylene
spheres (d ≈ 0.027-0.032 mm, ρs=1000 kg/m3) were used; however these were not available for
the Laser PICS experiments. For the Laser PICS, Nylotex wax particles (ρs=1140 kg/m3) that
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passed through a 0.063 mm sieve were used. LISST-100x distributions for the wax that passed
through the sieve measured after the experiments estimated a median particle size by count
(d50N) ≈ 0. 012 mm.
The protocol and camera set-up (Figure 11) for the two lab tests were similar. For each
sample, particles were added to a 8-liter bucket filled with roughly 3-4 liters of tap water. For all
the samples, except the largest polyethylene spheres, the settling tube was filled from the
bottom through a lower introduction valve. The settling column was filled 3-4 times to mix the
sample. Once a sample was considered well mixed, water temperature was measured and the
settling column was filled. Large-scale turbulence was allowed to dissipate (~30-40 seconds),
and a 45-second video sequence was recorded at 10 frames per second (fps). Next, the settling
tube was emptied, and the sample was recollected in the bucket. The process was then
repeated at least two more times, recording at least three videos per sample. Due to limited
quantity, the largest polyethylene spheres (850-1000 μm, 1.35 g/cm3) were only measured using
the LED PICS. For these spheres, a modified sampling method was required. A meter-long
extension column was attached to the top of the settling column to extend the total length to 2
meters. At the bottom of the extension piece is a second, introduction valve. The settling tube
was filled from the lower introduction valve to the upper introduction valve with a mixture of
water and PIV sized particles. The lower introduction valve was closed and the large spheres
were introduced at the upper introduction valve and suspended 2 meters above the camera.
This provided additional settling distance to allow large-scale turbulence to dissipate before
particles passed through the field of view. For these samples, a 45-second video sequence was
recorded at 20 fps. The sampling rate was increased to ensure particles would appear in more
than one frame.
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For comparison, particle size was also measured using microscopy and with a Type C
Sequoia Scientific Laser In-situ and Transmissometry unit (LISST-100X). Prior to testing, dry
samples of each were placed into petri dishes and imaged using an AmScope stereo microscope
equipped with a 16MP digital microscope camera (Figure 10). LISST-100X measurements were
only collected during the experiments with the LED PICS and thus always sized the small, lowdensity polyethylene spheres added to facilitate PIV fluid tracking. For each sample, after LED
PICS videos were collected, 2 to 3 well-mixed subsamples were taken from the 8-liter sample
bucket. Subsamples were introduced to the LISST-100X using the Sequioia Scientific full- size
flow-through system. To prevent settling, the sample introduced to the flow through system
was continuously stirred with a magnetic stir plate. A LISST-100X sample was collected for 2-3
minutes at 100 records per second. Due to the LISST-100X size limitations (2.5-500 μm), it could
not be used to measure the largest polyethylene spheres or large wax particles. Distributions of
the larger wax particles were measured with a Malvern Panalytical Mastersizer 2000 without the
presence of smaller tracking particles. The Malvern was not available for the largest
polyethylene spheres.

5.2.

Determining size (d), settling velocity (ws), and particle density (ρs and Δρ) with
the PICS
Measurements of particle sizes and settling velocities were determined by incorporating

the new IPPV algorithm into the automated PTV/PIV algorithm of Smith and Friedrichs (2015),
combined with size-settling relationships to infer particle density. Videos were analyzed with the
IPPV algorithm to identify and size particles two ways: (1) using the automated GT routine and
(2) with the automated LT routine. Particles that were accepted by the vetting process were
processed for settling velocity using the existing, automated PTV/PIV algorithm (Smith and
Friedrichs, 2011; 2015). Effective (or excess) particle density (Δρ) was estimated using measured
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size and settling velocity given by widely used size-settling relationships (Table 1): (1) Stokes, (2)
Oseen, (3) Schiller-Naumann, and (4) Soulsby. The manufactured particles were chosen for their
well-constrained size and density; however, initial analysis found these particles, principally the
polyethylene microspheres, exhibited imaging features that are not typically observed in images
of natural flocs, specifically an unnaturally dark streak down the center of some of the
polyethylene spheres (Figure 12). This imaging effect had implications on measured size, which
is not attributed to how either routine performs, but rather a characteristic of the manufactured
particles. In order to alleviate any bias attributed to manufactured particle characteristics,
particles that exhibited any unnatural illumination were not included in the analysis.

5.3.

Evaluation of Video-Based Particle Size Measurements of Manufactured
Particles
Particle size distributions (PSDs) from images collected with the LED (Figure 13) and Laser

PICS (Figure 14) analyzed with the GT and LT routines generally agreed well with one another
and with size distributions determined by microscopy and laser diffraction (Table 5); however
the LT routine was more sensitive to the smaller particles used to track background velocity. For
each accepted particle, volume was calculated from measured equivalent spherical diameters
(d). PSDs for the PICS were generated by summing particle volumes over 26 logarithmically
space size bins from 0.03-2 mm. The size bins were chosen to match and extend the size bins
used by the LISST-100X Type-C. The dominant modes in the PSDs from videos collected using the
LED PICS and Laser PICS overlapped with PSDs measured by microscopy and laser diffraction
(LISST-100x and Malvern). The main discrepancies between the PSDs from the GT and LT
routines among the main test particles were observed in the PSDs for the smallest polyethylene
spheres in Table 4: 90-106 μm with 1.05 g/cm3 and 1.10 g/cm3 (Figure 13A,B; 14A,B). The LISST100x, microscope, and the GT routine with both camera systems all placed the majority of the
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volume for the 90-106 μm spheres within the size bin spanning 0.095-0.113 mm. While the LT
routine determined the majority of the volume was in the next largest bin, 0.113-0.132 mm.
The other discrepancy between the LT and GT routines, and main discrepancy between
the LED and Laser PICS, was the occurrence and magnitude of the smaller second mode. This
second mode was attributed to the small polyethylene spheres used for tracking background
motion in the LED experiments. These small spheres were at the lowest size resolution of the
PICS system, sized by the LISST-100x to be ~ 0.025-0.04 mm. A few were identified by the GT
routine, while more were identified by the LT method. However, the small spheres that the
either the GT or LT routine resolved, found to be roughly 0.045-0.08 mm (Figure 13), were
significantly larger than the mode identified by the LISST. This could be in part because the
lower diameter tail of the true distribution of the smaller mode was preferentially rejected by
the PICS (minimum PTV resolution ≈ 0.030 mm), leaving the higher diameter tail to dominate
the distribution. Characterization of particles by the LT routine was also found to sensitive to the
size of the local region or neighborhood size used to calculated the local thresholds (similar to
the pattern seen in Figure 12C vs. 12D) and was may have further been affected by the small
spheres brightness (also see Section 7). The volume fraction of the tracking spheres varied
between the different cases, because the concentration of the particles used varied. For these
experiments, concentration was not standardized. Initially, 1-2 scoops of small particles were
added to each sample, and if videos did not appear to have enough, more were added. For the
experiments with the Laser PICS, small wax particles were used to track background motion
(LISST-100x d50N ≈ 0.012 mm). The wax particles did not illuminate as brightly as the spheres.
Most were sized below detection limit for tracking or able to be omitted with vetting thresholds.
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In an effort to remove any influences attributed to the differences in the properties of these
small particles, all the small tracking particles were filtered out from further analysis.
For both cameras, median sizes measured using the GT and LT routines were largely
consistent with the manufacturers’ specified sizes and other instruments (Microscope, LISST100X and Malvern) (Table 5). The relative differences 𝑑!"# =

!!!!!
!!

between the median

particle size by count (d50N) and volume (d50v) between the different instruments were
calculated. Not to be confused with εrel, which compares a measured or estimated quantity (y)
to the true value (A) (see Section 4.2 and Table 2), drel compares two different measured or
estimated values (y1, y2). The drel for the d50N and d50v from the PICS/LISST-100X/ Malvern (y1)
relative to d50N and d50v from the microscope (y2) are included in parentheses in Table 5. The
sign associated with drel indicates the direction of difference, such that a negative value indicates
particle size was underestimated relative to the size from the microscope, while a positive value
indicates size was overestimated compared to the microscope. Percent difference was found by
multiplying drel by 100. For the microspheres, d50N was within +/-1 standard deviation of the
manufacturer’s specified size range of each particle and within 20% of the d50N determined from
microscopy, with an average drel of 0.07 (Table 5, Figure 15). For the wax particles, which were
less constrained in terms of size, the drel values were between -0.17 and -0.35. For both the LED
and Laser PICS, d50N determined from the LT routine was on average 10% larger than the GT
routine. In terms of d50v, for the microspheres PICS measurements were within roughly 20% of
d50v determined with the microscope and within 12% of d50v determined with the LISST-100X
(Table 5). For the wax, d50v determined from both PICS with the LT and GT routines and
measured with the Malvern were roughly 20-30% smaller than d50v determined through
microscopy. For these samples, the PICS d50v were on average roughly 10% less than d50v
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determined using the Malvern. Considering that the particles are not perfectly monosized, the
microscope measured a smaller sample size, and the measuring techniques were diverse (laser
diffractions versus image processing), the differences are more than reasonable. They also are
consistent with the relative errors observed in the exercises with computer-generated particles
(see Figure 8). The overall difference of any one PICS or laser instrument relative to the
microscope was 7% or less, and the average difference across all instruments relative to the
microscope was less than 1% (see last row of Table 5).

5.4.

Settling Velocities from Video-based Measurements of Spherical and Irregular
Shape Particles over a Range of Rep
Settling velocities (ws) were measured for monospheres and irregularly shaped wax

particles of known sizes and densities. In Figures 16 and 17, PICS observed particle ws are
plotted against corresponding d determined by the GT routine for all cases except the largest
polyethylene spheres (850-1000 μm, 1.35 g/cm3) and large wax particles (500-800 μm, 1.14
g/cm3). For these cases, the LT routine was used because fewer particles were omitted due to
unnatural illumination (see Section 5.2 and Figure 12). Size based on microscopy and estimated
settling velocity based on known density and the Shiller-Naumann relationship were used to
estimate expected Reynolds particle numbers (𝑅𝑒! =

!!"! ∗!!
!

) for each particle type (see Table

4). Kinematic viscosity (ν) was estimated from water temperature using the Van Rijn (1998)
approximation. The samples in this study covered Rep from roughly 0.03 to 58. Median settling
velocities (ws50N) measured with the LED PICS (Figure 16) were within 15% of ws50N measured
using the Laser PICS (Figure 17). For both cameras, the small, lowest density spheres (90-106
μm, 1.05 g/cm3, Rep=0.03 +/- 0.01) exhibited the most scatter in measured ws. For these
particles, observations of ws spanned an order of magnitude. Irregular wax particles displayed
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the largest spread in d, consistent with the wider distribution of size indicated by microscopy
and laser diffraction (Figure 13F, 14E).
The relationships between measured ws and d follow those suggested by theoretical
approximations, with deviations related to drag approximations and particle shape. The solid
lines on Figure 16 and 17 represent the size-settling relationship as a function of d estimated
using known density and the theoretical expression noted in the title (A. Stokes, B. Oseen, C.
Schiller-Naumann or D. Soulsby). The color of each line corresponds to the particle type’s
density (Table 4). Overall, discrepancies between measured ws and ws derived from Stokes and
Oseen increase with increasing Rep and with deviation from spheres (Figure 16; 17). Apart from
irregular shaped particles, the relationships derived from Schiller-Naumann and Soulsby
approximations appear to agree well with observations (Figure 16C,D; 17C,D). This is evaluated
in more detail in the next section.

5.5.

Evaluation of Theoretical Settling Velocity Relationships for Spherical Particles
Observations from the LED PICS (Figure 16) were used to compare observed PICS ws to

the four different theoretical approximations in more detail. For each tracked particle,
theoretical ws was calculated using the corresponding PICS measured d, known manufacturer’s
density, and each theoretical expression (Stokes, Oseen, Schiller-Naumann, and Soulsby).
Differences between the particles’ theoretical values for ws relative to those directly observed
with the PICS were calculated (Table 6), i.e., drel was determined for each individual particle by
subtracting its measured ws from its theoretical ws, divided by its measured ws. The median drel
for each case represents the dimensionless bias compared to measured ws. The standard
deviations in drel represent the fractional random uncertainties, which is analogous to describing
the precision of each theoretical value for each particle. Probability density functions (pdfs) of
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drel were generated from the observed distributions of drel to describe the likely drel expected
between the theoretical and measured values (Figure 18).
In addition to possible measurement uncertainties in PICS observations, the differences in
estimates of ws by Stokes, Oseen, Schiller-Naumann, and Soulsby relative to PICS measured ws
correspond to the limitations imposed by each equation’s approximation of drag with respect to
Rep and particle shape. The distributions of drel from the four approximations overlap for the
three smallest polyethylene spheres, with d < 0.18 mm and Rep< 0.25 (Figure 18 A-C). Compared
to the random fractional uncertainties (i.e., the standard deviations in Table 6), the median
differences for ws based on all four approximations for the three smallest polyethylene spheres
were relatively small and consistent with one another. The comparatively high fractional
uncertainty in measured ws of ~35% (Table 6) for the smallest, lowest density polyethylene
spheres (90-106 μm, 1.05 g/cm3) is reflected in its broad spread in drel (Figure 18A). The lowest
uncertainty in ws of ~15% was for the slightly larger, higher density PE sphere (150-180 μm, 1.25
g/cm3, Rep≈ 0.25). ws derived using the Stokes approximation deviates from the other
approximations for Rep > 1 (Figure 18D-E). Stokes tended to overestimate ws by 50% for the 300355 μm, 1.25 g/cm3, Rep≈ 3.5 spheres and by almost 300% for the 850-1000 μm, 1.35 g/cm3, Rep
≈ 58 spheres (Table 6). These results suggest the Stokes regime is valid (within 10%) up to at
least Rep ≈ 0.3, which is consistent with other published results (Graf, 1971; Loth, 2008; Johnson
et al., 1996; Chakraborti et al., 2013). Graf (1971) and Loth (2008) indicate the Oseen
approximation overestimates drag and underestimates ws for spheres at somewhat larger Rep
(Rep > ~3), which is observed in the results here for the largest Rep case. For the Rep ≈ 58 case,
Stokes-Oseen underestimated ws by almost half (Table 6). For the range of Rep examined (0.02
to 58), approximations from Schiller-Naumann and Soulsby were consistent with observations
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for all spheres (Table 6). Distributions of drel overlapped and were within 20% of measured ws
(Figure 18A-E). Supporting the suggestion in Smith and Friedrichs (2011), these results show that
in practice Schiller-Naumann and Soulsby approximations produce similar ws.

5.6.

Influence of Particle Shape on Settling Velocity
Settling experiments with the irregularly shaped wax particles were used to evaluate the

performance of each expression for non-spherical particles. The results show that non-spherical
particles settle slower than spherical particles of the same size and density (Figure 16,17, yellow
triangles). For all approximations, except for Oseen, theoretical ws was overestimated compared
to measured ws (Figure 18F). The wax particles were well beyond the scope of Stokes Regime
(Rep ~21), so Stokes was not expected agree with observations. Both Schiller-Naumann, which is
valid for Rep ≤ 800, and Soulsby, which was derived empirically from irregular shaped sand
grains, overestimated ws, each with median drel ≈ 0.4 (Table 6). These results are explained by
the influence of particle shape and orientation on drag compared to drag for spherical particles.
The processing algorithm records the orientation for each tracked particle. Review of the
orientation of the irregular wax particles found they predominately settled in the direction
parallel to their smallest axis. Drag increases for irregular particles that settle in this direction
(McNown, 1950; Komar and Reimers, 1978; Loth et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2018). Interestingly, the
wax particles were also outside of the Oseen Rep range, but estimated ws agreed with
observations, with median drel ≈ - 0.06 (Table 6). This result is likely due in part to a cancellation
of errors. The tendency of Oseen is to overestimate drag at high Rep (Loth, 2008). Combined
with the fact that drag would greater for these particles based on their settling orientation, this
results in good agreement between estimated and measured values.
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5.7.

Evaluation of Particle (ρs) and Excess (Δρ) Density Inferred from Relationships
between Size and Settling Velocity
The accuracy of particle (ρs) and effective (or excess) density (Δρ = ρs - ρw) inferred from

measured settling velocity and size, combined with theoretical size-settling relationships, was
evaluated. Δρ was calculated using ws and d measured with the LED PICS and rearranging each
of the following expressions: Stokes, Oseen, Schiller-Naumaan, and Soulsby (Table 1). ρs then
was estimated from ρw and Δρ, with ρw determined from measured temperature and salinity via
the VanRijn (1993) water density approximation. Relative error (εrel) in ρs and Δρ for the different
expressions were calculated using known ρs and Δρ (Table 4). The median εrel describes the
dimensionless bias compared to the actual value, which is analogous to accuracy for each
approach. The standard deviation of εrel represents fractional random uncertainties, which
describe the precision of each expression for each particle. Probability density functions of εrel in
ρs and Δρ for each particle type were then generated from the observed distributions of εrel
(Figure 19). Although the shape of the pdfs for ρs and Δρ are identical, εrel(Δρ) were 4x-20x
greater than εrel(ρs) (note lower x-scale in Figure 19). This is because Δρ values are less than ρs,
but residuals between known and inferred values are the same. The amount that εrel (Δρ) was
greater than εrel (ρs) was inversely related to ρs. εrel (Δρ) for lowest density particles was 20x
greater than εrel (ρs) (Figure 19A), while εrel (Δρ) for the densest particles was only 4x greater
(Figure 19E). Thus estimates of Δρ are more sensitive to measurement errors for low-density
particles. Because Δρ is the form of density most researchers consider and the relative errors
are low in respect to the size of ρs, only bias (εrel) and uncertainties for each of the different
expressions for estimates of Δρ are displayed in Table 7.
Similar to the results of the ws (Figure 18), differences among εrel the four approximations
were related to Rep and particle shape. The distribution of εrel in ρs and Δρ using the four
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approximations overlapped for the three smallest polyethylene spheres, d < 0.18 mm and Rep <
0.3 (Figure 19A-C, Table 7). Estimates of median ρs for the three smallest spheres were all within
1% of actual ρs and within 30% of actual Δρ. Differences between the expressions were
observed for Rep > 1 (Figure 19D-E). Stokes underestimated ρs and Δρ by 8% and 40% for the
300-355 μm spheres, and by 19% and 74% for the largest spheres. For the largest spheres,
Oseen overestimated ρs and Δρ by 50% and 190%. Estimates of ρs and Δρ derived using the
Schiller-Naumann and Soulsby approximations were consistent with one another and within 2%
and 27% of the actual values all the spherical particles (Table 7). For all approximations except
for Oseen, ρs and Δρ of the irregular wax particles were underestimated (Figure 19F). ρs and Δρ
were underestimated by Stokes by 9% and 64%, and by Schiller-Naumann and Soulsby by about
5% and 35%. Median εrel for ρs and Δρ approximated using Oseen was lower (εrel=0.006 and
0.04); however as with ws (Figure 19E), this is attributed to the error in Oseen drag at high Rep
combined with reduced ws for irregular particles.

6. Application in Natural Systems: James River Estuary, VA, USA
The LED PICS was used to characterize in-situ particle suspensions and measure settling
velocities of freshly eroded bed aggregates in the estuary of the James River, VA, USA. Computer
simulated particles and laboratory tests with manufactured particles provided validation for
ideal particles, however field applications are rarely ideal. The application provides an
opportunity to evaluate the performance of the new algorithm in a natural system, with both
low-density flocs, and high-density bed aggregates.
In November 2017, a field campaign was conducted by the USACE to measure cohesive
sediment processes (settling and erosion) within the James River estuary in support of
parameterization for numerical sediment transport modeling of this system (Smith et al., 2019;
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Perkey et al., 2020). The PICS system was a key component in characterizing the size, settling
velocity, and density of suspended particles throughout water column and the material eroded
from the bed. For this project, vertical casts with the PICS, a LISST-100X, and a CTD (conductivity,
temperature, and depth sensor) were performed throughout a tidal cycle at two stations, and
sediment cores were collected at multiple stations for laboratory based erosion measurements
with the USACE Sedflume (McNeil et al, 1996). The PICS was used in the lab, in conjunction with
the Sedflume, to measure the settling velocity of mud or bed aggregates formed through
erosion. All videos were processed using the new IPPV algorithm with the LT routine.
For the water column profiles, size distributions measured by the PICS were consistent
with the size distributions measured using the LISST-100X (Figure 20A) when considering that
the PICS does not resolve particles with d < ~ 0.03 mm. A common concern with floc sampling
methods is breakage of flocs by the sampling apparatus and handling methods (Dyer et al.,
1996). Because the PICS collects samples in situ, floc breakage from handling is not an issue. The
strong agreement between the LISST and PICS for flocs greater than 0.1 mm suggests floc breakup due to turbulence within the settling tube is also not a prominent issue, at least for flocs up
to ~ 0.5 mm (upper limit of the LISST-100X). PICS observations of individual particle sizes and
settling velocities revealed most of the suspended mass for d > 0.03 mm in this system is
attributed to low-density flocs, ρs=1100-1150 kg/m-3, with a small contribution from faster
settling, denser bed or biogenic aggregates, d≈0.04-0.070 mm and ρs=1150-1800 kg/m-3. In the
surface waters at one of the stations, a small population of denser particles with 0.09<d<0.130
mm and ρs=1100-1200 kg/m-3 contributed significantly to the suspended mass (Figure 20B).
These particles make up 3% of total particles in suspension, but because of their higher density,
size, and settling velocity, contribute up to about 20% of the vertical settling flux. Further
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examination of the vertical profiles of suspended particles this location indicated that the larger,
faster settling aggregates were most abundant in the upper water column (Figure 20C).
Although we do not have “known” measurement of d or ρs for particles suspended at this
location, the field notes associated with these casts and further examination of the PICS videos
indicate an abundance of zooplankton within a few meters of the water surface at this location.
The observations of denser, faster settling particles observed are therefore likely settling fecal
pellets from this population of grazing zooplankton. (The zooplankton themselves are excluded
from the data by the automated image processing software because they do not register a
uniform downward settling velocity over multiple video frames like settling particles do.)
The settling velocity of mud aggregates formed through erosion were measured using the
PICS (Figure 21A). Sediment cores were collected and erosion testing was performed using the
USACE Sedflume (for details see Perkey et al., 2020). During the erosion experiments, physical
samples were collected from the erosion surface, and bulk density (ρb) of the bed was
characterized from ratio of water mass to sediment mass in the sample, w. One would expect
the density of freshly eroded aggregates to be similar to that of the bed. Periodically during the
erosion tests, eroded sediment was collected in a tank with 0.063 mm screen windows along its
side walls to allow the fines and water to pass through the tank. The PICS was set up similar to
Figure 11, and immediately following capture, eroded material within the tank was swept
through a 2 mm sieve and introduced to the PICS from the upper intake valve. This added
settling distance (about 2 meters) provided additional time for large-scale turbulence to
dissipate before aggregates settled through the field of view. For these experiments, site water
from surface waters of the James River estuary was used, as opposed to tap water. This
provided adequate amounts of smaller particle for background fluid tracking. It also makes it
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likely that smaller, low-density flocs and small aggregates would also be present (e.g. Figure
20B). To remove the observations likely attributed to the background water and potential
flocculation, results were filtered to remove d ≤ 0.1 mm. The aggregates in Figure 21B were
eroded from a core with an average water content of w≈2 +/- 0.2, yielding an average ρb≈ 1260
+/- 4 kg/m3. The upper limit for values of observed ws for aggregates agreed well with ws
estimated using the Schiller-Naumann approximation and a constant ρs = ρb= 1260 kg/m3.

7. Discussion and Conclusions
7.1.

Illumination Characteristics of Natural Flocs compared to Manufactured
Particles, and Implications for Image Processing
Manufactured particles and natural flocs image differently, and the differences influence

performance of image analysis routines. Results from this study found that different types of
particles (polyethylene spheres, wax, and natural flocs) illuminated differently and may need to
be analyzed using different thresholding methods. The grayscale intensity of natural flocs from
videos collected in situ increased exponentially as a function of particle size, while manufactured
particles (polyethylene spheres and wax) from laboratory experiments exhibited little variability
in grayscale intensity with size (Figure 6) and were brighter and more reflective overall (Figure
1A, 5A vs. Figure 11A). A streak of low intensity pixels was also observed down the center of
some of the spheres (Figure 11). In the absence of a low intensity central streak, the GT routine
was found to be accurate for manufactured particles, as has been noted previously for particles
of similar composition and illumination (Gonzalez et al., 2009). Because the spheres were so
reflective, however, the increased sensitivity of the LT routine caused it to characterize
proportionately more of the pixels around the edges to be part of the particle, and the sizes of
the spheres identified by the LT routine were estimated to be 5 to 10% larger than with the GT
routine (Table 5, Figure 15). This effect likely had a substantial influence on the small spheres
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used for tracking fluid velocity in the LED PICS experiment (Figure 13). The wax particles were
not as bright at the edges, and this affect was not observed by the Laser PICS (Figure 14). When
particles are not uniform in composition or size, which is expected in natural systems, the GT
routine was not nearly as effective at identifying or accurate at sizing particles (Figure 9). In
images of natural flocs, increased sensitivity was necessary to better detect particles (Figures 1
and 5).
The imaged differences between manufactured and natural particles were not just a
result of the camera system or lighting set-up, and these differences are important to consider
when processing images from any device. The PICS video imaging system uses two lasers or two
LEDs positioned orthogonal to the field of view for side illumination (Figure 2; Smith and
Friedrichs, 2011). Sezqin and Sankur (2004) evaluated 40 different global and local thresholding
techniques for dozens of very different types of images (printed circuit board, thermal images,
ultrasonic images, microscopic images, etc.) and also concluded that different image processing
techniques were appropriate to different cases based on the image illumination characteristics.
Keyvani and Strom (2013) used a laboratory floc camera with bright field illumination, and
analogous differences can be seen in their images of kaolinite flocs compared to polystyrene
standards. The reason this is important is because validations of image analysis algorithms for
floc cameras are often done with manufactured particles of known sizes (Shen and Maa, 2016;
Sun et al., 2016; Keyvani and Strom, 2013), and that is an important validation exercise to do
because the exact size of natural flocs is seldom known. However, results from this study
caution interpreting validations for algorithms meant for natural flocs with only manufactured
particles, because the same thresholding procedure may not always be appropriate for both
cases.
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7.2.

Insights and Recommendations for using Global and Local Thresholds in
Particle Image Processing
Most applications that characterize floc properties with video or images rely on

automated global or local thresholding routines, and this study highlighted costs and benefits
for each approach. Two thresholding routines were developed for the IPPV algorithm: one
applies Otsu global threshold algorithm (GT routine), and the other applies a local-varying
threshold function (LT routine). Computer generated videos (Section 4) and videos of
manufactured particles (Section 5) were processed with each method. Computationally, the GT
routine was more appealing. Typical processing time on a 2018-generation PC using the GT
routine for a 45-second video of a 50-100 mg/L settling suspension collected at 10 fps was about
2-3 minutes. In comparison, the LT routine took about 4-5 times longer to process the same
video. The quicker processing time comes with a price. The GT routine resolved far fewer
particles (Figure 1, Figure 9). The LT routine had improved particle resolution, but it was more
sensitive to out-of-focus particles. However, the particle-vetting algorithm was successful at
omitting them (Figure 5). The LT routine also requires additional input of neighborhood size; and
results from this study (Figure 12), like Hapca et al. (2013), found results are sensitive to
neighborhood size.
As far as the author is aware, the only relationship between neighborhood size and local
thresholding results published to date is that described by Hapca et al. (2013), based on analysis
of static images of soil surfaces, and it does not appear to be easily transferable to video images
of suspended flocs. Hapca et al., (2013) sensibly found that as neighborhood size increased, the
variance in the grayscale intensity of pixels accepted as particles increased, and the variance in
pixels identified as background decreased, theoretically becoming more similar to results of the
global threshold. They concluded that the most appropriate neighborhood size occurred when
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the variance between both groups was minimized. Unfortunately, this relationship was not as
clearly evident for images of flocs. Other factors appeared to influence sensitivity of floc
resolution as a function of neighborhood size, such as floc concentration and particle
characteristics. This is further complicated with video data, because the properties of the
particles and background change dynamically. It was found that the sizing of larger particles
were more negatively influenced by choosing too small of a neighborhood size (i.e. particle
splitting such as in Figure 12), than smaller particles. The current approach, scaling
neighborhood by the size of the largest particle, appears to be the best choice for a
computationally practical option until further evaluation can be completed. Sun et al. (2006)
also applied a local threshold to images of flocs generated from kaolinite in the lab, but they did
not note influence of neighborhood size nor describe the approach they used.
The benefits of local threshold outweigh the costs when analyzing images collected in situ
of natural flocs with size-dependent particle illumination. Major differences in performance
between the GT and LT routine were observed with simulated suspensions that were composed
of particles that were not uniformly illuminated and which were designed to be representative
natural suspensions. The GT routine did not display as accurate particle resolution as the LT
routine for these cases, as it may be only partially resolving identified particles (Figure 1, Figure
9). In these cases, the efficiency of particle detection and better accuracy by the LT routine
outweighs the possible downsides of neighborhood size sensitivity and increased computation
time. It is thus recommended that for natural suspensions of flocs with varying composition, the
LT routine is more appropriate. In contrast, when particles are uniform in composition or size,
the GT routine is the more attractive option, because it is faster and reduces the likelihood of
incorrectly accepting and/or sizing out-of-focus particles or image noise. The IPPV algorithm
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includes an interactive GUI which makes is easier for the user determine which approach is best
for a given application.
The GT and LT routines in the IPPV algorithm can be modified to accommodate different
global or local methods. There are many existing automated global and local routines (Sezgin
and Sankur, 2004). Here, the GT routine applies Otsu’s method, which is the default approach in
MATLAB and is the most common approach amongst floc applications (Shen and Maa, 2016;
Mikkelsen et al., 2005; Hill et al., 2013). Keyvani and Strom (2013) applied Yen’s global method,
but showed it performed similar to Otsu’s method. Lintern and Sills (2006) concluded that Otsu’s
method was overly liberal in particle acceptance, which contradicts the results observed here
and also the findings of Shen and Maa (2016). Lintern and Sills (2006) introduced a routine that
sets the best threshold based on the rate of change of accepted pixels with increasing threshold
values. Their approach is unusual in comparison to other global thresholds because it does not
depend on patterns in grayscale intensity distributions (Sezgin and Sankur, 2004). Smith and
Friedrichs (2015) found the Lintern and Sills (2006) algorithm to be a reasonable approach for
processing videos collected in Boston Harbor. In this study, the algorithm of Lintern and Sills
(2006) was also evaluated with the idealized computer simulations, and was found to be
computationally faster than the LT routine, but slower than the GT routine. Performance was
similar to that of GT routine in that smaller particles tended to be omitted, and particle size was
underestimated when particle illumination was not uniform. The LT routine as utilized here
calculates threshold based on the Gaussian weighted mean on intensity (like Hapca et al., 2013;
Sun et al., 2016), which was the most efficient of the options available for MATLAB. Other
options include calculating the threshold based on a linear mean or the median. However, the
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former seemed to identify too many particles; the latter produced similar results as the
Gaussian mean, but it was more computationally expensive.

7.3.

Characterizing Particle Settling Velocity and Density in Coastal Systems
The results of the settling experiments with the manufactured particles add insights for

characterizing floc settling velocity and density. The four expressions evaluated in this study
(Table 1), Stokes, Oseen, Schiller-Naumann, and Soulsby, are the most common used with video
settling devices to estimate density from observations of size and settling velocity (Sternberg et
al, 1996; Dyer et al., 1999; Manning and Dyer, 2002; Mikkelsen et al., 2004; Manning et al.,
2007; Kumar et al., 2010; Smith and Friedrichs, 2011; 2015). This paper provides a concise
comparison of the performance of each from experiments with spherical and irregularly shaped
particles with range of properties: diameter of 0.09-1 mm, density of 1050-1350 kg/m3, and
particle Reynolds number of 0.02-60 (Table 4; Figure 10). The range evaluated was fairly
representative of flocs and slightly denser bed or biogenic aggregates typically observed in
coastal systems (Van Luessen and Cornelisse, 1993; Manning and Dyer, 2002; Mikkelsen et al.,
2004; Sanford et al., 2005; Smith and Friedrichs, 2011; 2015, Smith et al., 2019). Comparisons
between the different approaches determined that the best approaches for characterizing floc
settling velocity and density were the theoretically-based Schiller-Naumann relation and the
somewhat more empirical Soulsby expression. Stokes and Oseen were appropriate only for
small Rep. For each of the 5 microsphere sizes tested, Schiller-Naumann and Soulsby
approximations were very consistent (median bias all within 7% of each other), and they were
each within 35% for the median measured ws and known Δρ for each type of microsphere (Table
6, 7). Given that the accuracy of Schiller-Naumann and Soulsby were found to be nearly
identical, Soulsby’s explicit expression may have a slight advantage in terms of calculating ws in
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that it performs calculations at marginally lower computational cost relative to SchillerNaumann’s iterative solution. However in terms of Δρ, both expressions can be solved explicitly.

7.4.

Complications in Estimating Density of Natural Flocs with Video-Based
Measurements
A limitation of characterizing density for natural flocs with video-based measurements is

that there is not an appropriate way to modify the expressions to account for irregular shapes.
Note that Soulsby and Schiller-Naumann each exhibited biases of 30-40% when attempting to
match ws and Δρ for irregularly shaped wax shavings (Table 6,7). Current modifications to the
drag coefficient depend on 3-dimensional shape properties and most video systems are only
configured to resolve 2-dimensional images. The drag coefficient for nonspherical particles
differs from the drag coefficient for spherical particle size, and settling velocity is often
misrepresented using expressions for spherical particles (McNown and Malaika, 1950; Komar
and Reimers, 1978). In both cases examined in this study of irregular particles, irregular wax
(Figure 16,17) and natural mud aggregates (Figure 21), theoretical ws tended to be larger than
observed ws. In terms of shape, natural flocs are likewise nonspherical, suggesting accounting
for particle shape is needed to improve the accuracy of theoretical predictions for natural flocs.
The 3-dimensional Corey Shape Factor, 𝐶𝑆𝐹 =

!
!"

where a, b, and c are the shortest, longest,

and intermediate axis, can provide a useful prediction of the influence of particle shape on the
drag coefficient (Komar and Reimers, 1978). McNown and Malaika (1950) also found that drag is
sensitive to the ratio of the two axes that are perpendicular to the direction of settling, b/c, and
determined corrections factors that modify particle drag based on values of CSF and b/c. The
relationships from McNown (McNown and Malaika, 1950; McNown, 1951) are the basis of more
recent expressions for settling velocity of irregular particles. However, these often require
additional 3-dimensional shape parameters, in additional to a 3-dimensional CSF (Dietrich, 1982;
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Loth, 2008), or are highly empirical (Kim et al., 2018). Present in situ video settling systems can
only resolve two axes of a given particle, so they are not capable of easily estimating a 3dimensional CSF. And because the horizontal rotation is unknown and random, the 2dimensional CSF is likely biased high while b/c is biased low. Without any corrections,
observations of excess density for the irregular particles (wax and mud aggregates) were
underestimated, in some cases by about one-half.
Natural flocs are not spheres, so the precision of estimates of floc density by in situ video
settling tubes will remain limited until a method is developed to modify the drag coefficient in
size-settling expressions to perform more accurately with 2-dimensional shape factors. From the
results in this study, it is hypothesized that if uncertainty in CSF associated with horizontal
rotation can be quantified, density can be better approximated for non-spherical particles in situ
video systems. For the case of the irregular wax particles, the median CSF and b/c for the
irregular wax particles based on video images were found to be approximately 0.75 and 2. For
these wax particles, the theoretical ws based on application of Schiller-Naumann or Soulsby was
about 1.35 times higher than measured ws; but from McNown and Malaika (1950), these shape
parameters only predict a correction of 1.1. However, if we consider that for a 2-dimensional
image, the chance of capturing the true major axis is dependent on the angle of rotation around
the center of the particle being less than 10° out of 90°, or a chance of about 10%. Based on
analysis of videos, the 10th percentiles for of CSF and b/c for the wax particles were about 0.64
and 2.4, respectively. Using these factors, the estimated correction is becomes about 1.2, which
gives a somewhat better approximation of settling velocity and, thus, a better approximation of
particle density. To better evaluate this possible explanation, future tested particles should
optimally be more uniformly nonspherical in shape with more precise axes data available. Other
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researchers (Kumar and Reimber, 1978; Dietrich, 1982, Loth 2008; Kim et al 2018) derived dragshape relationships from settling experiments with larger pebbles, sands, or gravels in glycerinwater mixtures. This approach allowed them to use larger particles so that shape factors could
be more accurately measured, while adjusting viscosity to cover specific ranges of Rep.
Emulating this approach, and examining a specific range of shapes using 3-dimensional particles
created with a 3D printer, might allow further evaluation this idea and explore other ways to
characterize 3-dimensional particle shape from 2-dimensional images.
There is also a debate as to whether applying theoretical estimates based on
impermeable particles (Stokes-like equations) to characterizes natural flocs is appropriate. Along
with particle shape, permeability also influences drag. Johnson et al. (1996) and Emagzadeh and
Chiew (2016) demonstrated that latex spheres with high permeability settle faster than
impermeable particles of the same mass, because drag was reduced due to flow through pores.
However, Emagzadeh and Chiew (2016) found that at moderate Reynolds numbers (1<Rep<100),
the drag coefficients for the permeable spheres and impermeable spheres were quite similar.
Gregory (1997) determined that flocs with fractal dimensions greater than 2 were not very
permeable. Typical estuarine flocs have fractal dimensions between about 2 and 2.5, so
Winterwerp and Van Kesteren (2004) conclude that the effects of fluid moving through such
flocs should be minimal and can be neglected. Tran et al. (2004) and Johnson et al. (1996)
further recognize that in situations where flocs are composed of a mixture of inorganic and
organic material, organic material may fill open pores and reduce their influence on
permeability. Influence of permeability was not tested in this this study. However, the general
consensus is that the theoretical expressions for ws tested here are likely to be less sensitive to
the permeability relative to the shape of most estuarine flocs. Nevertheless, the role of
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permeability versus shape is another factor that could potentially be evaluated with laboratory
settling experiments using printed particles.

7.5.

Evaluation of PICS in situ measurements of particle size and settling velocity
Laboratory settling experiments with the microspheres were used here to further

examine limitations of the PICS and to better quantify measurement uncertainty (or precision)
in excess density inferred from video-based size and settling velocities, combined with
theoretical settling expressions. The Particle Imaging Camera System (PICS; Smith and Friedrichs,
2011; 2015), is the only in situ video settling column that combines automated PTV and PIV
algorithms for measurements of ws while accounting for background fluid velocity. Before this
paper, validation of these methods with particles of known sizes and densities had not been
conducted, and measurement uncertainties were only roughly estimated. Smith and Friedrichs
(2011; 2015) previously estimated measurement uncertainties in ws and d, and predicted
uncertainties in Δρ through error propagation. However, the uncertainties in ws and d were
approximate and uncertainties in Δρ were estimated using Soulsby’s empirical expression. An
uncertainty in d for +/- 0.02 mm was estimated from comparing quartile size fractions between
a LISST-100X type C and PICS collected in situ (Smith and Friedrichs, 2011). Uncertainty in ws of
+/- 0.18 mm/s was attributed to uncertainties in the measurement of background fluid velocity
(wf), and it was estimated from deviation of wf around the mean of individual measurements
during a single PICS experiment (Smith and Friedrichs, 2015). In this study, uncertainties in ws, d,
as well as Δρ were all more rigorously quantified.
Measurement uncertainties in d, ws, and Δρ were derived from observations for a range
of sizes (d = 0.1 mm- 1 mm), densities (ρs=1050 kg/m3 - 1350 kg/m3), and settling velocities (ws≈
0.3 - 60 mm/s). To avoid including any systematic errors associated with particle shape, only
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spheres are being considered in the present discussion. For a given set of repeatable
measurements of a given variable (v), fractional random uncertainty (δ), which is analogous to
precision, is estimated as the standard deviation of observations (σv) normalized by the best
estimate of v (defined as vbest), i.e., 𝛿! =

!!
!!"#$

(Taylor, 1997). The “best” observation-based

estimates of PICS measurement uncertainties (Table 8) were determined here as follows. For δd
and δws, the standard deviations of d and ws were normalized by the median by count, d50N or
ws50N, (Table 5, Figure 15, 16). For Δρ, the manufacturer provided Δρ (Table 4) represents the
best estimate of Δρ, so δΔρ was inferred from the standard deviation of the relative error
associated with the Schiller-Naumann approximation (Table 7; Figure 19).
According to Taylor (1997), and following Smith and Friedrichs (2015), uncertainty arising
from independent, random error in Δρ can also be determined by propagating the errors from d
and ws, where δws and δd are their respective measured uncertainties:

𝛿∆𝜌! =
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+
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Eqn. 6.

Previously, constant values for δws and δd were chosen for the PICS based on rough
measurements of absolute uncertainty, or δv=σv (Smith and Friedrichs, 2015). However, Taylor
(1997) suggests that approximating δws and δd using fractional uncertainty is a more
appropriate approach, and we have followed that method here. Based on the range of values in
Table 8, we take δws ≈ 0.2 and δd ≈ 0.1. δΔρm was then determined via error propagation (Eqn.
6) over a range of d and ws (black contours in Figure 22). Similar to the finding of Smith and
Friedrichs (2015), if δws and δd are assumed to be constant and independent of particle size,
higher levels of random uncertainty are expected for smaller, more slowly settling particles.
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Overall, measured random uncertainties in Δρ, δΔρ were comparable to δΔρm for most of
the particles (Figure 22). On Figure 22, red dots correspond to the d and ws of each of the
microspheres, and the values written in red directly right of each symbol denote δΔρ. Deviations
from the contour’s prediction of greater random uncertainty at smaller sizes is seen for the
second and third slowest settling velocity cases. In truth, fractional uncertainties in ws and d
were not observed to be constant with size, and these two cases had lower than average δws
and δd (Table 8). At some point, one should expect δws and δd to increase again as size
decreases due to the eventual limitation in resolution due to finite PICS pixel size. However, at
this point there is not enough information to derive an appropriate function to adequately
describe potential complexities in the expected relationship between δws, δd, and d for the
PICS. Also, in the present analysis the manufactured particles were treated as perfectly
monosized and spherical with a constant density. In reality, these particles had some variance in
size and shape (as measured by optical microscopy), and larger spheres were manufactured
over a larger size range. There is also a range of uncertainties associated with densities
determined by the manufacturer (Table 4). All of these contribute in part to the observed
uncertainties. Nonetheless, Figure 22 is a useful tool to estimate the expected random
uncertainties or expected precision in effective densities measured by the PICS for a given
particle of a given d and ws until additional information is available.
The Particle Imaging Camera System provides reasonable estimates of d, ws, and Δρ.
When averaged over multiple particle manufactured particle types, PICS units, and sampling
methods (global vs. local thresholds), mean difference in d50 relative to a microscope was less
than 1% (Table 5). Assuming the size from the microscope represents the actual size, this
suggests that higher levels of bias seen in individual comparisons do not translate to overall
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systematic errors. Analogously, when all cases are considered together, the average bias in ws
and Δρ (assuming the Schiller-Naumann settling equation to be correct), were each found to be
less than 5% (Table 6 and 7). Though more work is needed improve estimates of density for
non-spherical particles, the PICS was found to provide reliable estimates of size and settling
velocity and, when combined with the Stokes Schiller-Naumann expression, reasonable
estimates of excess density.

8. Summary
•

This paper presented an automated image-processing algorithm (IPPV) that efficiently
and effectively resolves both large and small flocs and removes out-of-focus particles.
The IPPV algorithm allows the user to choose to apply a global threshold or local
threshold for resolving particles. Two particle metrics based on the change in gradients
in grayscale intensity (L90 and PoP) are used to distinguish between in-focus and out-offocus particles. An interactive GUI allows users to determine the most appropriate
thresholding routine as well define appropriate L90 and PoP thresholds for particle
vetting.

•

Computer generated particles, manufactured particles, and natural flocs were used to
evaluate two types of image thresholding methods (global and local) and found that the
appropriate threshold depends on the illumination characteristics of the particles. When
particles are similarly, illuminated, global thresholds are more attractive because they
provide accurate results at lower computational cost. But when particle illumination
varies as a function of size, which is characteristic of in situ videos of natural flocs, local
thresholds are generally more appropriate. In these cases, global thresholds tend to
omit smaller particles and underestimate particle size.
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•

Video based measurements of particle size, settling velocity and density were assessed
with a series of laboratory settling experiments using the Particle Imaging Camera
System (PICS) along with manufactured particles (both spherical and irregularly shaped)
that cover a range of densities and sizes. The IPPV was implemented into the automated
processing algorithm for the PICS. For comparison, particle size was also measured using
microscopy and laser diffraction. Four commonly applied expressions for setting velocity
as a function of particle size, density, and fluid viscosity were evaluated: Stokes, Oseen,
Schiller-Naumann and Soulsby.

•

Laboratory settling experiments found: (i) Video-based measurements of particle sizes
were largely consistent with the manufacturers’ specified sizes and with other
instruments (Microscope, LISST-100X, and Mavlern). (ii) Discrepancies between videobased measured and theoretically calculated settling velocity are related to limitations
of the drag approximations associated with variable Reynolds particle number and
particle shape. Of the four expressions evaluated, the Schiller-Naumann and Soulsby
formulations provide the best estimates of particle density based on observed settling
velocity and particle size.

•

Laboratory settling experiments with the PICS and natural mud aggregates provided
further validation of video-based measurements of settling velocity and density. As part
of a field campaign by the US Army Corps of Engineers, the PICS was used to measure
the settling velocity of mud aggregates eroded from sediment cores during erosion
testing. Good agreement was observed between PICS measured ws and that given by
the Schiller-Naumann formulation using observed aggregate size and an aggregate
density calculated from the water content of a physical sample.
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•

Measurement uncertainties in PICS size, settling velocity, and density were quantified
from the settling experiments with the microspheres. Results found that the PICS,
combined with the IPPV algorithm and either Schiller-Naumann or Soulsby’s
expressions, provides reasonable estimates of particle diameter, settling velocity, and
effective density (particle minus water density). When averaged across multiple sizes,
mean biases for all three parameters as determined by the PICS compared to
independently known values were less than 5%. PICS measurement uncertainties
associated with random error (i.e. precision) for individual microspheres were larger:
1%-10% for diameter, 10%-35% for settling velocity, and 10-45% for effective density.

•

Moving forward, an improved characterization of effective density with video-based
measurements of irregularly shaped particles is needed. Theoretical modifications to
the drag coefficient depend on 3-dimensional shape properties, and most video systems
are configured to resolve 2-dimensional images. More work is warranted in order to
explore ways to better characterize shape from 2-dimensional images and to further
relate naturally irregular shapes to changes in drag.
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Pixel Intensity

40

A. Raw Image

20

1 mm

0

B. Binary Results With Global Threshold

1 mm

C. Binary Results With Local Threshold

1 mm

Figure 1: Raw PICS images of (A) natural flocs collected in the York River estuary, VA with sizevarying pixel intensity. Resulting binary image after applying (B) Otsu’s automated global
threshold routine (Otsu, 1979, MATLAB command “graythresh”) and (C) an automated local
threshold routine (utilizing the MATLAB command “adapthresh”). The local threshold has better
particle resolution compared to the global threshold, but it also identifies more out-of-focus
particles.
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Table 1: Description of the expressions evaluated with manufactured particles of known size and
density. These expressions are the ones most often used with video settling devices to estimate
density from observations of particle size and settling velocity.

Drag (Cd)
Stokes
Oseen (1927)
Schiller and
Naumann (1933)

Settling Velocity (ws)

24
𝐶! =
𝑅𝑒!
𝐶! =

𝑤! =

24
3
(1 +
𝑅𝑒 )
𝑅𝑒!
16 !

𝐶!

24
=
1 + 0.15𝑅𝑒!!.!"#
𝑅𝑒!

𝑤! =

𝑤! =

𝑤!!

Soulsby (1997)

𝜌! − 𝜌! 𝑔𝑑
18𝜇

∆𝜌 =

𝑔𝑑 !
𝜌!! 𝜌!
18𝜇 1 + 3 𝑅𝑒
16 !

𝑔𝑑 !
𝜌! − 𝜌!
18𝜇 1 + 0.15𝑅𝑒!!.!"#

𝜈
𝐾! ! + 𝐾! 𝐷∗ !
𝑑!

Excess Density (Δρ=ρs- ρw)

!

!/!

− 𝐾!

∆𝜌 =

18𝜇𝑤!
𝑔𝑑 !

18𝜇𝑤!
3
1+
𝑅𝑒
𝑔𝑑 !
16 !

∆𝜌 =

18𝜇𝑤!
1 + 0.15𝑅𝑒! !.!"#
𝑔𝑑 !

∆𝜌 =

𝜌! 𝜐 !
𝑔𝐾! 𝑑 !

𝑤! 𝑑
+ 𝐾! − 𝐾!
𝜈

*d is particle size, ρs is particle density, ρw is the density of water, g is the acceleration due to
gravity, μ is dynamic viscosity, υ is kinematic viscosity.
* In Soulsby (1997), 𝐷∗ = 𝑔

𝜌!

!
𝜌! − 1 /𝜈

!/!

d, K1=10.36, K2=1.049.
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Table 2A: Description of symbol notations used in this paper.
Symbol
α, m, β, n
δ
δΔρm
Δρ
∇2I (x,y)
εrel

Meaning

Units

Empirical constants describing how Imax and Ir vary with particle size
Random uncertainty for a given variable v, 𝛿! =

!!
!!"#$

, where vbest is the best

estimate of v. δ describes measurement precision.
Random uncertainty (or precision) in excess density estimated using error
propagation theory.
Particle excess or effective density, Δρ= ρs- ρw

M/L3

Laplacian gradient (2nd spatial gradient) of intensity
Relative error or bias of a measured or estimated quantity, y, from its true
value, A, 𝜀!"# =

!!!
!

. εrel is a description of measurement accuracy.

λ

Decay rate constant for pixel intensity

μ

Dynamic viscosity

M/LT

ρb

Bulk bed density

M/L3

ρs

Particle density

M/L3

ρw

Density of water

M/L3

σ

Standard deviation

υ

Kinematic viscosity

CD

Particle drag coefficient

d

Particle equivalent spherical diameter

L

d50N

Median particle size by count

L

d50v

Median particle size by volume
Relative difference between two measured or estimated parameters,

L

drel
<v>

𝑑!"# =

!"!!!
!!

.

Indicates the mean of a given variable, v, i.e. v= εrel, <εrel >=mean relative
error.

g

Acceleration due to gravity

I

Pixel grayscale intensity

Imax
Ir

L2/T

L/T2

Maximum pixel grayscale intensity occurring at the center of the particle
Pixel grayscale intensity at the edge of the particle

L90

Particle vetting metric, 90th percentile of the Laplacian Gradient

L90T

User defined threshold for L90

Np

Number of particles per frame in computer simulations

PoP

Particle vetting metric, Percent of the perimeter

PoPT

User defined threshold for PoP
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Intensity

%

Rep
RMSE
T/T(x,y)

Reynolds number
Root mean squared error
Global/Local threshold of pixel grayscale intensity

w

Water content, ration of water mass to sediment mass in a sample

wf

Background fluid velocity

L/T

ws

Particle settling velocity

L/T

Median settling velocity by count

L/T

ws50
x

Distance from the center of the particle to the edges

Table 2B: Descriptions of acronyms used in this paper.
Acronym

Meaning

CSF

Corey shape factor

CTD

Conductivity, Temperature, and Depth probe

fps

Frames per second

GUI

Graphical User Interface

GT

Automated global threshold routine within the IPPV

IP

Image Processing

IPPV
Laser PICS
LED
LED PICS
LISST-100x
LT
Malvern
pdfs
PE

Image Processing Particle Vetting Algorithm
PICS camera with laser light source
Light-emitting diode
PICS camera with LED light source
Type C Sequoia Scientific Laser In-situ and Transmissometry unit
Automated local threshold routine within the IPPV
Malvern Panalytical Mastersizer 2000
Probability density functions
Polyethylene

PICS

Particle Imaging Camera System

PIV

Particle image velocimetry

PSD

Particle size distribution by volume

PTV

Particle tracking velocimetry

PV

Particle Vetting

USACE

United States Army Corps of Engineers
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pixels

A. Particle Imaging Camera System (PICS)

B. PICS LED Light Source
LED array
settling column
camera

1-meter
settling column

LED array
LED Light Sheet ≈3 mm thick

C. PICS Laser Light Source

Camera &
Lighting

settling column
LISST

camera

Camera
Laser 620 nm
Laser Light Sheet ≈1 mm
thick

Figure 2: Figure: (A) Particle Imaging Camera System (PICS). Schematics of camera and settling
column cross section with (B) LED lighting (LED PICS) and (C) with Laser lighting (Laser PICS).
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Figure 3: Grayscale images of natural flocs and corresponding pixel intensities as a function of
distance from the defined particle centroid collected using (A) LED PICS and (B) Laser PICS. The
relationship between pixel intensity (I) and distance (x) from the center can be described using
an exponential decay model: I = Io exp(-λx) (red lines), with an imposed maximum I of 255 due to
the maximum value of 8-bit integer grayscale images.
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A. Image Processing, Particle Vetting Algorithm
1. Image Processing: Identify Candidate Particles

2. Particle Vetting: Remove Out of Focus Particles

Grayscale Image From Camera (I)

Grayscale Image From Camera (I)

Global Threshold

Edge Detection

Neighborhood

Size
Calculate Particle Metrics
(L90 and PoP)

Local Threshold

Global Threshold

Candidate Particle
Properties

Identify and measure
candidate particles.

B.Simplified
Calculation
of local threshold T(x,y) for pixel (x,y)
schematic illustrating
calculation of local thresholds (TI(x,y))

Image I

I(x-α,y-β) I(x,y-β)

I(x+α,y-β)

I(x-α,y)

I(x+α,y)

I(x-α,y+β)

I(x,y)

T ( x, y ) =

TI ( x, y ) =

2πσ

2

e

( I (x, y)−µ )
2σ

Process for ws and Δρ
(Smith and Friedrichs, 2011; 2015).

2

I(x,y): intensity at pixel (x,y)
α,β: Size of local region (neighborhood size)
µ: mean I within local region
σ: std. deviation of I within local region

I(x,y+β) I(x+α,y+β)

Threshold for pixel I(x,y):

1

2

Particle Vetting
IN-FOCUS=L90 >L90T and PoP>PoPT

1
e
2πσ 2

( I( x ,y ) −µ )

2

2σ 2

µ=Mean I of local region, σ= Std. deviation I of local region

Figure 4: (A) Flow chart describing the image processing, particle-vetting algorithm (IPPV). (B)
Schematic of local threshold (T(x,y)) calculation for a given pixel (x,y), applying a neighborhood
size of 3x3 pixels in this simple example. In practice in this study, the neighborhood size is set to
the size of the largest particle identified by the global threshold.
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A. Grayscale Image

B. Binary Image

C. Laplacian Filter of Image
10

10
6
1

10

6
9

2

2

1

7

3
4
1 mm
5

5

100

6

9
7

3
8

4
1 mm

5

7
3

8

300

PoP

d≈0.05 mm
d≈0.3 mm

L90

5
4
1 mm

8

0.2

0

-0.2

Pixel Intensity

D. Particle Vetting Metrics

9

2

1

Laplacian of Grayscale Intensity
E. Particle Metrics, L90T=0.07, PoPT=10;
Particle

L90

PoP

d (mm)

1

0.01

0

0.180

no

2

0.13

152

0.291

yes

3

0.13

75

0.114

yes

4

0.18

67

0.063

yes

5

0.15

30

0.047

yes

6

0.008

0

0.132

no

7

0.17

140

0.234

yes

8

0.03

7.7

0.108

no

9

0.23

40

0.039

yes

10

0.19

141

0.201

yes

F. Accepted Particles

Accepted

10
6
1

9

2
7

3
4
1 mm

Accepted

5

Identified

Figure 5: Application of the image processing and particle vetting algorithm (IPPV). (A) A portion
of a larger raw grayscale image from LED-PICS. Numbers identify particles highlighted in later
panels. (B) Binary image showing particle candidates determined using IP with the local
threshold routine. (C) Application of a Laplacian filter to the grayscale image, which highlights
changing gradients in intensity. (D) Summary of particle vetting metrics for all particles identified
in the entire corresponding 10 x 14 mm image. Each symbol represents an identified particle,
with symbol diameter and color corresponding the particle’s size and grayscale intensity,
respectively. (E) Summary of particle metrics for particles labeled 1-10. (F) Green shaded
particles are accepted as sufficiently in focus based on the specified values for L90T and PoPT.
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8

A. Max. Intensity versus Size (IM AX = d m )

B. Edge Intensity versus Size (Ir = exp(nd))

10 2

Ix

IM AX

10 2

10 1

10 1
Suspension Type
Size Varying Intensity (I)
Similar Intenstiy (I)

10

0

10

0

10

1

10

2

10 0
10 0

10 1

d (Pixels)

d (Pixels)

Figure 6: (A) Maximum pixel intensity, Imax, (B) and edge intensity, Ir, as functions of equivalent
spherical diameter (d) for suspensions of particles with small (blue) and large (red) changes in
particle intensity with size. Error bars represent +/- 1 standard deviation.
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10 2

Figure 7: Example of a computer generated particle. (A) Grayscale image and (B) corresponding
pixel intensities as a function of distance from the center.
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Table 3: Parameters for computer generated particle suspensions. Values for α,m,β and n were
defined based on the average or range of values suggested from observations of videos
collected over multiple field and laboratory studies. Dimensionless standard deviation (σ) is the
standard deviation of particle size divided by d50v. For the bimodal case, σ applies to each of the
two component populations separately.
Simulation Case

# of
Frames

Np

α

Variable I: Unimodal

100

200

30-50

Variable I: Bimodal

100

1010

30-50

Similar I: Unimodal

100

200

Similar I: Bimodal

100

1010
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m

β

n

d50v, µm

σ

0.10.5
0.10.5

1020
1020

0.010.04
0.010.04

200

0.3

35,300

0.04

200

0.05

50

0.01

200

0.3

200

0.05

50

0.01

35, 300

0.04

A. Similar I, Unimodal, GT Routine
10

Particle Resolution: 78%
RMSE=0.004 mm
< rel >=-0.04

10

-1

10

-2

10

-2

10

-1

0

Particle Resolution 82%
RMSE=0.002 mm
<
>=0.002
rel

LT d [mm]

GT d [mm]

10

B. Similar I, Unimodal, LT Routine

0

10

0

10

-1

10

-2

10

-2

10

C. Similar I, Bimodal, GT Routine
10

Particle Resolution: 76%
RMSE=0.003 mm
<
>=-0.05

0

10

-2

10

-2

10

-1

Particle Resolution 91%
RMSE=0.002 mm
<
>=0.003
rel

LT esd [mm]

GT esd [mm]

rel

-1

0

D. Similar I, Bimodal, LT Routine

0

10

10

Real d [mm]

Real d [mm]

10

-1

10

0

Real d [mm]

10

-1

10

-2

10

-2

10

-1

10

0

Real d [mm]

Figure 8: Accuracy of particle sizes determined using the GT routine (A,C) and LT routine (B,D)
for unimodal (A,B) and bimodal (C,D) suspensions of particles with similar intensity. For each
case, the percent of the particles resolved is noted in the top left corner.
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A. Variable I, Unimodal, GT Routine

10

Particle Resolution: 44%
RMSE=0.03 mm
< rel >=-0.24

LT d [mm]

GT d [mm]

10

B. Variable I, Unimodal, LT Routine

0

10 -1

10 -2
10 -2

10

10 -2
10 -2

-1

Particle Resolution: 86%
RMSE=0.002 mm
< rel >=-0.01

LT d [mm]

GT d [mm]

rel

10 -1

10

10

Real d [mm]

10 0

10 0

Particle Resolution: 4%
RMSE=0.04 mm
<
>=-0.16

-1

10 -1

Real d
D. Variable I, Bimodal, LT Routine

C. Variable I, Bimodal, GT Routine

10 -2
10 -2

Particle Resolution: 80%
RMSE=0.002 mm
< rel >=-0.01

10 -1

Real d [mm]
10 0

0
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0

-1

10 -2
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-1

10

0

Real d [mm]

Figure 9: Accuracy of particle sizes determined using the GT routine (A,C) and LT routine (B,D)
for unimodal (A,B) and bimodal (C,D) suspensions of particles with variable intensity. For each
case, the percent of the particles resolved is noted in the top left corner.
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Table 4: Description of particles used in laboratory tests, including material type and known
particle density (ρs) provided by manufacturer, and excess density (Δρ) calculated from known
ρs, where Δρ= ρs- ρw (accounting for the known density of the water). To get a better
approximation of size, a subsample of particles (50-100) was measured using optical
microscopy. Settling velocity for each particle type was calculated using the measured median
size by number of particles (d50N) and the manufacturer’s specified density with the SchillerNaumann approximation. Median size and settling velocity were used to estimate Rep. The
values shown are the median +/- standard deviation based on manufacturer’s specifications (if
provided) for density, and standard deviations for d50N, ws and Rep.
Sample ID
ρs, kg/m3
Polyethylene Microspheres
90-106 μm,
1050 +/- 30
1.05 g/cm3
90-106 μm,
1100 +/- 30
1.10 g/cm3
150-180 μm,
1100 +/- 30
1.10 g/cm3
300-355 μm,
1250 +/- 50
1.25 g/cm3
850-1000 μm,
1350 +/- 50
1.35 g/cm3
NyloTex Wax
500-800 µm,
1140
1.14 g/cm3

Δρ, kg/m3

d50N (mm)

ws , mm/s

Rep

53 +/- 30

0.101 +/- 0.01

0.31 +/- 0.04

0.03 +/-0.01

103 +/- 30

0.101 +/- 0.01

0.57 +/-0.1

0.06 +/-0.01

103 +/- 30

0.156 +/- 0.01

1.5 +/- 0.1

0.25 +/- 0.03

253 +/- 50

0.312 +/- 0.03

11 +/- 1

3.5 +/- 0.4

353 +/- 50

0.943 +/- 0.09

56 +/- 6

58 +/- 6
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0.789 +/- 0.10

24 +/- 5

21 +/- 6
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A. PE Spheres 90-106 µm, ρs=1.05g/cm3

D. PE Spheres 300-355 µm, ρs=1.25 g/cm3

B. PE Spheres 90-106 µm, ρs=1.10 g/cm3

E. PE Spheres 850-1000 µm, ρs=1.35 g/cm3

C. PE Spheres 150-180 µm, ρs=1.10 g/cm3

F. Wax 500-800 µm, ρs=1.14 g/cm3

Figure 10: Microscope images of the particles used in laboratory tests. (A-E) Polyethene (PE)
microspheres (Cosphereic Inc.) and (F) irregularly shaped Nylotex wax shavings (Micro
Powerders Inc.). Additional details of the particles are in Table 4.
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F.

E.

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.

Deployment Frame
Camera + Light Source
Settling column (1-meter long)
Lower Introduction Valve
Upper Introduction Valve
Removable column extension (1-meter long)
Communication/Power Cable
Electronics + Strobe Controller
Sample Bucket with spigot and plastic tubing

C.
I.
H.
G.

B.

A.

D.

Figure 11: Camera set-up for laboratory experiment using manufactured particles.
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A. Raw Greyscale Images: 850-1000 µm

B. Results: GT Routine

Accepted

C. Results: LT Routine, Size [59 59] (GT routine)

Identified

D. Results: LT Routine, Size [111 111] (Defined)

Figure 12: Examples of the unnatural dark streak that was observed in the raw images of the
polyethylene microspheres (A), influence of the unnatural feature on binary results with both
thresholding routines (B,C), and sensitivty of binary results to LT routine neighborhood size (C
vs. D). (A) Grayscale image of large PE microspheres, 850-1000 µm, 1.35 g/cm3. Results after
processing with the (B) GT routine, (C) LT routine with the neighborhood size defined by the
defined as the size of the largest particle identified using the GT routine (default) and (D) LT
routine with a neighborhood size defined by the user, [111 111].
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Figure 13: Particle size distributions from laboratory experiments with the LED PICS. The bottom
plot is for wax shavings, the rest are PE spheres. For each sample, videos were processed using
the GT (solid blue line) or LT (solid red line). For comparison PSDs were measured thru
microscopy (dashed black line) and a Sequoia Scientific LISST-100X type C (dashed gray line) or
Malvern Particle Size Anayzer (dashed yellow line). The secondary, lower d mode is associated
with smaller polyethylene spheres added to facilitate PIV fluid tracking.
200

Figure 14: Particle size distributions from laboratory experiments with the Laser PICS. The
bottom plot is for wax shavings, the rest are PE spheres. For each sample, videos were
processed using the GT (solid blue line) or LT (solid red line ). For reference, the PSDs measured
thru microscopy (dashed black line), LISST-100X type C (dashed gray line), and the Malvern
Particle Size Anayzer (dashed yellow line) are repeated here from Figure 13. Note that the Laser
PICS utilized small wax shavings to facilitate PIV fluid tracking, while the LISST results document
the small polyethylene spheres from Figure 13.
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Table 5: Comparison of particle sizes determined by the microscope, LED and Laser PICS, LISST
(for smaller spheres, d < 0.5 mm), and Malvern (italics, large wax, 0.5 < d < 0.8 mm). Particles
sizes for each are presented in terms of median size by number of particles (d50N) and median
size by volume (d50v), where +/- indicates standard deviation for d50N and d50v. The standard
deviations of d50N and d50V from the LISST/Malvern were approximated from σx=d84x- d50x, where
x denotes by count (N) or by volume (v). All values describe only the main particle population
and exclude smaller seed particles. Differences in median size between d50V and d50N from the
PICS/LISST-100X/ Malvern relative to the microscope (drel, dimensionless) are in parentheses. drel
were calculated from d50V and d50N measured by a given method minus that measured by the
microscope, divided by that measured by the microscope.
Sample

Microscope

LED PICS

Laser PICS

LISST or

Mean, all but

GT

LT

GT

LT

Malvern

Microscope

0.106 ± 0.01
(0.05)
0.106 ± 0.01
(0.04)
0.110 ± 0.01
(0.09)
0.108 ± 0.01
(0.07)
0.173 ± 0.01
(0.11)
0.174 ± 0.01
(0.12)
0.324 ± 0.02
(0.04)
0.329 ± 0.02
(0.01)
0.844 ± 0.04
(-0.10)
0.893 ± 0.04
(-0.08)

0.114 ± 0.01
(0.13)
0.117 ± 0.01
(0.15)
0.117 ± 0.01
(0.16)
0.119 ± 0.01
(0.18)
0.181 ± 0.01
(0.16)
0.176 ± 0.01
(0.13)
0.345 ± 0.02
(0.11)
0.329 ± 0.02
(0.01)
0.973 ± 0.02
(0.03)
0.985 ± 0.02
(0.01)

0.094 ± 0.01
(-0.07)
0.097 ± 0.01
(-0.05)
0.102 ± 0.01
(0.01)
0.105 ± 0.01
(0.04)
0.162 ± 0.01
(0.04)
0.165 ± 0.01
(0.06)
0.316 ± 0.02
(0.01)
0.321 ± 0.02
(-0.02)

0.100 ± 0.02
(-0.01)
0.105 ± 0.02
(0.03)
0.120 ± 0.02
(-0.19)
0.123 ± 0.02
(0.22)
0.182 ± 0.02
(0.17)
0.175 ± 0.01
(0.12)
0.350 ± 0.02
(0.12)
0.349 ± 0.02
(0.07)

0.096 ± 0.02
(-0.05)
0.107 ± 0.03
(0.05)
0.098 ± 0.02
(-0.03)
0.109 ± 0.03
(0.08)
0.158 ± 0.03
(0.01)
0.172 ± 0.04
(0.10)
0.377 ± 0.07
(-0.11)
0.318 ± 0.07
(-0.03)

N/A

N/A

N/A

0.102 ± 0.01
(0.01)
0.106 ± 0.01
(0.04)
0.107 ± 0.01
(0.07)
0.111 ± 0.01
(0.12)
0.169 ± 0.01
(0.10)
0.170 ± 0.01
(0.11)
0.321 ± 0.03
(0.03)
0.329 ± 0.03
(0.01)
0.920 ± 0.07
(-0.04)
0.950 ± 0.05
(-0.03)

Polyethylene
90-106 μm,
3
1.05 g/cm

90-106 μm,
1.10 g/cm3

150-180 μm,
1.10 g/cm3

300-355 μm,
1.25 g/cm3

850-1000 μm,
1.35 g/cm3

d50N
d50v
d50N
d50v
d50N
d50v
d50N
d50v
d50N
d50v

0.101 ± 0.01
(N/A)
0.102 ± 0.01
(N/A)
0.101 ± 0.01
(N/A)
0.102 ± 0.01
(N/A)
0.156 ± 0.01
(N/A)
0.156 ± 0.01
(N/A)
0.312 ± 0.01
(N/A)
0.327 ± 0.01
(N/A)
0.943 ± 0.09
(N/A)
0.971 ± 0.09
(N/A)

NyloTex Wax
500-800 µm,
3
1.15 g/cm
<drel> all samples

d50N
d50v

0.789 ± 0.10 0.609 ± 0.09 0.656 ± 0.09 0.516 ± 0.09 0.593 ± 0.08 0.649 ±
(N/A)
(-0.23)
(-0.17)
(-0.35)
(-0.25)
0.20 (-0.18)
0.843 ± 0.10 0.658 ± 0.09 0.681 ± 0.09 0.565 ± 0.09 0.650 ± 0.08 0.696 ±
(N/A)
(-0.22)
(-0.20)
(-0.33)
(-0.23)
0.23 (-0.17)
-0.008
0.06
-0.07
0.005
0.003
-0.18
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0.635 ± 0.09
(-0.23)
0.682 ± 0.09
(-0.23)
-0.003
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Figure 15: Median equivalent spherical diameter (d50N) of particles above the effect of seed
particles as measured using the (A) LED PICS and (B) Laser PICS analyzed with the GT Routine
(blue circles) and LT Routine (red squared) and compared to d50N determined from microscopy.
The black line represents the 1:1 line, and the green lines along the x- and y-axes represent the
known size range provided by the manufacturer (Table 4).
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Figure 16: Settling velocities measured with LED PICS (symbols) over a range of Reynolds particle
numbers (Rep) compared to theoretical approximations of settling velocity (solid lines) with
known density and either (A) Stokes, (B) Oseen, (C) Schiller-Naumann, or (D) Soulsby. Lines of
constant density are colored to correspond to their corresponding particles.
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Figure 17: Settling velocities measured with Laser PICS (symbols) over a range of Reynolds
particle numbers (Rep) compared to theoretical approximations of settling velocity (solid lines)
using known density and either (A) Stokes, (B) Oseen, (C) Schiller-Naumann, or (D) Soulsby. Lines
of constant density are colored to correspond to their corresponding particles.
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Table 6: Summary of median differences between the particles’ theoretical values for ws relative
to those directly observed with the LED PICS (i.e., theoretical ws minus PICS ws, divided by PICS
ws), +/- standard deviation. The median drel for each case represents the dimensionless bias of
theoretical values compared to measured ws, and the standard deviations in drel represent
fractional random uncertainties, which describe the precision of the method for each particle.

Sample

Rep

Polyethylene Microspheres
90-106 µm,
0.03 +/- 0.01
1.05 g/cm3
90-106 µm,
0.06 +/- 0.01
1.10 g/cm3
150-180 µm,
0.25 +/-0.03
1.10 g/cm3
300-355 µm,
3.5 +/- 0.4
1.25 g/cm3
850-1000 µm,
58 +/- 6
1.35g/cm3
NyloTex Wax
500-800 µm,
21 +/- 6
1.15 g/cm3

Relative difference between theoretical and observed ws
SchillerStokes
Oseen
Soulsby
Naumann
- 0.13 +/- 0.36

- 0.14 +/- 0.36

-0.14 +/- 0.35

- 0.21 +/- 0.33

0.04 +/- 0.16

0.03 +/- 0.16

0.02 +/- 0.15

- 0.05 +/- 0.14

0.10 +/-0.11

0.03 +/- 0.10

0.02 +/- 0.10

- 0.02 +/- 0.09

0.65 +/- 0.36

0.02 +/- 0.20

0.20+/-0.24

0.26 +/- 0.26

2.89 +/- 0.41

- 0.43 +/- 0.06

0.11 +/- 0.11

- 0.02 +/- 0.10

0.40 +/- 0.21

- 0.06 +/-0.13

0.36 +/- 0.21

0.40 +/- 0.21
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Figure 18: Comparison of the distribution of relative difference (drel) between LED PICS
measured settling velocity and that estimated settling using PICS size, manufacture’s density,
and either Stokes (blue), Oseen (red), Schiller-Naumann (yellow), or Soulsby (purple) theoretical
predictions for polyethene microspheres (A-E) and Nylotex Wax (F).
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Table 7: Summary of median relative error (dimensionless bias) for LED PICS measured excess
density (PICS Δρ minus manufacturer’s Δρ, divided by manufacturer’s Δρ) +/- standard deviation.
PICS measured Δρ was determined by entering observed PICS ws into each of the four
theoretical expressions for settling velocity. The median εrel describes the dimensionless bias
compared to the actual value or accuracy for each approach, and the standard deviation of εrel
represents fractional random uncertainties, which describe the precision of the method for each
particle.

Sample

Rep

Polyethylene Microspheres
90-106 µm,
0.03 +/- 0.01
1.05 g/cm3
90-106 µm,
0.06 +/- 0.01
1.10 g/cm3
150-180 µm,
0.25 +/-0.03
1.10 g/cm3
300-355 µm,
3.5 +/- 0.4
1.25 g/cm3
850-1000 µm,
58 +/- 6
1.35g/cm3
NyloTex Wax
500-800 µm,
21 +/- 6
1.15 g/cm3

Excess density (Δρ) dimensionless bias +/- fractional uncertainty
Schiller –
Stokes
Oseen
Soulsby
Naumann
0.15 +/- 0.45

0.16 +/- 0.45

0.17 +/-0.45

0.27 +/-0.49

- 0.04 +/- 0.15

- 0.03 +/-0.15

- 0.02 +/- 0.15

0.06 +/- 0.16

- 0.09 +/-0.09

- 0.03 +/-0.1

- 0.02 +/- 0.1

0.02 +/- 0.1

- 0.39 +/- 0.14

- 0.03 +/- 0.29

- 0.19 +/- 0.20

- 0.23 +/- 0.19

- 0.74 +/- 0.03

1.92 +/- 0.56

- 0.14 +/- 0.13

0.03 +/-0.18

-0.61 +/- 0.07

0.11 +/- 0.24

- 0.33 +/- 0.12

-0.37 +/- 0.11
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Figure 19: Comparison of the distribution of relative errors (εrel) between known particle and
excess density (ρs, Δρ) and particle and excess density inferred from PICS measured settling
velocity, size, and either Stokes (blue), Oseen (red), Schiller-Naumen (yellow) for polyethene
microspheres (A-E) and Nylotex Wax (F). In each figure the upper x-axis corresponds to εrel for ρs
and the lower x-axis corresponds to εrel for Δρ.
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d (mm)

ws (mm/s)

C. Mass Distribution for Aggregates (1150 <ρs<1800 kg/m3)

d (mm)

d (mm)

Figure 20: Suspended particle characteristics observed in the surface waters of the James River
Estuary, VA. (A) Suspended sediment size distribution measured from the LISST (gray) and PICS
(red). (B) Size and settling velocity data for particles tracked at ws ≥ 0.003 mm/s. Each dot
indicates an individual particle observation. Contours indicate the sediment-mass-weighted
kernel density estimate (density of observations in the plotted space). Straight black lines
represent constant densities. (C) Aggregates (either eroded bed material or biogenic aggregates)
throughout the water column over a tidal cycle (15 casts). Symbols (dots) indicate the median
value and dashed lines indicate the 16th and 84th percentile values from the distributions.
Aggregates are defined here as particles observed by the PICS to have 1150 < ρs < 1800 kg/m3.
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Figure 21: (A) Bed aggregates retained on sieves following erosion with SEDFLUME (Perkey et al.,
2020). (B) Size and settling velocity of eroded bed aggregates as recorded by the PICS.
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Table 8: Summary of measured PICS fractional uncertainty due to random errors or precision in
size (δd), settling velocity (δws) and excess density (δΔρ). Measured random uncertainty (i.e.,
precision) was determined from the standard deviation of observations (σv) normalized by the
!
best estimate of v (vbest), 𝛿! = ! , where v=d, ws, or Δρ. For d and ws, vbest is defined as the
!!"#$

median by count (d50N or ws50N), and for Δρ, vbest is the manufacturer provided value.

Sample
90-106 μm, 1.05 g/cm3
90-106 μm, 1.10 g/cm3
150-180 μm, 1.10 g/cm3
300-355 μm, 1.25 g/cm3
850-1000 μm, 1.35 g/cm3

Measured PICS Random Uncertainty or Precision
δd
δws
δΔρ
0.1
0.3
0.45
0.04
0.1
0.15
0.1
0.2
0.10
0.1
0.2
0.20
0.02
0.1
0.13
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Figure 22: Contours of predicted uncertainties in Δρ (δΔρm) inferred using the Schiller-Naumann
approximation and PICS measured d and ws. δΔρm were estimated using error propagation
theory (Taylor, 1997). Measured uncertainties (δΔρ) are noted in red.
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Chapter 5: Summary, Conclusions and Future Work
1. Summary and Key Conclusions
This dissertation used a combination of state-of-the-art optical instrumentation with
sophisticated transmissometers, a newly developed high-definition particle imaging camera
system (PICS), irradiance meters, and laboratory analysis techniques to investigate (1) the fractal
nature of flocs suspended in estuarine surface waters that are composed of varying amounts of
organic content and (2) determine relationships between estuarine light attenuation, absorption
and scattering and flocs along with other water column constituents. Observations of near
surface floc characteristics, water quality parameters and optical properties were collected
along of the York River estuary, VA, a major tidal tributary of the lower Chesapeake Bay. Key
conclusions are presented in the following paragraphs.
By combining observations collected with the PICS, Laser In-Situ Scattering and
Transmissometry (LISST-100X) instrument, and pump sampling, this dissertation presented a
new approach to simultaneously solve for floc fractal characteristics (e.g. fractal dimension (F),
primary particle size (dp), and primary particle density (ρp)), and identify whether simple fractal
models are appropriate. An advantage of video settling columns is their ability to measure floc
size and settling velocity concurrently, which provides a way to estimate floc excess density (Δρ)
and develop a fractal model to describe a given suspension. The key components are (i) fitting a
simple fractal model to video-based (PICS) observations of Δρ as a function of size (df) and (ii)
ensuring the integrated LISST-PICS particle size distribution (PSD) is consistent with
measurements of bulk apparent density (ρa). This technique avoids the need to unrealistically
assume constant values for dp or ρp a priori, reduces reliance on unconstrained, highly variable
values for F, and better identifies when simple fractal models are appropriate. The least
constrained component of simple fractal models is dp. Fractal dimension, F, can be directly
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measured by video settling tubes (although further decreases in pixel size are desired), and ρp
can be constrained by filtering water samples.
Bulk organic fraction was observed to be an important control on fractal primary particle
size and density (dp, ρp) and on bulk floc properties. Results suggest that primary particles are
tightly bound aggregates of relatively larger organic matter fragments combined with smaller
clay plates and that as fraction organic content increases, organic matter is more likely to
completely “fill in” the framework of progressively larger inorganic floccules, leading to larger
primary particle size, dp. Smaller, more organic flocs suspended at low TSS were also
characterized by a higher bulk apparent density (ρa_bulk) compared to flocs suspended at higher
TSS. At high TSS, suspensions were dominated with larger, mostly inorganic solids, with lower
bulk apparent density. In contrast with ρa_bulk, floc excess density (Δρ) was not sensitive to forg.
This is suspected to be attributed to the nature of how organic and inorganic flocs are packaged.
For more organic flocs, larger primary particles displace more water as they combine. This
displacement of water leads to an increase in total mass as determined with filtration. A portion
of the space containing only water in inorganic flocs would now contain organics in organic
flocs, and this mass of organic solids would be accounted for on TSS filters. This is consistent
with a higher ρa_bulk with no obvious change in floc Δρ.
Trends in scattering (b) and absorption (a) in the York were not simply explained by total
suspended solid concentration, alone, but were related to the nature of the flocs in the system,
particular the trends in ρa_bulk, as described above. In the York, as TSS increases, lower density
flocs increasingly dominate (Chapter 2). As ρapp dramatically decreases, scattering (b) increases
more quickly than TSS (Chapter 3). This is a new insight on how flocs scatter light, particularly
that scattering by flocs is not always explained by theoretical fractal packaging (e.g. Bowers et
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al., 2017). Organic solids in the York absorb about twice as much light per mass than inorganic
solids so particulate absorption increased more slowly than TSS (Chapter 3) because the fraction
of OSS decreases with increasing TSS (Chapter 2). In addition, larger, mainly inorganic flocs
contain much more water and thus have a lower ρa_bulk. This may result in the flocs being less
opaque to light, further decreasing absorption by larger flocs.
Though high variability in particle and water quality parameters was observed on a
sample-by-sample case, general patterns regarding their influences on diffuse light attenuation
(Kd) along the York were determined. On average, total scattering is dominated by non-algal
inorganic solids (ISSNAP) at all TSS above ~5 mg/L. For TSS up to ~25 mg/L, CDOM plus water
produce > 60% of absorption, and ISSNAP accounts for < 20%. Total scattering is dominated by
ISSNAP at all TSS above ~5 mg/L. At low TSS, the influence of non-algal organic solids (OSSNAP),
ISSNAP, phytoplankton, and CDOM on Kd qualitatively mirror the contributions for absorption (a).
Unlike a, however, Kd is more strongly influenced by ISS at high TSS from the influence of
scattering, At TSS ≈ 15 mg/L, which is near the critical value for SAV survival (Kemp et al., 2004),
ISSNAP is responsible for only about 1/3 of total Kd, a fraction that is less than the combined
contributions of OSSNAP and phytoplankton. The importance of phytoplankton and other OSS to
Kd, along with the relative insensitivity of Kd to riverine input of sediment into the York, suggests
that management efforts focused on nutrient reduction may be most effective for improving
clarity conditions relevant to SAV.
In an effort to improve future data quality in future field efforts, a new algorithm for
processing video-settling column data for identifying and sizing flocs with low visual contrast
was introduced and validated. This project was a novel opportunity to take advantage of the
cutting-edge Particle Imaging Camera System (PICS) to accurately characterize the size, settling
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velocity, and density of estuarine surface flocs. Even with PICS’s advance processing algorithm
(Smith and Friedrichs, 2011; 2015), flocs were still difficult to characterize. A major challenge in
processing particle images is correctly identifying and sizing particles of varying composition and
size, while correctly separating well-illuminated and in-focus particles from poorly illuminated
and out-of-focus particles. This was found to be especially true for samples collected near the
surface of the York. The new automated algorithm efficiently identifies and sizes both large and
small particles of varying brightness, while rejecting out-of-focus objects. Laboratory settling
experiments with the PICS with manufactured spheres and natural mud aggregates were used
to validate video-based measurements of size, settling velocity, and density. Measurement
uncertainties associated with random error (i.e. precision) were reasonable: 1%-10% for
diameter, 10%-35% for settling velocity, and 10-45% for effective density.
2. Recommendations for Future Work
This dissertation represented an initial effort for investigating the influence of suspended
floc size and composition on resulting estuarine optical properties. Future observations will
benefit from modifications to the sampling and processing methods. To better understand the
controls on water clarity in regions of concern (e.g. SAV habitats), more observations are
needed at low TSS concentrations.
The approach to determine fractal properties (Chapter 2) assumed PICS fractal models
extended to flocs smaller than the PICS’s lower particle size resolution limit, which may not be
realistic. Though the new PICS algorithm was more efficient at resolving smaller flocs (Chapter
4), the current PICS system is still limited systematically to 30 microns. We hope to modify the
current PICS system and develop a dual microscopy-camera based PICS system that will be able
to measure particle size, settling velocity and density over a more complete range of floc sizes,
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namely df =5-2000 μm, and that this will better constrain our understanding of fractal properties
of small flocs. Also, although the PICS was relatively accurate in determining the settling velocity
and density of spherical particles, an improved characterization of settling velocity and density
from video-based measurements of irregularly shaped particles is needed.
A simple non-linear model for Kd (Chapter 3) derived from observations allowed us to
determine the general patterns of the influences of water quality parameters (OSS, ISS, chl a,
CDOM) on a, b and Kd along the York; but sample-to-sample calculations were highly variable,
and Kd and was overestimated low TSS. For low concentration samples, a greater volume of
water needs to be collected and filtered in order to reduce measurement uncertainty for TSS as
well as the concentration of inorganic and organic solids. Another source of uncertainty is the
assumption that Kirk’s 1994 non-linear expression of Kd can be applied to directly estimate Kd
over PAR. Future work will involve combining observations from this study with previously
published spectral formulations to derive a better approximation for total absorption and thus
absorption due to flocs.
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